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ABSTRACT
The "Algebraic Variational" method in Atomic 
physics is applied for the first time to the scattering 
(both elastic and inelastic) of electrons by highly 
stripped (hydrogenic) atomic ions. The overall 
behavior of the excitation ls-*2s and ls-*2p cross 
sections is investigated using a 6 state expansion 
(ls-2s-2p) one and two p pseudostates) of the target 
wave function. The close coupling calculation is 
carried out up to a total angular momentum 
(Lmax — ^  an(̂  ^or ener9*es ranging from just above the 
n=2 threshold to 5 times threshold; otherwise the Coulomb 
Born approximation with exchange is used. The computed 
collision strengths are then fit by an analytic formula. 
Finally, using a large pseudostate set, resonances be­
tween the n=2 and n=3 thresholds are investigated and 
accurately traced. Resonance enhancement of excitation
rates is discussed. Results are reported for electron





The study of atomic processes in high temperature 
plasmas, both laboratory and interstellar, has grown 
into an increasingly important subject. Experimental and 
theoretical research is being conducted in order to 
interpret and comprehend the nature of these processes 
which occur in a hot fused plasma in a tokamak or in an 
interstellar medium. The investigation of spectral lines 
from these and other similar systems, reveals the presence 
of highly stripped heavy ions. For instance, in a hot 
confined plasma, elements like C, 0 and Fe are continuously 
excited by electron impact, thus forming all sorts of ions 
up to the hydrogen like. There exists now an increasing 
necessity for a full comprehension of the complicated 
structures resulting from the electron impact excitation 
of ions.
This work presents a physical framework for the
electron impact excitation of hydrogenic ions in the
energy range from just above, to around twenty times the
first excitation threshold. The theory is basically a
close coupling calculation which employs the "Algebraic
1 2  3Variational" method. ' ' Recent reviews of the method 
discuss the principles and the applications (so far made) 
of the different Kohn-type variational techniques. Most
1
2
existing applications are to the excitation of the neutral
atoms of H and He; a few have been made to alkali metals
and the atoms of C, N and 0, and one application to
elastic scattering from He+ .^ Emphasis has been placed 
+ 5-8recently on He , where a large discrepancy in the ls-»-2s 
excitation cross section, exists between theory and experi­
ment. Besides, a 3 state close coupling calculation has
25+ 9been made on the highly stripped ion Fe . A major ob­
jective of the work is to answer the questions: (1) what
is the importance of pseudostates in close coupling cal­
culations made on ions? (2) which of the common approxi­
mation techniques is adequate in solving scattering prob­
lems? (3) what is the effect of resonances on excitation 
rates in hydrogenic ions?
A survey of variational close coupling calculation 
is presented in Chapter Two. The importance of pseudo­
states is also discussed, as well as the problem associated 
with their choice. The degree of agreement between the 
different variational formulas of the K matrix (The "Kohn" 
(K), 'the "Inverse-Kohn" (IK) , the "Optimized Anomaly Free" 
(OAF) , the "Optimized Minimum Norm" (OMN) and its "Inverse" 
(IOMN)) is also discussed. The problems of anomalies in 
variational methods and pseudoresonances near pseudo­
state thresholds are considered.
3
In Chapter Three, the basic matrix elements with 
all associated integrals are evaluated. The evaluation 
of these quantities has been discussed previously for 
neutral systems.^®'^'^ This text considers the problem 
for one electron ions.
5+ 7 +Results for the hydrogenic ions C and 0 are
presented in Chapter Four. These ions are
intrinsically important in high temperature plasmas. They
may also be used as the low Z-limit for isoelectronic
scaling to higher Z elements. The excitation ls-*-2s and
ls->-2p, as well as the elastic cross sections are calculated
and compared with results of other theoretical calculations.
These latter include standard close coupling calculations
(3cc) ,6' 13,14,15 distorted wave with exchange (DW),^'^
18infinite Z hydrogenic (IZH) approximation, as well as the
19simple Coulomb Born (CB) and Coulomb Born with exchange
18(CBX) approximations. We were not aware of any experi­
mental results on these ions at the time this work was in 
progress. Finally, resonances between the n=2 and n=3 
hydrogenic levels are investigated. The calculated posi­
tions and widths compare well with those obtained by the
complex rotation method. Previous calculations quoted in
20a review by Henry, have demonstrated the special 
importance of resonance contribution to rate coefficients 
of optically forbidden excitations, the ls-+2s excitation 
for example. We determine in this work that resonance
4
of excitation rates is not as important as previously
14 21estimated by Seaton. '
General conclusions are stated in Chapter Five. A 
complete set of computer programs is included in Appendix 
G. Some subprograms which are taken from existing pro­
grams for electron hydrogen scattering (using the same 
approach) by Callaway et al., are also included.
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THEORY
In this chapter we review the basic formalism involved 
in the application of the variational method to the problem 
of electron scattering by an atomic ion, on the basis 
of a close couling expansion with pseudostates.
A. General Principles
We consider an external electron incident on an N- 
electron target of nuclear charge Z, and denote by "z" 
the net charge
Z = Z - N (2.1)
We will restrict the discussion to non-relativistic situa­
tions in which the total angular momentum L, the total 
spin S, and the total parity u are separately conserved.
In the present work, the ion is always initially in its 
ground state; therefore tt = (-1)L .
The total wave function of the N+l electron system 
is denoted by where "a” specifies an independent 
particular solution of the Schrodinger equation
HY = EY (2.2)a a
5
6
in which H is the total Hamiltonian of the system and 
E is its total energy. The wave function satisfies 
scattering boundary conditions. An incoming wave in 
channel "a" results in outgoing waves in all accessible 
channels. A particular channel "j" is characterized by 
the set of quantum numbers describing the target states 
(the principal quantum number n., the orbital angular
J
momentum L., its azumithal component m , the spin S.,
3 Lj 3
etc. and the orbital angular momentum and wave vector 
kj of the projectile:
and angular momenta satisfy the triangular inequalities
(2.3)
where E ̂ is the energy of the target state j. The spins
(2.4)
and
|Sj - 1/2 | < S < Sj + 1/2
2The channel, denoted by I\, is said to be closed if kj £ 0
2and open (or accessible) if kj > 0.
B. Pseudostates
We consider here only the case of a two electron 
system. The total wave function ^  is expanded in a set
7
of one electron target functions, in which the expansion 
coefficients are functions of the scattered electron 
coordinates. Let jfc denote the coordinates and spin of 
an electron, then
4'a ( ^ i ^ 2 ) = A ? ^ l ^ j a ^ *  (2,5)
where A is the antisymmetry operator.
A close coupling expansion is used. This restricts 
the functions to a finite set of exact target eigen­
states as well as pseudostates. The choice of pseudo­
states is made by requiring that the target Hamiltonian 
(Ht) be diagonalized in the subspace spanned by the 
selected set of orthogonal functions, that is
[Ht - Ej6jjI]i|>j (x1)dT1 = 0 (2.6)
The functions i/k  are constructed as a linear combina­
tion of specified basis functions, and are only eigen­
functions of Ht within the subspace spanned by the basis 
elements. Consider, for instance, a target state of 
specific angular momentum L^, then the radial Hamiltonian 
is given by
I d  2 d (Lj+I) n
HL..(r) = " ^2 dr *r dr* + r2 2 r *
8
Consider also a set of n Slater type functions
mi “cir n± (r) = r 1 e
The functions
n
R^(r) = I C. . j \ . (r) (2.7)
3 i=l 3'1 1
form a set of orthogonal functions that can be normalized
by imposing some condition on the coefficients C . .;
3 •1
they are the eigenfunctions of within the subspace 
of n^'s.
The diagonalization procedure yields a set of 
energies (Ej), powers (m̂ ) of r, exponents (?j), and co­
efficients (C. .) which define the radial target functions J /1
Rj (r) (the radial part of i/k ). For example, for Lj = 0,
if the basis includes the functions e""Zr, e’"Zr/̂  and 
— Zr / 2re , Eq. (2.6) yields the exact hydrogenic Is and
2s states and a third state (3s) which is a combination 
of ni 's. Functions of the type rp̂ , which are not exact 
target eigenstates are referred to as pseudostates. The 
term "pseudobasis" is given to the set of the short-ranged 
functions in which the pseudostates are expanded.
Pseudostates simulate, in an approximate manner, 
the effect of high bound and continuum states which exist 
in the real system. Previous calculations on electron
9
scattering by atoms have shown that pseudostates, when
properly chosen, can fully describe the target polariza- 
22 23 24tion. ' ' In addition, pseudochannels, once open,
absorb some amount of the outgoing flux, resulting in 
a reduction in the excitation cross sections, in compari­
son with a close coupling calculation in which only the 
physical target states are included.^'4,6,7,25,26 Finally, 
cross sections (apS) for excitations of pseudostates con­
tain information concerning ionization (the excitation 
of continuum states). An approximate expression for the 
ionization cross section (o^) for a set of pseudostates 
|ps> and bound states |b> at some energy E, is given 
by27'28




Thix expression is valid at energies located away from 
thresholds.
For our purposes, two different sets of pseudo­
states are used. The first is a six state set consisting 
of 3s-type functions and 3p-type functions. These are 
the exact hydrogenic Is, 2s and 2p states plus 3 pseudo­
states (one i-type and two p-type). It is employed in 
the energy range from just above the n=3 threshold to
10
about five times the first excitation threshold. It was 
necessary to restrict the close coupling expansion to 
such a small set for two important reasons. One is the 
amount of computer time it takes to do a single calcula­
tion when all pseudochannels are open at relatively high
energies? the other is the complicated pseudoresonance
28 29problem associated with pseudostate ' expansions as
shall be discussed later in the text. Besides, this basis
has been shown in a previous work, to yield rather satis-
+ 7factory results for electron impact excitation of He , 
in comparison to other bases used in different close 
coupling technique's, in the intermediate energy range 
where a serious conflict occurs with experiment. Energies 
and parameters of this basis are listed in Table I. How­
ever this small basis is not adequate to describe resonan­
ces between the n=2 and n=3 hydrogenic levels. Based 
on the work of Morgan et al.,^ a larger basis (14 states) 
which contains the exact Is, 2s, 3s, 2p, 3p and 3d states and 
8 pseudostates (three i-type, three p-type, one d-type 
and one f-type), is used in that energy region. Energies 
and parameters of this basis are also given in Table I.
We draw the attention here to Table I in which we
have scaled the pseudobasis exponents by the nuclear
2charge, and thus the energies scale by Z . We also note 
that the energies listed are those of the pseudostates 
as defined in Eq. (2.7).
C. Calculation of Total Cross Sections
This and the next section describe the basic features
1 2  3of the variational method employed. '
The total wave function can be written as
^ a = ? Gja*r2* * * l ?r2'a2* *2,9*
in which combines the target wave function ijjj (x^) with
the angular and spin functions of the projectile. The 
function G . (r.,) is the radial part of the scatteringJQ
function F. (x,) which appeared in Eq. (2.5). We willja a
->» Adenote the set (x^;r2 ?a2) by y... The antisymmetrization 
operator can be expressed in terms of the permutation 
operator P12
= (! + P12)/ v ' i  . (2.10)
The signs here stand for triplet (-) states in which the
electron spins are aligned, and singlet (+) states in
which these spins are antiparallel.
In each channel r., the variational function G. (r)
J l a
obeys the proper boundary conditions for small r
*1G. (r) r 3 , (2.11)
3a r - 0
11
as well as for large r
.-1 /2  __ lkj  lr  ,.2G . (r) -*• k . e J /r , if k. < 03a r->oo 3 D -
G-;a (r) *»■ kT1^2 (6. sin £. + K.a cos ) /r3a r-̂ oo 3 3a 3
if k? > 0
in which
C. = k.r - £. t t / 2  + (z/k.)£n 2k.r + a. . (2•3 J 3 3 3 3
Here ck is the Coulomb phase defined by
0  ̂ = Arg r(£j + 1 - iz/kj) . (2
The quantities K. in Eq. (2.12) are elements of the3a
reactance (or K) matrix.
In order to satisfy these conditions, we expand 






in which f is a long range energy dependent function;
C^a v is an expansion coefficient; nv (r) is a short 
range square integrable function (usually a Slater 
orbital) which decays at least as fast as 1/r for large 
r; n is the number of elements in the short range basis; 
and a (s = 1,2) are matrices whose choice depends on
o
the particular variational method used; for instance, 
the Kohn choice is
(al*ia ~ 6ia ^ ^ i a  “ Kia ' (2.15a)
while the Inverse-Kohn choice is
‘“^ ’i a ^ i a  <“2> i a = 4i a- <2'15b>
Unlike the situation involving an atomic target, 
the net charge of the system is not zero. The long range 
functions, f^ and f2, can no longer be Bessel functions, 
but must approach Coulomb functions asymptotically. We 
have chosen f^ and f2 as
fi (ki'r) kI1/2 Fa.<ki'r>/r
-1/2 “^r 2^i+^f2 (ki,r) = k / ' ^ d - e  r) 1 (k±,r)/r (2.16)
in which F 0 and G 0 are, respectively, the regular and
14
irregular solutions of the Coulomb differential equation
{ . 2^k„lU+l)—  + k2j uu#kr) = o (2.17)
a r *  r r
where a is the Coulomb parameter defined by
a = -  f  = ~ . (2.18)
0 4 -1  _  0For small r, and behave as r and r 
respectively. The multiplicative factor introduced in
Eq. (2.16) regularizes f2 such that both f^ and f2 go
oto zero as r when r approaches the origin. In the
asymptotic region, F^ and behave as
F£ ~ sin 5 (r)
r-»-a>
G 0 - cos i(r) (2.19)
oo
which complies with the conditions imposed by Eq. (2.12).
The outcome of the scattering problem must be stable 
with respect to the choice of the parameter, y . Thus 
an optimization procedure is carried out for each target. 
In fact, calculated cross sections, eigenphases, as well
as other physical quantities, should be stable over a
considerable range of values of y . An optimum y has been 
found for each target. Examples of the optimization
15
procedure are illustrated in Appendix A.
The partial cross section for a definite L, S and 
7r r is proportional to the square of the transition (or 
T) matrix which is related to the K matrix by
T - i l n e  • (2-20)
The partial excitation cross section from state i to state 
j is then given by
aLSTT(l'^) 2k2 <2L+1> (2S+1) (2Li+ l M 2 S i+l)
i 1 3
|T±j(LrSr 7T) |2 , (2.21)
and the total cross section is obtained by summing over 
L, S and it
a(i+j) = E a c (i-»-j) (2.22)
L , S , tt • LS7T
2Cross sections are expressed m  units of 7a (a is theo o
Bohr radius).
D. Variational Methods
The basic procedure employed in solving the set of 
coupled integro-differential equationsconsists of
16
writing an expansion for the trial scattering function
G._(r), as given in Eg. (2.14). The reactance matrixXCI
elements (K^j) are then expressed in terms of the matrix 
elements which constitute the central part of the
algebraic variational method (i and j specify the channel 
indices and s and t specify the long range functions). 
These matrix elements can be expressed as
- £ M ™  (B-1) ™  , (2.23)
mynv M H
(m, n ■ 1,2,...,nQ } y,v 1,2,...,n^)•
Here nQ is the number of open channels in the final
state. The terms appearing in this equation are defined 
below.
(i) the bound-bound matrix elements
= C y r ) * < Y n > l(H-E) U ± P 12» |*(Yn) nv(«)) . (2-24)
(ii) the bound-free matrix elements
Mis = < V rH>('»m) I<H-E) d ± P 12) |*(Yi)fs (ki,r)) ,
(2.25)
17
and (iii) the free-free matrix elements
Ftt = (fs (k.,r)$(Yi) | (H-E) (1±P12) I ^ Y j ^ O c ^ r ) )
(2.26)
The evaluation of these matrix elements will be discussed 
in detail in the next chapter.
The Kohn variational method expresses the K matrix 
element as
Kab = -wu  - 2k H2i (M22)kj Ml hi  <2-27>
(a,b,j,k — 1,2,...,nQ) ,
in which the error is only of the second order in the 
error of the function G. (r). Similarly the Inverse-la
Kohn expression is
= *?2 - 2k M12 (MU > kj M12 • (2-28>
It is obvious that both expressions, (2.27) and (2.28), 
suffer from severe anomalies whenever the inverted 
matrices are singular or nearly so. Such anomalies which 
occur at some particular energies may be avoided by 
adjusting the basis functions, or using Nesbet's
18
criterion, according to which the Kohn formula is pre­
ferred to the Inverse-Kohn if the ratio |Det M^2/
Det M^|<1, and vice versa (Det stands here for the 
"determinant of").
30 31Besides, the OMN method ' and its inverse IOMN
still apply the Kohn and Inverse Kohn formulas, but to
a transformed matrix. M’. Anomalies still occur at
energies where the matrices M£2 and have vanishing
determinants. Finally, the OAF method, introduced by 
32Nesbet has been constructed in a manner that avoids
the anomalies associated with the other methods. The
basic procedure is to reduce M to its upper triangular
33form by a unitary transformation, with the assumption 
that all the eigenvalues of M are real. It turns out 
that the OAF procedure possesses anomalies of its own, 
frequently manifest when the K matrix becomes sig­
nificantly assymetric (the OAF K matrix need not be 
symmetric in some energy regions except in the limits 
of an exact solution).
The degree of agreement, or disagreement between 
the different methods clearly depends on the presence 
of anomalies which arise in some partial waves at some 
energies. Table II shows examples in which agreement 
varies from excellent to fair, even to poor. For in­
stance, the IOMN value has a bad anomaly for L = 0, S = 
1. This value is excluded from the averaging procedure
19
done in order to obtain a best estimate of the cross 
section. The same holds true for the OAF value for L =
5, S = 1. This degree of agreement between the varia­
tional methods seems to be consistent with our aim to 
achieve a 1% accuracy in the calculated cross sections.
The example shown in Table II shows an uncertainty of
0.4% in the total cross section (L _< 5).
E. Pseudoresonances. The K Matrix Fit
A major difficulty associated with the use of
pseudobases, arises near artificial pseudothresholds
29where broad pseudoresonances occur. In previous work,
this problem has been avoided by altering the parameters
of the basis set so as to shift the position of the
resonance away from the energy region of interest.
34Recently, Burke et al. suggested an alternative ap­
proach in which the transition amplitude is effectively
averaged over the resonance region by means of a fit
2to a low order polynomial in k^ (the incident energy)
fij = a k? + b .k? + c (2.29)
where a, b and c are complex.
We applied this approach and made linear least 
squares fits to average over the severe pseudoresonance 
associated with the 3s-3p basis, which occurs at
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2approximately k^ = 38.6 Ry below the pseudothreshold
1 5+at 47.2 Ry in the S partial wave in C . It turned
out that the reliability of the method depends to a 
certain extent on the number of points at which the 
fit is made. This is an undesirable aspect when expen­
sive close coupling calculations are involved. Con­
sequently, we decided to use the procedure related
to that used by Callaway et al. in previous work on
3+ 35electron impact excitation of C .
This procedure is based on the work of Eissner 
36and Seaton. The essential point is that the real 
K matrix acquires a pole at some energy in the 
vicinity of the resonance (or pseudoresonance) where 
for fixed L and S, it can be expressed as
The first term on the right represents the background 
and the second represents the pole contribution. It 
has been established in the formal resonance theory, 
that residues of the transition matrix and consequently 
of the K matrix can be factored near a pole (this is 
due to the behavior of the scattering Green's function 
near that pole); we then have
Kij(E) = Kij* (E) + Cij/(EX"E) * (2.30)
(2.31)
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Hence, in the presence of one or more poles, we fit 
our calculated K matrices to the analytic equation 
in x (the scaled energy defined as the ratio of the 
incident energy to the n=2 excitation threshold)
N , . cfV
Ki,(x) = I Dj*> (x-x )n + E _Jd_ . (2.32)
13 n=0 13 ° X xX *
Here xQ is conveniently chosen to be the lowest energy 
in the region under investigation, and N is the number 
of terms considered in the background representation.
N is varied until an acceptable fit is obtained. For 
most cases, a linear (N=l) or at most quadratic (N=2) 
representation of the background is sufficient.
In fact, the fitting procedure is not as compli­
cated as Eq. (2.32) may suggest. Once the poles are 
accurately located from simple ab initio calculations,
only a linear least squares fit would then be required
)(n;
ijto determine the coefficients and the residues
c|j) . We found it helpful to test the quality of 
the fits by checking the validity of the factorization 
property of the residues given by Eq. (2.31).
In order to compare this method with that of Burke 
et al., we considered the same case mentioned above.
The contribution of the existing pole (at x = 1.431) 
is dropped after the fitting is completed, and the 
transition amplitudes, as well as the cross sections,
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are recalculated using only the background representa­
tion of the K matrix.. Figs. I and II show the behavior 
of the real and imaginary parts of the transition am­
plitude for the 2s excitation. The dark dots (connected 
by a light line) are the calculated values which show 
a rapid variation of this amplitude that results in 
a rapid variation in the cross section, shown in Fig.
III. The dashed lines show the results produced by 
Burke's method, while the solid lines show the results 
produced by the procedure described above (K matrix
fit). The same procedures have also been applied to
37the 2p excitation cross section (shown in Fig. IV),
as well as for the 2s and 2p excitation cross sections 
7+of 0 in which a pseudoresonance occurs around x =
1.41 in the same energy region. These pseudoresonances 
seemed to be the only ones of significant effect on 
the calculated cross sections above ionization.
In conclusion, both methods agree rather well, 
particularly when it comes to fitting the imaginary 
part of the transition amplitude. In regard to the 
real part, the least squares fit tends to fall too 
low at energies below the resonance and is high at 
energies above the resonance. This results in cross 
sections that are too large or too small in the energy 
regions indicated above. We think that the least 
squares fit would be improved by having more calculated
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points evenly spaced about the pole. That method 
appears to be less suitable when only a relatively 
small amount of data is available, as in the present 
calculations. A fit to the K matrix apparently re­
quires less data to yield satisfactory results.
CHAPTER III 
EVALUATION OP MATRIX ELEMENTS
In this chapter we discuss the evaluation of matrix 
elements which arise from the application of the algebraic 
variational method to the scattering of an electron by a 
one-electron atomic ion of nuclear charge Z. The evalu­
ation of these matrix elements has already been discussed 
in the case of neutral targets.^0,11,12 section A intro­
duces the principal types of matrix elements, while 
Section B evaluates the specific integrals involved in 
the variational matrices.
A. Principal Types of Matrix Elements
We define the total wave function of the two-electron 
system, of definite L and M-(the z-component of L)
¥a O v 5 2> = 2",» (1 + P12) Z U ± I. TOi M.|LM> ¥.<?1>
1 (3.1)
Pia(r2>
in which (£^ L^ m^ M^ LM) is a vector coupling coeffi- 
38cient; then we write and F. in spherical coordinatesX l a
’i <?1> ■ Ri (?i> XL* «1> (3_2)
Fia <r2> = Gia <?2> (02>




H'a (x1 ,x2) = 2 ^ (1 + P12) E R± (r^ Gia (r2)
(fi^) (3,3)
in which the 2-body spherical harmonic J ? _ 0 combines 
the angular factors of the 2 electrons
y-L,-Li %L = Z U iLimiMi |LM) Y^i (fi2) Y**i (fi.̂  . (3.4)
m^M^ i "i
It also has the following property
= *l ,L.£. (-l)Li+Ai“L (3.5)
The multiplicative factor {(-1)Li+Ai“L} is always a unity 
for the scattering problem in which the parity is (-1)L .
Eg. (3.3) can then be rewritten as
V V 2> ■ *~H J ‘V rl> Gia<r2> Ŝ.L.H. < W
^ (36)
± R i < r 2 ) 0 l B (r 1 ) i ^ L . a . U W ]
Now we define the variational functional I ^
Iab = // Va (x^,x2) [(1 + P12)(H-E)] ^(x^Xg) d i 1 dr2 (3.7)
which is related to the M matrix, defined above (see Eq.
(2.23)), by
■ »  ■ . . L J l >  '■■’**
in which nQ is the number of open channels, and ag and at 
are the matrices introduced in Section II.C.
The wave function ¥a is not an exact solution of the 
Schrodinger equation; otherwise, the functional rab would
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identically vanish. Substituting (3.6) in (3.7) we 
rewrite 1 ^  as 
n°
Iab ” t  I !  fRi <rl) Gia(r2) *nisi2) i Ri (r2)-L 1 1
x Gia*rl* *S,LiAi *n2ni ^  tH“E3 Rj^rî  Gjb*r2*
X (^2^2* rl r2 drl dr2 dfil dfi2 (3.9)
In order to reduce this expression, it will be convenient 
to perform the angular integration over the solid angles 
and ft2* For this purpose, we introduce the two oper­
ators
HD ^ rl'r2̂  = ^  dfil dn2 ^L,L.A. tH_El ^L,L. J,. ̂ l fi2̂' l i  3 3
Hx  ̂(rl,r2) = ^  d^l dfi2 li ^ 2 nî  Ĥ"E  ̂ ^LfLj£j^ftin2̂
(3.10)
The total Hamiltonian, H, can be expressed as the sum of 
2 single particle Hamiltonians
Hi = “Vi ” 2 Z/ri (i = 1 , 2 )  ' (3.11a)
and an interaction term
HI = 2/ri2 (3.11b)
in which r ^  can be expanded in spherical harmonics
oo jr
r7? = 1 — ITT -J J L ~ z yT <ni> M ? )  I 3 - 1 2 )
1 2 1=0 r> 2X+1 m=-X ^ 1 X 2
where r K is the smaller and r> is the larger of {r^,r2}» 
We would like to note here that atomic units are used
X
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everywhere in this work, and that energies are expressed 
in Rydbergs unless otherwise specified.
Combining Egs. (3.11a), (3.11b), and (3,12), and per­
forming the integrations in Eq. (3.10), the radial Hamil­
tonian operators reduce to
in which T„ is the kinetic energy-angular momentum radial
The {....} is a 6-j symbol, while (....) is a 3-j symbol. 













Maximum (|L.-&.|,|L.-£.|) < X < Minimum (L.+£., L . + Z .).j - j j i
(3.16)
The functional now reduces to 
n
■̂ ab ~ . ? , ^  drldr2 rl r2 R̂i*rl* Gia*r2* HD*^rl'r2̂1,J—x
± Ri<r2> Gia(rl> ' Hxj(rl'r2>] Rj (rl> Gjb(r2> (3-17)
where, as defined in Eq. (2.14),
2 nc
Gia(r) “ Z, <“s>ia fs<ki'r> + * Cia'*1 "i*’(r)s=l y=l ^
2 nc .
Gjb(r) = }  (at)jb ft (kj'r) + _Z Cjb'v ^vj,(r) (3*18)S—1 V“1
Substituting in Eq. (3.17), we reduce the three 
principal types of matrix elements, defined in Section
II.D, to the following expressions:
(i) the bound-bound matrix elements
= l f0 drldr2 rlr2 tRi<rl> n|51>(r2) H ^ (ri,r2)
± Ri<r2> ^ i>trX> n,Jj)(r2)
(3.19)
which involve bound Slater orbitals only.
(ii) the bound-free matrix elements
which involve Slater orbitals and one free long range 
function.
(iii) the free-free matrix elements 
0000
Pst - "  drldr2 rlr2 'Ri<rl> fs<ki'r2> «Dj <rl'r2)
iRi (r2> fs (ki’r2> HK‘l(rl'r2)1 Rj (rl> ft (kj'r2>
(3.21)
which involve Slater orbitals and two free long range 
functions.
These expressions, (3.19) through (3.21), can be 
further reduced by considering the properties of the 
target wave functions, specifically, their orthogonality
°° 2/ dr r R.(r) R.,(r) = 6.., (3.22)
0 J J J J
and the condition they satisfy (refer to Eq. (2.6))
00
/ dr r2 R • i (r) [Tp - 2 Z/r - E. 6..,] R. (r) = 0.
0 3 } 3 33 3
(3.23)
which holds for both real eigenstates and pseudostates.
Combining Eqs. (3.22), (3.23), and (3.19-21), the 
direct matrix elements reduce to
In order to express the matrix elements (direct or exchange) 
in terms of some specific integrals, we will use the repre­
sentation of the target functions as sums of Slater 
orbitals (refer to Section II.C)
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in which N. and N. denote the number of elements in the
1  J
i-th and j-th pseudobases, respectively, and and J.. are 
the angular momenta and Lj plus unity. We note here
that the set of exponents (z^ ), expansion coefficients
k ^(CT m ) ,  and energies (E. ) of the k-th target function.
k' k K
have a definite scaling behavior with the nuclear charge Z
(Table I). The short range basis elements which appear
in the expansion of Gka (r) are written as
i^Mr) = r*“ e'?°r ' (3'28a)
and the long range functions as
—Y r
f (k,r) = r"n (1-e )J U_U,kr) (3.28b)r r
in which Up stands for the regular (p=l) and the irregular 
(p=2) Coulomb functions, and n = 1, 2, ... .
This particular form of fp has been introduced in
order to have the flexibility of adding energy dependent 
(properly regularized) Coulomb functions with r”n dependence
39(n 2) to the short range basics above the n = 2 threshold.
We found, however, that such functions were not needed in 
order to achieve acceptable accuracy. The long range off 
diagonal dipole couplings between degenerate channels are 
less significant for high Z ions. In this case an expan­
sion in Slater type orbitals is capable of describing the 
scattering wave function near the ion.
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We now combine Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) with the expres­
sions (3.24)/- (3.26) and rewrite the direct matrix elements 
as
(i) The direct bound-bound elements
00
a.I .  6L.L, £ dr2 r2 np ^r2̂  lTa. ~ 2 Z/r2
1  J  X  j  U  j
2 (i), *Ii- k“] n ^ i r 2) + 2 Z A(X,L. , £. ,L., fi,.,L) r  Z33 V *  X 1 1 3  3 mi=1 m x
i i 2 2 " Cur2 njniG C1. m f f dr.dr2 rfr; (r2p e y z) (r., 1 e 1 )Ji' i j' j 00 1 2 1 2 2 1
X I ^  “Zm.rl
r< (r v e v 2) (r 3 e 1 ) (3.29)
” X+I z 
r >
which involve two bound-bound type integrals, and maybe 
expressed as
- «ij V j  V j  “i v ' v v v v v ^ v
Ni i d+ 2 Z A(X,L.,*.,L.,*.,L) Z Z C* m C3X l i D D  m .=1 x Jj/nij
NJv(V  V V , / Zm. ?X;W nm. rZm.) * (3.30)i i  3 3
The computation of the D and N type integrals give, respec­
tively, the kinetic energy and direct potential contribution 
to the direct bound-bound matrix elements.
The radial matrix elements of the direct interaction 
potential are defined by
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mi m-i °° 2  " “ i  r  *  ” 2 m . r l
VA drl rl (rl e >— A+I <rl e > <3-31>
r>
The N type integrals contain these elements (which will be 
explicitly evaluated in Appendix B) and thus may be rewritten 
as
%  -  C r  mi m-i ~  C\ ) r 2
N13(A) = !  dr, r2 (r,“ e » * 2 ) V, 3 (r2> <r2 e > (3-32)yv 0 z  z  z A
(For simplicity of notations we will drop the arguments of 
the integrals, leaving only the outstanding ones).
(ii) The direct bound free elements
00
dK t  = fQ dr2 r2 (r2^  e ?̂ 2) [T^ - 2 Z/r2
2 Ni Nj- kf] f.(k.,r,,) + 2  X A(A,L. , 1 .  ,L. ,A.,L) X X
3 Z 3 2 X 1 1 3 3  m^ s l  m__=1
C3 f f  dr dr r2 r2 (r  ̂e  ̂ 2)C'Ji,mi J±,mj JQJQ 1 2  rl 2 { r 2 e }
nm -z„ r, ^ X n, - z m r, m. m. 1 r, m. m. 1
(rl e } — I+T (rl e ' ft (kj,r2) {3,33)
r >
which involve 2 bound-free type integrals. The B type 
integral which gives the kinetic energy contribution, and 
the X type integral which gives the direct potential contri­
bution to these particular matrix elements. Eq. (3.33) now 
reads
in which the arguments ^ 2f^2fY2^ characterize the free 
function
~ ^ 2 ”"Y2r 2 ft (kjfr2) = r2 *  (1-e z £ ) Ut (£jfkj,r2) (3.35)
(iii) The direct free-free elements
Fst LiLj st^l'^l'Yl'*i'ki?fi,2/:*2/Y2'Aj'kj?z)
Ni Nj .
+ 2 Z A(X,L.,L.,£.,L) Z Z C* m C* ■X i i D 3 ^  x J^m. J . , m .
^s. (\ / zm / * l ' jl'Yl ' V ki;X; V ' zm.'A2'j2'Y2 ' V kj}i i j 3
(3.36)
in which the free-free type integrals




I«(X) = / dr2 r2 f ^ r , )  (r2) ft <k.,r2) (3.38)
respectively evaluate the kinetic energy contribution and 
the potential energy contribution to direct free-free
matrix elements.
The modified potential matrix elements. U* , definedm^m j
by
m . m . am . m ,
" v?  3(r> - - 9 ?  (3’39)3-3 r J 1 3 1 ;j
are conveniently introduced in order to avoid numerical 
difficulties which arise in the case X=0. These diffi­
culties are associated with the asymptotic behavior of the 
direct potential elements
m.m. V m .
’i (3-40>
the coefficients a are evaluated in Appendix B. We also
note here that the parameters and y ^ are associated
with the free function
— H — y r j
fs (ki'r2) = r 2 1 <1-”e 1 2) 1 Us U i'kir2} * (3*41)
In a similar manner, exchange matrix elements can be 
expressed in terms of some specific integrals. In this 
case, we have
(i) The exchange bound-bound elements
which, using the expansions (3.27) and (3.28), can be 
explicitly written as
Ni Nj
XB ^  = Z Z C3 {60 r fio r 77yv m± = l  mj=l Ji'mi Jj'mj AiLj *jLi ^  1 2
nm. "C,,ri
( r 2 e ) (rxp e y A) [T£ + T- - 2 Z/r2-E]
i j
nm. ^m.r. £ -c r2
(r 3 e 3 x ) (r~v e )̂ + 2 Z A(X,£.,L.,L.,£.,L)j-  ̂  ̂ i i j j
7 '  „ ,  ! 2 , ”"i " S * 2, , *v '5vr2,// dridr2 rir2 (r2 e ) <r2 e v )
r X V  '5m,rl t -fc-r,
— (rx 3 e 3 ) (r^ e p x)} (3.43)
r>
in which the second integral is an N type integral defined 
above, and the first is another bound-bound type integral, 
P̂ j3, whose evaluation gives the single particle Hamiltonian 
contribution. Eq. (3.43) reduces to
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(ii) Exchange bound-free elements
Combining Eqs. (3.13), (3.20), (3.27), and (3.28), 
we can express these elements as
Ni ^  i 3 13V  " 1 s c< - - {s» t s ‘ * G-‘ (n- ,z- 'm. =1 m.=l *)i,mi Ji'mj *iLi *jLi »*■ mi ”>iJ* J
S ;nm-'Zm.'42'32'Y2? Ai, *'j'Z 'E  ̂ + 23 3 a
Lj,£j,L) Xy3 (nm ,zm /%»5y/,*;S'2'32'Y2'*'j'kj'nm. '2m } *1 1  3 3
(3.45)
in which the bound-free type integrals
ii 0000 2 2 Au _Curl "“i ' S * 2GJt = ”  drldr2 rlr2 <rlP e ) (r2 e ) [ T ^ + T ^
V  "zm.rl
- 2 Z/rx - 2 Z/r2 - E] ( ^  3 e 3 ) ft (k..,r2) (3.46)
evaluate the single particle Hamiltonian contribution.
The second integral (X-type) has already been defined 
above; its evaluation yields, the direct potential contribu­
tion.
(iii) Exchange free-free elements
Likewise, we introduce 2 free-free type integrals. 
The e integral defined by
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n -z r0 m. m. 2
- n = o o dri?r2 ^ ± s <ki,ri) <r2 1 e 1 * tT<ii + %
nm. ~zm .r2
- 2 Z / r 1 - 2 Z/r2 - E] ffc (kjrr2) (rx 3 e 3 ) (3.47)
and the H-integral defined by
_ n -z r,i-i 2 m. m. 1 » 2
"sj! - ' drl rl V ki'rl> <rl 3 e 3 ) ' dr2 rl ft<kj'r2>
r  ̂ nm. ”zm. r2 
X+T (r2 e > <3‘48>
r>
The first type evaluates the single particle Hamiltonian 
contribution, while the second evaluates the interaction 
potential contribution to the exchange free-free elements 
which can now be expressed as
Ni Ni .
XF = Z Z C1 C3 (6 6 £i3 ( 1 i vst nJl Ji'mi V j  % Li st -
£i'ki'nm./Zm. '* £2' 32' Y2' £j'kj'nm . fZm.;Z'E) + 2  r A ( x rAi' 1 1  3 D  A
• •
L1(I y ^ . L )
Zmj,Jl2,32,Y2,Aj,kj) } * (3.49)
In conclusion, we remark that the evaluation of the 
bound-free type integrals can be simplified by letting the 
differential operators act on the short range functions 
rather than on the long range function. We also note that 
the exchange free-free integrals basically involve the pro-
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duct of 2 bound-free integrals.
The problem of evaluating the 3 main types of matrices, 
is reduced to the evaluation of a set of specific integrals 
which will be our concern in the next section.
B. Evaluation of Specific Integrals
These integrals are classified into 3 main categories: 
bound-bound, bound-free and free-free. 'In representing 
these integrals, the lower indices specify the particular 
matrix elements, while the upper indices stand for the 
channels in interaction.
1. Bound-bound type integrals
Analytic expressions can be obtained for all these 
integrals which involve only Slater type orbitals.
(i) D Integral
This integral is defined by
00 O O(n,a;m,b,£,p,Z) = / dr r (rne“ar) [T. - 2 Z/r - p ]
X l l u  q  X/
(rm e - b r ) (3.50)
in which
Tt = - ^ (r2 l ) + M|±1I
r dr dr r 
Applying the kinetic energy operator on (rm e™^r), we
get
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[— i —  (r — ) ] (rm e r) = [-b2 + 2(mt-^b - EllH+11] 
r dr dr r r
(rm e’br) ;
then
[T£ - 2 Z/r -p2] (rm e-br) = [ b ^ ^ / r  + b3/r2] (rm e~br)
(3.51)in which
bx = -(b2 + p2) ,
b2 = 2[(m + 1) - Z] , (3.52)
and
b3 = £(£ + 1) - m(m + 1) .
The integral can now be written as
r
‘ Dnm = q dr r2 rX1 e"ar [bl + b2/r + b3/r2] ^  e_br '
which is the sum of analytic integrals of the type
In(a) = / dx xn e”ax = ni a"(n+1) ; (3.53)
0
that is
Dij _ b (m+n+2)1 . (m+n+1)I . (m+n)1
nm 1 (a+b)m+n+3 2 (a+b)m+n+2 3 (a+b)m+n+1
or more conviently, written as
Pnm {b^(m+n+1) (m+n+2) + (a+b) [b2 (m+n+l)
+ b 3 (a+b)]} (3.54)
with b^ (i = 1, 3) given by Eq. (3.52)
(ii) P Integral
This bound-bound type integral is given by
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pjjj, (n,a,m,b;n',a',m‘,b';Jl',*• ,Z,E) = / ‘dx (x11 e“ax)
n n  o
x2 <xm e“b x) / dr r2 (rm e”br) [T., - 2 Z/r - E]
0 *
(r»' e’a'r) + f  dx x2 (xm e"bx) (x11' e“a ‘x) 7 dr r2
0 0
(r n e"ar) [T£ - 2 Z/r] (rm ’ e“b ’r) . (3.55)
The 2 integrals
D, = / dr r2 rm e“br [Tpl - 2 Z/r - E] r11' e“a 'r 
x  o *
and
D~ = / dr r2 r11 e”ar [T. - 2 Z/r] rm ' e“b 'r 
 ̂ 0
are D type integrals which, using Eq. (3.54), can be 
expressed as
Di =------(m+^ -k 7 (m+n'+l) (m+n'+2) + (a* + b)1 (a'+b) +3 X
[a2 (m+n'+l) + a3 (a'+b)]}
2in which a^ = - (a' + E) ,
a2 = 2 [ (n’ + 1) a' - Z] , (3.56)
and 
a3 = Z ' (Z1 +1) - n' (n' + 1) ; 
and
D, =  (n+S?zi-rr* *bi (n+m'+l) (n\'+n+2) + (a+b') [b~(n+m'+l)
(a+b') 
+ b3 (a+b')] } 
in which
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bx = -b'2 ,
b2 = 2 [ (m'+l)b' - Z] ,
and (3.57)
b3 = i { l + 1) - m'(m'+l) .
Combining (3.55), (3.56), and (3.57), we get
(n+m'+2) I ; (m+n1)! .
nn' “ "<a+b,jn+m'+3 (a*+b)m+n,+3 1
+ (a'+b) {a2 (m+n'+l) + a3 (a' + b)}]}
+ . [b (n+m.+1) 
(a'+b) (a+b1) 1
(n+m'+2) + (b'+a) {b2 (n+m'+l) + (b'+a) b3>]}
(3.58)
which could be written in a more convenient form:
Pnn' = p0f(n+m'+2) (n+m'+l) [a1 (m+n'+l) (m+n'+2) + (a'+b) 
{a2 (m+n'+l) + a3 (a'+b)>] + (n'+m+2)(n'+m+l)
[b2 (n+m'+l)(n+m'+2) + (b'+a) (b2 (n+m'+l)




and a^ (i = 1, 3) and b^ (i = 1, 3) are given in Eqs. 
(3.56) and (3.57).
(iii) N Integral
This integral is defined by
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• • 00 
Nin' (nfa/«‘,b;i;n,,a,,m',b;) = / dr r2 (r11 e”ar) (r11' e“a 'r)
0
V 7 1 (m,b;m' ,b'; r) (3.60)
xn which v f 1 (r) - / dx x2 (xm e-bx} J!<__ (xm' e^'Xj
>
where x̂ , is the lesser and x> is the greater of {x,r}.
The V integral is evaluated in details in Appendix B, 
it is given by the expression
vnun' . _ (m+m,+£+2)_1________ , - (b+b’)r m+rn'+£+1
* (b+b ’)m+In,+*+3 r*+1 v=0
h(m,m'?£,v;b,b')rv} (3.61)
in which the function h is given by
h (m^m1; v,b,b') = ^  -[--- (5!±yl+1".A)-1--------] (b+b') .
v * (m+m'+A+2)! (v-2 -1)!
(3.62)
Combining (3.60) and (3.61), the N integral can be written 
as:
00„ij _ (m+m'+&+2)! rr „2 ,„n _-ar, 1 ,„n' _-a'rxnn' - ■■-+ -I)m+in,»+£+3 {fQ dr r (r e ) r ( r e  )
m+m'+A+l » 0
I h(m,m';Jl,v;b,b') / dr r (r11 e“ar)
v=0 0
rV_£.! e- (b+b.)r (rn*e-a*r)}> (3>63)
The integral now involves the simple integrals In (a), 
and thus can be expressed as
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„ij _ (m+m,+&+2) 1 , (n+n'+l-l,) I m+m'+A+l
nn' (b+b')m+m’+*+3 (a+a')n+n'+2“  ̂" v:0
h(m,m';A,v;b,b')  - " ^ ' ^ n + n U  v+2-Jl} (3*64)(a+a *+b+b') +V+2-&
2. Bound-free type integrals
Analytic expressions are obtained for bound-free 
integrals which involve the regular Coulomb function; 
otherwise numerical integrations are performed.
(i) B Integral
This integral is defined by
. . 00 2 Bms (n 'Js'Yr*/PfZ;m,a) = / dr r fg (n,Jg,Y;£,pr)
[T£ - 2 Z/r - p2] (rm e“ar) (3.65)
in which
-n ~Yr J1
f 1 = r n (1 - e r) Fjl(pr) , = n - 1
-n ~Yr J2 (3*66)f2 = r n (1 - e r) G£ (pr) J2 = 2SL + n .
The parameter n is an integer greater than or equal to 
one, and and are, respectively, the regular and 
irregular Coulomb function denoted by Ug(£,pr).
Referring to Eq. (3.51), we have
[T - 2 Z/r-p2](rme"ar) = [-(a2+p2) + 2{
+ ft (ft+l)-m(nH-l) j (r^e-317) f 
2r
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which we will conveniently rearrange in the following 
form
[T£ - 2 Z/r - p2](rm e"ar) = { [ax + a2/r + a3/r2]
-2/r} (rm e”ar) (3.67)
in which
ax = -(a2 + p2) ,
a2 = 2 [ (m+1) a- (Z-l) ]. , (3.68)
and
a3 = 1 ( 1  + 1) - m(m + l) .
For the case s=l (involving the regular Coulomb func­
tion) , the integral can be expressed as a sum of T type 
integrals defined by
00 J
T (n,a,J_,y,Jl,p) = / dr r11 e_ar (l-e“Yr) s U U,pr).s s o s
(3.69)
that is
Bms = *al Ts (m+2“n fa »Js/Y;Afp) + a2 Tg (m+l-nra ,Jgfy;£,p)
+ a3 Tg (m-n,a,Jg ,Y}£,p)} - 2 Tg (m+l-n,a,Jg,Y;£fp)
(3.70)
with a^ (i = 1, 3) given in Eq. (3.68). We note here 
that the T type integrals will be evaluated explicitly in 
Appendix C.
The expression given above, reduces to a single T type 
integral in the special case n = 1, J = 0. In fact, the
5
symmetry of bound-free integrals allows the differential
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operator to act on the free function. This yields
2(Z-1) 2 U (£.,pr)IT. - !■ - p^] - 2 ------ = 0r r
which is the Coulomb differential equation (3.70) reduces 
to
• •
BmJ = "2 T2 (m+l-nraiJ^Y?*#?) . (3.71)
On the other hand, for the case "s=2" which involves
the irregular Coulomb function, we write
Bms “ J  dr r,"+2'n <1-e'Yr)Js tai+ (a2“2) /r + a3/r2]
Us (H,pr) (3.72)
and evaluate the integral numerically (refer to Appendix C)
(ii) G Integral
This bound-free type integral is given by
00
G^(n,a,m,b;n',a',v,y,J ,«,,£• ,p,Z,E) = / dr r (rm e”br) ns s Q
CO
(rn ' e"a 'r) / dr r2 (r11 e“ar) [T0 - 2 Z/r - E] f 0 * s
00
(v,J , y ; S L , p r ) + / dr r (r11 e_ar) f (v,J ,Y;^,pr) s 0 s s
00
f  dr r2 (rm e~br) [T0, - 2 Z/r) (rn ' e"a 'r) (3.73)
0 *
with f as defined in eq. (3.66).
5
The differential operators may be made to act on the 
short range functions, which enables us to use Eq. (3.54) 
and the integrals In (a) t  and thus reduce the integral to 
a simpler form. In fact we have
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fl, - / dr r2 (rm e'br) <rn ' e’*'1) ---- (m+n-+2)!





9 2 = jj dr r2 (rm e"br) [T^, - 2Z/r] (rn ' e“a 'r)
= --- "^+m-In'+3 {a? (m+n’+l) (m+n'+2) + (a'+b)(a'+b) z
[a2 (m+n'+l) + a 3 (a'+b)]} (3.75)
.2in which a^ = -a ,
a2 = 2 [(n'+l) a'-Z] , (3.76)
and a'3 = W +  1) - n' (n' + 1)
Besides, using Eq. (3.51), we get
[T£ - 2 Z/r - E] ( x n e"ar) = [ai+a2/r+a3/r2] (r11 e"ar)
(3.77)
in which
a1 = - (a2 + E) ,
a2 = 2 [(n + 1) a-Z] , (3.78)
and
a^ = 1 ( 1  + 1) - n(n + 1) .
Combining Eqs. (3.73) through (3.78), the integral reduces 
to• 00 J
Gns = 9 1 q dr r2 r”V 1̂“e ) S Ug (A,pr) [a2+a2/r+a3/r2]
oo J
(rn e~ar) + g~ f  dr r r~v (1-e ) s UeU,pr)
 ̂ 0 s 
(rn r-ar}  ̂ (3.79)
which can be rearranged to read
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&  - 7  dr rn“v+2 e-ar (1_ " V »
+ g 2 (a2/r + a3/r2) ] Ug U,pr) (3.80)
For the case s=2, in which U is the irregular Coulomb 
function, this integral is computed numerically. While for 
"s-1", we can express the G integral as a combination of 
the T type integral defined in Eg. (3.69) .
= ( a i 9 i + 9 2 ) T s (n+2-v'a'Jg'Y f l r P )  + fl2 *a2 Ts
(n-v+l,a,Jg,y;£,p) + a3 Tg (n-v,a,Jg,y;£,p)} (3.81)
in which a. (i = 1, 3) and g .  (j = 1, 2) are given by
J
Eg. (3.78) and (3.74)-(3.76).
(iii) X Integral
This last type of bound-free integrals occurs in 
both direct and exchange elements. X is defined by
00 oxj-jj (n,a,m,b; X? v,y,J r^p.m'^') =  f  dr r (x n e-ar) ns s Q
fs (v,Js,y;£,pr) V’J“n (m,b;m' ,b' ;r) (3.82)
Combining (3.61), (3.66), and (3.82), X can be expres­
sed as
l i r  r2 <rn e"ar> r ’ v  (1-e"Yr,Js
—i—i /Liui\u m+m'+X+lU (£,pr) r [1-e KD+D ) r  I h(m,m';X;k; 
s k=0
b,b') rk] . (3.83)
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We conveniently denote the multiplicative factor by "X0". 
x - (m+m'+X+2)1
o (b+b')m+m,+X+3 '
and rewrite the integral as 
00
Xns Xo q dr rn+-L“v"^ e ar (l-e r) s Ug (a,pr) Ug (£,pr)
fViiVi• \ r m+m'+X+l «[1-e Z h(m,m'?X,k?b,b') r ]
k=0
(3.84)
For the case "s=2", in which Ug is the irregular 
Coulomb function, we perform a numerical computation of 
the integral; while, for ''3=1", we express X as a combina­
tion of T type integrals
. . m+m'+X+l
xi~ = x« {T (n+l-v-X,a, J ,y; Jl,p) - Z h(m,m' ;X,k;b,b')ns o s s k_Q
T (n+k+l-v-X,a,b+b',J ,y;^/P)} (3.85)s s
which enables us to evaluate the integrals analytically.
3. Free-Free Type Integrals
These integrals are evaluated numerically except 
possibly in a few cases.
(i) A Integrals
oo Si — y r s
AstU l ^ Yr 2,'q;£2'jt,Y2/ ArP?Z) = 1 dr r2 [r 1(1~e 1 )
® - £  _  y  j- j
Ug (&',gr)] [Ta - 2 (Z-l)/r - p2] [r 2 (1-e 2 ) t
Ut (A,pr)] (3.86)
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in which we have used the expressions (3.66) of the 
free functions fg and f^. In the special case:
' t*ie ^nte9ral vanishes identically since 
U^/r satisfies the Coulomb differential equation. Other­
wise, we have to calculate expressions of the type:
2(z-l} 2 ”^2 “’Y?*’ 3.*-W(r) = [T£ - “ P 1 [r 2 (1-e 2 ) Ut U,pr)].
(3.87)
To start with, we have
--1 (r2 -£) [r %2 (1-e ^  jfc u (£,pr)] = r %2dr dr t
~Y2r jt d2 “V 1 ‘Y 2r jt_1(1-e ) z  - %  U.(£,pr) + 2r 2 (1-e 2 ) *
dr r
”Y2r —Y2r d ^2~2{(£,-1) (1-e 2 ) - j y9r e 2 -H n (£,pr) - r
2 r 2 dr
“Y2r "Y?r -Y9r(1-e 2 ) { (£2 - 1) (1 - e 2 ) [£2 (l-e 2 )
”Y 2r 2 2 “Y2r ”Y2r- 23tY2r e 1 “ 3t Y2 r e (1”3t e ) Ut (£,pr) ;
(3.88)
then using the Coulomb differential operator, we have
-r'*2 ( l - e ' ^ V *  [ - 4  + i < ^ i l  - M l i U .  + P2) ot (H,pr) = 0.dr r r2 *
(3.89)
Combining Eqs. (3.87) through (3.89), W(r) reduces to
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W(r) = 2r (1-e 2 ) r { ( ^-1) (1-e 2 ) - jtY2r e 2 }
d " £ 2" 2 “Yor jt-2 -y^r—  U.Ufpr) -r 2 (1-e 2 ) * { (£,-1) (1-e 2 )dr  ̂ *
“Y2r “Y2r 2 2 -Y2r[£2 (l-e ) - 2 jtY2 r e  ] - jt y2 r2 e
* Y r
(l-jt e 2 )} Ut (£,pr) .
The integral can now be written explicitly as
ii 00 “£l“£2 ~Ylr * "Y2r jt~2 , , .= / dr r 1 2 (1-e 1 ) s (1-e 2 ) t  Us ( 'q '
st 0
lWl (r) Ut (*'Pr) + w2 (r) ut <£'Pr>l (3.90)
in which
—*“y *"Y ^ -y
Wx (r) = 2r (1-e 2 ) [ U 2-l) (1-e 2 ) - jtY2r e 2 ] ,
and
— y — y ""Y ^
W2 (r) = (l-£2) (1-e 2 ) U 2 (l-e 2 ) - 2 jtY2 r e 2 ]
2 2 ”Y2r "*Y 2r+ jt Y2 r e d “jt e 2 ) .
This integral is evaluated numerically for all combinations 
of s(=l,2) and t(=l,2).
(ii) I Integrals
This free-free type integral is defined by
00
IgD (11,3, £x, jg/Yif A' *<3 ;*;n' ,a', %2 , jt/Y2 ^rP) = / dr r2 t 0
fs (Al ^ s ' Yl»£,'qr) = unn'(n,a?n',a'?r) ft*A2'^t'Y2;A'pr)
(3.91)
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in which we define the modified potential function by
Unn- (r> = V T '  (r> ' 7 ?T {Xo • (3-92>
We recall here that for large r(r RQ , where RQ is large),
the potential function V?n behaves as a , r” , then
a  nn
U* . behaves as nn
X iUnn, (r)— *■ ̂ “^Xo^ —X+l + Exponentially decreasing (3.93)r-+-00 r
terms in which the long range term vanishes for "X=0"
transitions.
Hence, in order to evaluate this integral, we conven­
iently divide the integration domain in the following manner 
R
= / dr r̂ "” l̂"”^2 ~^lr 3t X
st o (1“e } us <r 'qr) unn'(r) ut U 'pr)
. 7 v̂. ~Yir jo “Yor jo+ / dr r 1 2  (1_e 1 } s (1_e 2 } s Ug(r#qr)
(1 “ 6Xo) ut U 'Pr)* (3*94)
in which the functions fg and ffc are replaced by the 
expressions given in Eg. (3.66). The first integral can 
be evaluated numerically since the integrand dies off 
exponentially for large r as indicated in Eq. (3.93). The 
second integral vanishes for transitions with "X=0".
Otherwise, we choose RQ large enough for the regularizing 
factors to converge to unity and for the Coulomb functions 
to be replaced by their asymptotic expansions (Appendix D).
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The integral then reads
“nn' 1 dr r^ * 1"*2 us U ''<Jr> r"*'1 »£u.Pr> .
Ro
Now, we conveniently introduce the parameter
L = X + + ^2 ~  ̂ (= 1/ 2, 3, ...) ,
and define a new of integrals
00
Jst U',g;L;fc,p) = / dr r"(L+1) UgU',gr) u£u,pr) .
° (3.95)
which can be evaluated analytically (Appendix E) by
expanding the Coulomb functions in the asymptotic regions
-3(keeping terms up to the order of r only) and expressing 
the integral as a linear combination of a simpler type of 
integrals
00
Kst '9?^; Jl,p) - / dr r~ (n+1) Cg U',qr) Ct U',pr)
Ro
(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) (3.96)
in which
C1 (£,kr) = sin 6^(kr)
C2 U,kr) = cos e^(kr)
where 6^(kr) = kr + — Jin 2 kr - £ tt/2 + aL , aL being 
the Coulomb phase.
Then using proper trigonometric relations (Appendix E),
the K integral may be reduced to a combination of the expon­
ential type integrals
r(n;a,b) = / dr r” <n+1+ib) elar (n = 1, 2, ... )
Ro (3.97)
which are integrated by parts until convergence is achieved.
(iii) e Integrals
• • 00
f 31 f Yi # ̂  / ft f 3 } ̂ 2f 3 2r "Y2* ̂ ^ ^  *1 a * ' 2 = ^ ^
I I  00 _
(r11 e a r) jgfYj/A'fqr). q dr r ft ̂ 2'^t,Y2; *'pr*
T. - 2 Z/r - E] (r11 e"*ar) + / dr r2 (rn e“ar)
* 0
oo
- ft (^s i jt /Y2^ » P r) / dr r2 fs ( j^Y^.?*' ,<5r)0
[ay - 2 Z/r] (rn ‘ e""a 'r) (3.98)
in which the integrals of the bound-free types T and B.
In order to simplify notations, we use Eqs. (3.66) and 
rewrite Eq. (3.98) as




oo 2-£ «■ y £> j
B, = / dr r 1 (1-e 1 ) s U U',qr) [T ' - 2 Z/r] (rn 'e"a 'r) ̂ 0 S  J6
The integrals ^  and t2 are T type integrals defined in Eg. 
(3.3.17) :
— -̂ g (n1 +2— ,a ' , , &1 ,g)
and
t2 (n+2— fi>2,a ,j£,Y 2»&,p) .
Then using expressions of the type (3.72), reduces to
B. = 7 dr r2"*2+n <l-e‘Y2r);’t e'ar [a1+«2/r] Ut (tfPr)
0 (3.100)
in which
a1 = - (a2 + E) , 
a2 = 2[(n+l) a-Z] ,
and a^ = + 1) - n(n + 1)
This integral is evaluated numerically for "s=0"; 
while, for "s=l", it can be expressed as a linear combina­
tion of T-type integrals:
B1 = al Tt (n+2”jl3,a,^t,Y2,£/P) + a2 Tt <n+1"A2,a,^t,Y2f
+ a3 Tfc(n - «-2,a, jt ,y2, £,p) (3.101)
Similarly, B2 reduces to
00 2+n' — &2 —a'r —Ylr ' ' * 2B2 =/ dr r V e  a r (1-e 1 ) s [ax + a2/r + a2/r^]




a2 = ”a ' '
a2 = 2 [(n'+l) a'-z] ,
and
33 = Z ' ( Z % + 1) - n'(n' + 1) .
Again, this integral is evaluated numerically for "s=2", 
while for "s=l", it can be expressed as a linear combination 
of T-type integrals:
® 2  =  a i  * 1 3 s f ^ 1 t<3) t  ^  r a  * 1 3 s f * Y >
Z * , q) + T g (n1 — / jgrY^* **3̂ • (3.103)
(iv) H Integral
This last type of free-free integral is given by
ii . . " 2Hg (n , a 1 , j ̂ , y , Z ' ,q j X; n ', a *, &2 t j 2 * Y2 * ̂  >P) — ^ ^
[r %1 (1-e Yir)js u U',qr)] (rn ' e”a 'r) /.dx x2
X 0
"%2 "y2x jt n -ax x<[x  ̂ (1-e  ̂ ) * Ut (£,px)] (xn e ax) — (3.104)
x>
in which x< = min(x,r), and x> = max(x,r).
In order to evaluate this integral, we break the
integration domain (over x) into 2 intervals: [0,r] U[r,°°).
Eq. (3.104) now reads
.. * n'+2-£, , -Y,r j . , 00
H„J = / dr r L e a r (1-e 1 ) s Ue U',qr) [r A x / dxST: 0 0 
n+X+2-£2 -y2x 3t x 00x * e ax (1-e *  ) r U. (£,,px) + rA / dx
r
n+l-X-£? -y 2x j
x  ̂e ax (1-e *  ) r Ut (S,,px)) . (3.105)
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We then rewrite the integral whose domain is [r,»] as
the difference of two integrals whose domains are [0,«]
and [0,r], respectively. Hence:
.. » n ’+2-Jl. , “Y^r j , , r
= / dr r 1 e a r (1-e 1 ) s U U,qr) {r A 1 /
st 0 s 0
n+X+2-H2 -y2x j 2 r
dx x z e ax (1-e z r U. U,px) - r / dx
r 0 
n+l-X-S,2 _ - y 2 x  j . “
x  ̂ e ax (1-e  ̂ r U. U,px) + rA / dx
- 0
n+l-X-&2 -y2x j.
x  ̂ e ax (1-e *  ) ' UfcU,px)}. (3.106)
We now introduce the "Inner" integrals defined by
T (n,a,j,b,A,p;r) = / dx xn e~ax (l-e"bx)j U.(£,px) r 0 r
(3.107)
and rewrite Eq. (3.106) as
.. » n ’+2+X-Jt. , -Y,r j
H^3 (X) = {/ dr r e (1-e 1 ) s U U',qr) I
st 0 s 0
n+l-X-JU -Y2r j
dr r  ̂ e (1-e  ̂ ) * U. U,pr)} + / dr
r 0
n ' + 2 - S L , -y r j _ x _ ±
r 1 e a r (1-e 1 ) s U U',qr) [r As
Tt (n+X+2-£2fa,jt ,£,p;r) - rA Tfc(n+l-X-£2,a,jt /Y2' 
fl.,p?r)) (3.108)
The term in { } is a product of 2 T type integrals
defined in Eq. (3.69). The second term involves two 
"inner" integrals and is thus evaluated numerically for
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all combinations of s and t.
In conclusion, we remark that most of the computation
time is spent in the numerical evaluation of free-free
type integrals discussed above. Reduction in computation
time is probable if adequate analytic solutions can be
found for these integrals as well as for bound-free type
integrals which involve an irregular Coulomb function. We
found out that this task is not an easy one to accomplish.
Other limitations on the evaluation of these specific
integrals are associated with the numeric Coulomb function
40generator, RCWFN. The irregular Coulomb function should
Be evaluated accurately enough at small r to get a good
result for the bound-free integrals. However, for £=0,
both the regular and irregular functions, as well as their
first deviatives which are furnished by RCWFN are cut off
at small p. This results in a reduction in the degree of
accuracy desired for these integrals. It is worth noting
here that the calculated cross sections; the ls-*2s, for
—  8example; can be as small as 10 while the Coulomb functions,
or their first derivatives are only accurate to 6 or at
most 7 significant figures for small p. Despite this, we
did not choose to avoid these problems by approximating
the irregular Coulomb function as a linear combination of
8 92 regular functions ' ; instead, we have chosen to optimize 
the integration scheme so as to use the least number of
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mesh points and the largest mesh size possible, without 
sacrificing the accuracy of the results. The eleven-point 




In this chapter the collision strengths and
5+ 7+excitation rates for C and 0 obtained in our cal­
culation, are described and compared with results from 
other theoretical methods. We present in Section A 
the optimized short range bases used in the expansions 
of the trial scattering wave functions. In Section 
B we discuss the results obtained for excitation cross 
sections, and show the results for elastic cross sec­
tions as well, when the 3s-3p close coupling set is 
used. Section C presents the results obtained above 
the ionization energy using the same basis, but in 
terms of the conventional collision strengths (ft).
Positions and widths of resonances under the n=3
5+ 7+hydrogenic level in C and 0 are presented in 
Section D; comparison is made with results from the 
complex rotation method. Finally, resonance enhance­
ment of excitation rates is discussed in Section E
where thermally averaged cross sections for the 2s
5+ 7+and 2p excitation of C and 0 are presented and 
compared with theory
A. Short Range Basis
The trial wave function defined in Eq. (2.14) 
contains a short range part which has been expanded
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a “£irin a set of Slater orbitals of the type r e J in
which JI is the orbital angular momentum and {c.} is3
a set of exponents, properly chosen to get optimum 
results in different energy intervals.
The basis set associated with the 3s-3p set had 
to be scaled with energy. As the incident electron 
energy increases, larger exponents are needed in order 
to represent the rapid oscillations in the wavefunction. 
These exponents are listed in Tables III and IV,
5+columns (a). We had to use 3 different sets for C .
The numbers in the first column of Table III form a
decreasing geometric progression of common ratio 1.3
and a maximum value of 15. The next 2 columns show
the same progression with the lowest term(s) deleted
and replaced by one (or more) term(s) larger than 15,
whose scaling ratio is 1.2. Furthermore, Table IV
7+shows four different sets for O , which have been 
constructed and optimized in a similar manner. We 
note here that the exponents also scale in some manner 
with the nuclear charge. This is clear whenever the 
numbers in Tables III and IV are compared. This 
scaling with Z is not accidental, we actually tested 
that matter by varying the highest exponent keeping 
the same common ratio, or varying the common ratio 
itself, until we had the right choice of bases that 
would guarantee stability and accuracy of the results
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for a particular target in different energy intervals.
The type of exponents described above was not 
adequate in the resonance region, between the n=2 and 
n=3 excitation thresholds. An extended basis is needed 
there in order to represent the wave functions. The 
sets used are listed in Tables III and IV, columns 
(b). The first five elements in each set form a 
decreasing geometric progression of a common ratio 
1.3; then a decreasing ratio from 1.40 down to 1.85 
is used for the remaining elements.
The size of each basis has also been optimized. 
Fifteen Slater orbitals have proved to be sufficient 
for our purposes. Adding more elements in the basis 
produced no significant change in the calculated cross 
sections, however it would have increased the computa­
tion time. On the other hand, using fewer elements 
resulted in a lack of accuracy.
B. Excitation Cross Sections
In this section, we discuss the results obtained 
using the 3s-3p basis in the energy range from just 
above the n=2 excitation threshold to around 5 times 
that threshold.
We found that, at a particular energy in the region 
specified above, the results of the variational pseudo­
state calculations agreed with the results of the
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Coulomb Born with exchange approximation (CBX) for 
some total angular momentum (Ijmax) . Then above bj^, 
the CBX partial cross sections were used, b ^ ^  de­
creased from L=5 near the n=2 threshold to L=2 near
5 times that threshold in C^+, and to L=0 in 0^+ . It
7+has been observed that excitation cross for 0 con­
verged more rapidly to those obtained using the simple
5+CBX approximation/ than those for C . This has been
expected since CBX becomes more reliable as the nuclear
charge increases. Having determined these facts, it
seemed logical that only CBX results be used at higher
energies (x>5).
The spin weighted partial cross sections for the
5+ 7+2s and 2p excitations of C and 0 are given in Tables 
V-VIII. These tables contain basically the 3s-3p 
results except for high L contributions which
were determined using CBX. The values of singlet L=0 
which appear with a * have been corrected for pseudo­
resonances. Table IX shows the energy region in which 
the K matrices were fitted as discussed earlier (see 
Section III.E), the pseudopoles were extracted, and 
the cross sections were recalculated. This is the 
only partial wave that showed appreciable pseudo­
resonance behavior at energies above ionization (x = 
1.33). However, another spurious K matrix pole occurs 
around x = 1.17 in the region below the first
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pseudothreshold at x = 1.305. This pseudoresonance
has a significant effect on the singlet S, P and F
as well as the triplet P and F partial excitation cross
5+ 7+sections for C and 0 . We had decided to use a 
larger close coupling set in that crucial energy region 
(as will be discussed in the next sections), hence 
we did not average over this pseudoresonance. Further 
analysis of Tables V through VIII shows, beyond any 
doubt, what has been observed in previous calculation^ 
Specifically, the 2s excitation is dominated by low 
partial waves even at relatively high energies. The 
high L contribution (a^igh^ amounts to no more than
35 percent of the total cross section at x = 4.9 in
5+ 7+C and 32% at x = 4.69 m  O . In contrast, 2p
excitation is dominated by high partial waves even
at relatively low energies. The high contribution
in this case increases rapidly from 2% at ionization
5+ 7+to 94% at x~5 in both C and O . This behavior 
results from the fact that the effective transition 
potential is long ranged for the optically allowed 
ls-*2p transition; short ranged for ls-*-2s. As will 
be discussed in the next section, it is the 2s excita­
tion cross section which is sensitive to the choice 
of close coupling bases.
Finally, Tables X and XI show the elastic (ls-»-
5+ 7+Is) partial cross sections for C and 0
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simultaneously. The cross sections are given in units 
-3 2of 10 ^q*. No corrections have been made for pseudo­
resonances. High L contributions have not been cal­
culated either. The ls-*ls cross sections are clearly
dominated by low partial waves. Our main interest
5+ 7+has been in excitations of the C and 0 ions, hence 
no further investigation of the elastic cross section 
has been made.
C. The Convenient
In this section we present our results in the 
energy region above ionization (x > 1.33) in terms 
of the dimensionless collision strength (the convenient 
fi) which is given for hydrogenic ions by
■  2ki °i-j (4-1>
where is the corresponding excitation cross section
2(in units of ira0) . Table XII shows our results for
the calculated collision strengths for the 2s and 2p
5+ 7+excitations of C and O as a function of the dimension- 
less scaled energy, x.
For convenience of people interested in using 
this data, we have fitted the collision strengths by 
the semi-empirical analytic formula for spin allowed
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transitions
fi(x) - a £n x + b + c/x + d/x2 (4.2)
with a = 0 for the 2s excitation. In fact, the collision 
strength for optically allowed long ranged dipole transi­
tions (like the ls-2p), behaves logarithmically for 
large x, while it approaches an asymptotic value as 
x -k » for optically forbidden transitions (like the ls-
2s). The coefficients (COEF) are given in Table XIII.
5+The fits for C are accurate to better than 1% for
the 2p excitation, but have a worst case error of 5%
for the 2s excitation. Similarly, the fits for the
7+2p and 2s excitations of 0 have a worst case error 
of 4%. The fits could not be improved by adding another
3term (~ 1/x ).
Many theoretical calculations are available in
this energy range. Figures V-VIII show our results
compared to most of these calculations. We discuss
5+ 7+first the 2s excitation. For both ions (C and 0 ),
our 2s collision strengths have a different shape,
as well as are smaller at low energies than in all
other works. We have found a minimum in the vicinity
of x = 2. This minimum also occurred in a previous
+ 7calculation on He , which utilized the same 3s-3p 
close coupling set. It has been observed that the
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position of the minimum (xm) shifts towards the ioniza­
tion threshold as the nuclear charge increases (x -m
1.93 for He+ , -1.73 for C5+ and -1.60 for 07+).
Further calculations on higher Z hydrogenic ions would
certainly reveal the behavior of this minimum. We
would like to mention here that the standard 3 state
15close coupling calculations by Seaton and Hayes, 
show a shallow minimum at a lower energy not shown 
in Fig. V, since it lies in the resonant energy region.
Other calculations which yield dramatically diff­
erent results from ours in the low energy region, par­
ticularly around the x=2, are the Coulomb Born with
exchange (CBX), the infinite Z hydrogenic method
18 16 (IZH), distorted wave (DW) with exchange by Mann,
and Coulomb Born without exchange (CB) .I®'1** other
17distorted wave calculations by Balija and McDowell 
as well as by Peek (quoted by Ref. 13) lie rather close 
to IZH and are thus indistinguishable on the scale 
of Fig. V. In fact, since the application of DW methods 
to highly stripped ions have become very popular, we 
find it worth noting that at x=2, our results are about 
29% below DW for C^+ and 26% for 07+. This substantial 
difference makes the use of DW in that energy region 
rather questionable. Coulomb Born results are even 
substantially larger than ours for 2s excitations.
The three points (dark triangles) shown on Fig. V were
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41available from a second order potential calculation.
On the other hand, calculations of the 2p excitation 
cross sections by various methods agreed rather well 
at all energies. Except for CB results, they are all 
almost indistinguishable on the scales of Figs. VII 
and VIII. Although the 3CC result is about 11% higher 
at ionization, it is only 3% by x=2. DW results agreed 
with ours to a large extent for x=2. The same is true 
for CBX results. The IZH results for the 2p excita­
tion of C5+ which are shown in Fig. VII give a clear 
idea of how well different methods work for excitations 
which involve a long ranged dipole transition potential, 
such as the 2p excitation. We conclude that the in­
clusion of pseudostates is rather important for the 
2s but not the 2p excitation in highly stripped ions for 
the reasons discussed above.
D. Results in the Resonance Region
We report in this section our results for resonances 
between the n=2 and n=3 thresholds. In order to have 
a feeling for the nature of these resonances, we consider 
an electron incident on a hydrogenic ion in this energy 
range. Temporary bound (autoionizing) states can be 
formed with the excited electron of the ion. These 
states have the approximate configuration (3£, n£';
I  -  0,1,2,; = 0,1,2,...) and are expected to appear
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as resonances in the scattering process. In fact, 
hydrogenic ions have an infinite series of resonances 
below each excitation threshold. This is due to the 
long range Coulomb potential. The structure obtained 
below the n=3 threshold is quite complex due to the 
degeneracy of the 2s and 2p states.
The variational method is particularly accurate 
when only a few excited channels are open, as is the 
case in this energy region. The 14 state close coupling 
set (6s-5p-2d-lf) has been used. Energies and parameters 
of this set are listed in Table I. This set has been
gproved capable of yielding resonance energies and 
widths rather accurately in comparison with other 
theoretical methods, the complex rotation, for instance. 
We have restricted the total angular momentum to L<4, 
and have found resonances in all partial waves (^S 
through ^G).
Positions (EQ) and widths (r) of these resonances 
can be determined by investigating the behavior of 
the eigenphase sum (6T); the sum of eigenvalues of 
the K matrix. In fact, ST changes by it past a 
resonance. We have then fitted the eigenphase sums 
to the equation




Here 6g is the background phase shift which is a slowly
varying function of energy over a particular region.
Values for positions (in terms of the scaled energy,
x^2) an(* width (in Rydbergs, T) are given in Table
XIV, where they are compared with those of HO who used
the complex rotation method with a large basis of Hylleras
42type functions. We are not aware of other numerical
5+ 7+results for these hydrogenic ions (C , 0 ). Results
5+of Hayes and Seaton are available for C only in
14graphical form.
It is evident that the agreement between this
pseudostate variational calculation and the complex
rotation method is good in cases where results of both
1 1  3types are available ( S, P and P). This kind of 
agreement is not accidental. Both methods have agreed
pretty well in previous work on resonances in neutral
4 3 *4* 6system (H), as well as in ions (He ). However,
we were not able to detect the third resonance which 
is a very narrow one. (This is probably due to our 
basis being inefficient in describing the proper con­
figuration of this resonance.)
Further investigation of Table XIV shows that 
almost all resonances have widths which increase slightly
3with Z. Besides, widths vary from very narrow ( S
3 1 1and F) to very broad ( S and G). The width of the
3 5+F resonance in C does not exceed 0.0009 eV, while
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1 7+that of the G resonance in 0 exceeds 0.7 eV.
Finally, comparison was made with results by Callaway
and Ho, who obtained many of these resonances (all
3but S) using the complex rotation method with con­
figuration interaction type functions (their numbers
44are not shown m  Table XIV). Our results agree to 
a good extent with theirs: our resonance positions
are slightly higher than theirs, widths are either 
as broad or slightly wider.
5+The 2s and 2p excitation cross sections of C 
7+and 0 in this energy region are listed in full in
Tables XV and XVI, for all total angular momenta (L=0-
4) (energies are given in terms of the scaled parameter
x). The calculations were made at values of x which
are either scattered in regions away from resonances
(for example, x = 1.01, 1.03, 1.05, 1.09, 1.14, 1.16)
in order to represent the background cross section,
or are very closely situated around resonances.
The K matrix fitting technique has been used to
study the cross sections in this region. The examples
shown in Figs. IX and X illustrate the and ^F con-
5+tributions to the ls-*-2s cross section in C , while
those shown in Figs. XI and XII illustrate the and
1 7+F contributions to the ls-*-2p cross section in 0 .
In all these four, as well as in other cases considered,
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calculations were made between x = 1.01 and x = 1.16:
1 1 5 +at 41 energies for P, 25 for F in C ; at 25 energies
for ^D, 19 for in 0^+. The K matrix fit was used
to obtain results for 1851 energies (on a grid with
Ax = 0.0001). This calculation will be helpful in
determining the contribution of the resonance region
to thermal average cross sections (as will be discussed
in the next section).
The total excitation cross sections in the resonance
region are shown in Figs. XIII-XVI. The resonances
5+fall into 2 groups, separated by about 1 Ry in C 
7+and 2 Ry xn 0 . The resonances in the lower group
can be described as those in which both electrons occupy 
the same shell (n = n'=3). The upper group represents 
the case in which the 2 electrons occupy the levels 
n=3 and n=4. As discussed above, an infinite number 
of these groups exist under the n=3 threshold, of which 
we have chosen to study the first two. Careful analysis 
of the graphs show undoubtedly that the resonance con­
tribution to rate coefficients will be small.
We would like to mention here, that so far, no
experimental observation of these resonances has been
37made in these highly stripped ions. We suggested 
that if suitable ionic beams can be prepared, observation 
of these resonances may be possible, since no matter 
how narrow the individual resonances may be, the (3I ,
3£.') structure, for instance, extends over an energy range
of ~9 eV in C^+, 12 eV in 0^+, and the (31, 4£') structure
5+ 7+extends over -5 eV in C , ~8 eV in 0 .
E. Thermally Averaged Cross Sections
Accurate excitation rates for electron impact 
excitation of hydrogenic as well as other positive 
ions, are required in the analysis of the spectra of 
hot plasmas. We shall consider here the thermally 
averaged cross section which is proportional to the 
rate coefficient.
We assume a Maxwellian distribution of incident 
electron velocities (v)
in which K is the Boltzmann's constant, m is the electron 
mass, and 0 is the electron temperature. The thermally 




where a(v) is the excitation cross section and v_ is then
average thermal velocity
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vA = (8K0/TTm)1/2 (4.6)
A proper change of variables
x = mv2/2E (4.7)
where E is the excitation energy; leads to
o = q2 | x a(x)e_qx dx (4.8)
1
in which
q = Ex/K0 (4.9)
The integral may be rewritten as 
- f°°
o = 2§q I e"qx fl(x)dx , (4.10)
1
where we have used the definition of the collision strength 
(4.1) and Eq. (4.9)
ft(x) = 2 xE o(x) = 2x qK0a(x) (4.11)
the integration domain has been conveniently divided into 
two parts
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a « Ar + B (4.12)
with
xo
A.r x e qx o (x) dx (4.13)
1
in which xQ = 1.1852 (the position of the n=3 threshold), 
and
The integral Ar computes the contribution of the 
resonance region. The cross sections used in the integrand
of the 14 states set. In the fitting procedure, we re­
evaluated the cross sections at intervals of Ax = 0.0001. 
This enabled us to perform a rather accurate numeric inte­
gration over this region (Simpson's integration rule has 
been sufficient to yield reliable results). In the energy 
region above the n=3 threshold (x>xQ ), we have used the 
empirical fit to the collision strength given by Eq. (4.2). 
The contribution, B, from this region to the thermally 
averaged cross section is then given by
(4.14)
xo
are those obtained from the K matrix fit to the results
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o
+ (a + cq - dq2)E1 (qxQ)} (4.15)
in which is an exponential integral function defined
Our results are shown in Tables XV and XVI where 
the thermal average cross sections at selected tempera­
tures T (in KeV), are listed, and in Figs. XVII and XVIII 
where they are compared with those obtained by fitting
averages for the 2p excitation agree to better than 1%
only a few percent higher at lower temperatures. On the 
contrary, the DW averages for the 2s excitations are con-
is worth noting here the range of temperatures is con­
sidered such that the 2s and 2p excited states of the 
ions do exist. The use of a non-relativistic Maxwellian 
velocity distribution for the incident electrons at the 
temperatures of interest here, is then justified.
by
(4.16)
16the results of the DW calculation by Mann. The DW
5+ 7+with ours above T = 1 KeV in both C and 0 , and are
5+siderably higher, by more than 20% around 400 eV in C
7+and by a little less than 20% around 500 eV in 0 . It
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We have determined in this work that the resonance
enhancement .in the energy range under the n=3 threshold,
is only a few percent over the background. We calculated
the ratio A /A„ where r n
xo
An = 2ibj v x)e'qx (4-17)
1
in which flQ (x) represents the background collision
strengths as obtained using the 14 states set and fitted
by Eq. (4.2). It is worth noting here that using the
3s-3p set to represent the background in this region,
would have wiped out any resonance enhancement, since
the 3s-3p cross sections are almost 10% larger for the
2s excitation and 5% for the 2p excitation, than those
obtained by the larger basis. The ratio Ar/An (listed
in Tables XVII and XVIII) show a resonance enhancement
5+which is no more than 11% for the 2s excitation in C ,
7+9% m  O , and which does not exceed 5 to 6% for the 
2p excitation in both ions.
The contribution of the resonance region relative 
to the non resonant one, has also been determined by cal­
culating the ratio Ar/B (shown in Tables XVII and XVIII)—  
we recall here that the collision strength fit in the 
non resonant region is based on results from the 3s-3p 
basis— the ratio decreases rapidly with temperature. For 
the 2s average cross section, Ar/B ~ 15% at 0.5 KeV in
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C5+ and at 1 KeV in 07+; -8% in C5+ and 7% in 07+ for
the 2p average cross section at the same temperatures.
It is evident that the resonance region contribution is
dominant at low temperatures only. However, the overall
effect of resonances is not as important as has been in-
14 15dicated by Hayes and Seaton. ' In order to determine 
this effect, we compared the average cross sections as 
calculated above with those calculated if only the back­
ground were included, that is we compared 'Ar+B' to
'A +B'. It turned out that the resonance enhancement n
of the thermal average cross sections is quite small 
(<1% for 0>1 KeV), except possibly at the lowest tempera-
«V
tures considered, where there is about a 6% resonance
enhancement of the 2s average cross section, and about
3% for the 2p. Even if contributions from higher resonance
groups (3£, n'fi,'? n'>5) were included, we still think
that the predictions of Hayes and Seaton that a 10 to
20 percent resonance enhancement of ls-*-2s and ls-»-2p rate
14coefficients exists, are exaggerated.
In conclusion, we have determined that the background 
representation of the whole energy range (x>1.0) by the 
3s-3p basis collision strengths is sufficient to evaluate 
excitation rates rather accurately, because the over­
estimate it makes in the resonance region about equals 
the actual resonance enhancement.
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION
We have succeeded in this work in solving some im­
portant problems associated with pseudostate expansions
in close coupling methods, namely that of the spurious
37pseudoresonances ("THE DRAGON'S TEETH" ) which occur
under pseudothresholds. An adequate remedy has been given
in terms of fitting the K matrix.around the pseudopole(s),
then recalculating the background cross sections in the
absence of any pseudoresonant structure. We have also
determined the significant effect of pseudostates on
optically forbidden transitions which involve a short
ranged transition potential. In fact, our calculations 
5+ 7+for C and 0 show a significant reduction (~20%) in 
the 2s excitation and thermal average cross sections, 
in comparison with the frequently used distorted wave 
method. However, the reduction is negligible for the 
optically allowed 2p excitation, where most approxima­
tion methods are as efficient as ours.
Many resonances have been detected in the energy 
range between the n=2 and n=3 hydrogenic levels in both 
ions. The resonance widths vary from the extremely narrow 
and (< 0.001 eV) to the broad and resonances
•w
(< 1 eV). However, the net effect of the two groups of 
resonances obtained (roughly described as the (3$,, 3 V )  
and (31, 4 A')) is to enhance the excitation rates by no
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more than a few percent; - 6% for the 2s and ~4% for the 
2p. We believe from this evidence, that the inclusion 
of higher resonance series would not cause any further 
significant enhancement of the rate coefficients. This 
justifies the use of the semi-empirical representation 
of the collision strengths (based on results obtained 
using the small 3s-3p close coupling set) in order to 
evaluate excitation rates for -hydrogenic ions.
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TABLE I
Pseudostate Parameters and Energies
j m( j ) e ( j ) / z E/Z2
1 0 1.0 -1.0
2 0 0.5 inCM•01
3 1 in•© 0.31115
II o 51=1
j m s/z E/Z2 m c/z E/Z2
1 0 1.0 1 H • O 1 1.0 -0.25
2 0 0.5 -0.25 1 0.5 -0.11111
3 1 0.5 -0.11111 1 1/3 -0.06219
4 0 1/3 -0.05375 2 1/2 +0.02744
5 1 1/3 +0.11705 1 0.2 0.90192
6 2 1/3 +1.69818





1 - 2  Z= 3
m q / Z  E/Z2 m c/Z E/Z2




ls-*-2s Spin Weighted Partial Excitation Cross Sections 
For 07+ at x = 1.33 (Units 10'4 u a ^ )
L S Kohn In. Kohn OAF OMN I OMN B.E.
0 0 0.142 0.142 0.142 0.142 0.141 0.142(1)
1 0.0082 0.0090* 0.0082 0.0082 0.0322* 0.0082(0)
1 0 0.352 0.353 0.352 0.352 0.353 0.352(1)
1 0.0973 0.0975 0.0973 0.0973 0.0990* 0.0974(1)
2 0 0.0076 0.0076 0.0077 0.0077 0.0076 0.0076(1)
1 0.129 0.129 0.129 0.129 0.129 0.129 (0)
3 0 0.0020 0.0015 0.0018 0.0026* 0.0015 0.0017(3)
1 0.0107 0.0131* 0.0109 0.0101* 0.0108 0.0108 (1)
4 0 0.00085* 0.00098 0.00103 0.00093 0.00099 0.00099 (6)
1 0.00061* 0.00040 0.00039 0.00050 0.00040 0.00045(6)
5 0 0.00029 0.00023 0.00098* 0.00027 0.00023 0.00026 (3)
1 0.00023 0.00021 0.0169* 0.00024 0.00026 0.00024 (3)
Table II. Starred values are regarded as anomalous and
are not considered in the averaging procedure
used to obtain the best estimate (B.E.). The
numbers in parenthesis in the last column 
estimate the uncertainty in the cross sections.
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TABLE III
Exponents of the Short Range Basis for Electron 
Scattering by C^+ in Different Energy Intervals
(a) (b)
1.0<x53.0 3.0<x<4.0 4.0£x<5.0 1.0<x£1.1851
15.00 18.00 25.92 15.00
11.538 15.00 21.60 11.538
8.876 11.538 18.00 8.876
6.827 8.876 15.00 6.827
5.252 6.827 11.538 5.252
4.040 5.252 8.876 3.751
3.108 4.040 6.827 2.587
2.390 3.108 5.252 1.725
1.839 2.390 4.040 1.113
1.414 1.839 3.108 0.695
1.088 1.414 2.390 0.422
0.837 1.088 1.839 0.248
0.644 0.837 1.414 0.142
0.495 0.644 1.088 0.0787
0.381 0.495 0.837 0.0426
Table III. (a) Associated with the 3s-3p close coupling
set; (b) associated with the 6s-5p-2d-lf set.
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TABLE IV
Exponents of the Short Range Basis for Electron 


















































































Table IV. (a) Associated with the 3s-3p close coupling
set; (b) associated with the 6s-5p-2d-lf set.
TABLE V
Spin Weighted Partial and Total ls-2s Cross-Sections for Excitation of C5+ (units 10~4 wâ )
SINGLET TRIPLET
X L«0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 L-0 L»1 L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 ♦°high Total o
1.01 0.878 1.253 0.170 0.0377 0.0024 0.00026 0.0083 0.356 0.359 0.0015 0.0029 0.00058 0.000002 3.070
1.07 0.757 1.232 0.0600 0.0410 0.0028 0.00027 0.0155 0.385 0.390 0.0020 0.0023 0.00070 0.00003 2.889
1.17 0.656 0.444 0.0205 0.0485 0.0044 0.00047 0.0240 0.111 0.407 0.0112 0.0018 0.00066 0.00017 1.730
1.20 0.587 1.647 0.0133 0.181 0.0051 0.00057 0.0250 0.282 0.409 0.0153 0.0019 0.00082 0.00024 3.168
1.33 0.502* 1.016 0.0112 0.0122 0.0054 0.0011 0.0265 0.368 0.419 0.0298 0.0013 0.0012 0.00067 2.394*
1.50 0.393* 0.835 0.0230 0.0044 0.0035 0.0324 0.330 0.401 0.0600 0.0027 0.0053 2.090*
2.00 0.229 0.536 0.0728 0.0018 0.0011 0.0400 0.222 0.314 0.0918 0.0106 0.0120 1.531
2.47 0.148 0.418 0.0847 0.0070 0.0434 0.203 0.271 0.0990 0.0646 1.339
3.33 0.0870 0.227 0.0955 0.0160 0.0418 0.144 0.195 0.104 0.0937 1.004
4.00 0.0724 0.159 0.0877 0.0252 0.0450 0.133 0.167 0.107 0.110 0.906
4.90 0.0491 0.103 0.0803 0.0421 0.109 0.140 0.275 0.798
Table V. +0j,igi, ** obtained using CBX. * - corrected for pseudoresonances.
COvo
TABLE VI
Spin Weighted Partial and Total ls-2p Cross-Sections Cor Excitation of C5+ (units 10~* nâ }
SINGLET TRIPLET
X L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 +0high Total a
1.01 0.786 1.414 6.653 1.680 0.165 0.0090 0.0440 0.246 0.193 1.432 0.331 0.0250 0.0019 12.98
1.07 0.726 1.194 5.723 1.835 0.270 0.0302 0.0590 0.132 0.222 1.507 0.525 0.0784 0.0126 12.31
1.17 0.948 0.359 6.409 1.804 0.433 0.0800 0.0768 0.0560 0.267 1.561 0.796 0.198 0.0629 13.05
1.20 0.748 1.609 5.246 1.099 0.480 0.0966 0.0820 0.772 0.276 1.702 0.863 0.240 0.0876 13.30
1.33 0.534* 0.788 3.769 1.937 0.632 0.176 0.0909 0.130 0.320 1.584 1.101 0.427 0.246 11.73*
1.S0 0.420* 0.608 2.757 1.883 0.760 0.107 0.108 0.349 1.511 1.302 1.510 11.31*
2.00 0.267 0.282 1.573 1.431 0.854 0.115 0.0986 0.347 1.222 1.407 3.335 10.93
2.47 0.166 0.192 0.901 11015 0.104 0.0736 0.320 0.970 6.623 10.36
3.33 0.0958 0.0870 0.419 0.585 0.0822 0.0687 0.229 0.635 7.268 9.469
4.00 0.0648 0.0584 0.266 0.409 0.0699 0.0630 0.183 0.479 7.298 8.892
4.90 0.0384 0.0500 0.154 0.0534 0.0470 0.135 7.724 8.202
Table VI. high *8 obtained using CBX. * *■ corrected for pseudoresonances.
VDO
TABLE VII
7+ -4 2Spin Weighted Partial and Total ls-2s Cross-Sections for Excitation of O (units 10 waQ)
SIHGLET TRIPLET
X L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 +ffhigh °total
1.04 0.269 0.466 0.0121 0.0078 0.00054 0.000011 0.0033 0.0785 0.115 0.0013 0.00032 0.000028 0.000003 0.954
1.07 0.253 0.444 0.0076 0.0084 0.00070 0.000053 0.0033 0.0763 0.119 0.0019 0.00046 0.000040 0.000006 0.915
1.20 0.195 0.473 0.0046 0.00084 0.00096 0.00011 0.0071 0.0847 0.125 0.0078 0.00031 0.00015 0.000048 0.900
1.33 0.155* 0.352 0.0076 0.0017 0.00099 0.00026 0.0082 0.0974 0.129 0.0108 0.00046 0.00024 0.00013 0.764*
1.56 0.122* 0.283 0.0174 0.00018 0.00045 0.0119 0.0705 0.113 0.0231 0.0016 0.0013 0.645*
2.00 0.0804 0.198 0.0326 0.0014 0.00013 0.0174 0.0590 0.0850 0.0298 0.0041 0.0030 0.510
2.45 0.0486 0.139 0.0386 0.0073 0.0155 0.0545 0.0676 0.0346 0.0196 0.425
3.13 0.0343 0.0882 0.0370 0.0100 0.0153 0.0498 0.0563 0.0447 0.0275 0.363
4.00 0.0213 0.0477 0.0310 0.0140 0.0440 0.0470 « 0.0348 0.289
4.69 0.0160 0.0421* 0.0269* 0.0122 0.0407 0.0517 0.0876 0.277
Table VII. +°high *s ol>ta:‘-ned using CBX. * - corrected for pseudoresonances. • « obtained using CBX.
VO
TABLE Till
Spin Weighted Partial and Total la-2p Croaa-Sectiona for Excitation of O7* (unita 10~4 t«*|
SINGLET TRIPLET
X L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 ♦°high •total
1.04 0.220 0.392 2.041 0.630 0.0037 0.0079 0.0243 0.0670 0.0629 0.490 0.156 0.0196 0.0024 4.213
1.07 0.211 0.357 1.050 0.703 0.101 '0.0110 0.0310 0.0640 0.0677 0.490 0.107 0.0294 0.0050 4.124
1.20 0.205 0.314 1.S24 0.060 0.169 0.0347 0.0340 0.0637 0.0050 0.524 0.295 0.0040 0.0310 4.332
1.33 0.1*0* 0.235 1.211 0.660 0.217 0.0613 0.0355 0.0415 0.0909 0.512 0.370 0.146 0.0056 3.034*
1.5* 0.125* 0.1*0 0.025 0.611 0.265 0.0410 0.0467 0.109 0.472 0.442 0.504 3.602*
2.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.490 0.463 0.200 0.0473 0.0360 0.111 0.302 0.452 1.009 3.510
2.43 0.0405 0.0610 0.293 0.342 0.0365 0.0346 0.107 0.311 1.000 3.114
3.13 0.0334 0.0300 0.163 0.160 0.0201 0.0310 0.0740 0.225 2.305 3.050
4.00 0.010* 0.0300 0.0009 0.0210 0.0260 0.0411 2.610 2.020
4.*9 0.0135 0.0112* 0.0557* 0.167 0.0116 0.0440 2.406 2.640

















o(uncorrected) o(corrected) o(uncorrected) o(corrected)
Z “ 6
0.413 0.502 0.565 0.534
0.208 0.459 0.564 0.483I
9.537 0.440 3.082 0.460
0.520 0.393 0.386 0.423
0.377 0.327 0.362 0.379
0.285 0.263 0.346 0.352
Z - 8
0.142 0.155 0.163 0.160
0.0457 0.142 0.172 0.149
0.131 0.122 0.111 0.125
0.0121 0.106 0.126 0.107
IX. The 1S spin weighted partial cross sections (10~* irâ ) for C^+ (Z*6) 
and 07+ (Z=8), are shown as directly calculated (uncorrected), and 
as obtained from the K matrix fitting procedure (corrected) discussed 
in Section II.E.
TABLE X
Spin Weighted Partial Elastic Cross Sections for C5+ (units 10-3 »a3)
SINGLET TRIPLET
X L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 . L-5
1.01 0.375 0.0015 0.0027 0.00087 0.00018 0.000072 4.680 2.200 0.170 0.0116 0.0012 0.00014
1.07 0.358 0.00088 0.0021 0.00088 0.00019 0.000077 4.326 2.056 0.167 0.0122 0.0013 0.00016
1.17 0.318 0.0011 0.0029 0.00095 0.00021 0.000084 3.810 1.852 0.163 0.0135 0.0015 0.00019
1.20 0.317 0.0015 0.0018 0.0020 0.00022 0.000086 3.698 1.741 0.162 0.0101 0.0015 0.00020
1.33 0.300 0.0017 0.0022 0.0011 0.00024 0.000090 3.165 1.486 0.149 0.0135 0.0017 0.00026
1.50 0.252 0.0027 0.0025 0.0010 0.00025 2.659 1.271 0.144 0.0141 0.0019
2.00 0.195 0.0076 0.0018 0.00083 0.00026 1.731 0.890 0.133 0.0156 0.0023
2.47 0.162 0.0100 0.0014 0.00077 1.242 0.662 0.119 0.0162
3.33 0.116 0.0158 0.0016 0.00074 0.778 0.437 0.103 0.0174
4.00 0.100 0.0211 0.0023 0.00073 0.630 0.315 0.0879 0.0177
4.90 0.0805 0.0287 0.0033 0.457 0.165 0.0723
VO
TABLE XI
7*. _3 2Spin Weighted Partial Elastic Cross Sections for 0 (units 10 naQ)
SINGLET
X L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4
1.04 0.116 0.00084 0.00055 0.000084 0.000028
1.07 0.113 0.00062 0.00045 0.000085 0.000029
1.20 0.102 0.00036 0.00051 0.000064 0.000032
1.33 0.0945 0.00022 0.00037 0.00014 0.000038
1.56 0.0802 0.00044 0.00044 0.00013 0.000036
2.00 0.0654 0.0018 0.00032 0.00011 0.000026
2.45 0.0529 0.0029 0.00012 0.00010
3.13 0.0414 0.0045 0.00036 0.000098
4.00 0.0318 0.0044 0.0012
4.69 0.0260
TRIPLET
L-5 L-0 L-l L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5
0.000014 1.383 0.711 0.0629 0.0041 0.00032 0.000032
0.000014 1.323 0.683 0.0625 0.0042 0.00034 0.000035
0.000015 1.126 0.587 0.0604 0.0044 0.00041 0.000044
0.000017 0.973 0.493 0.0536 0.0046 0.00045 0.000056
0.769 0.411 0.0542 0.0054 0.00059
0.551 0.290 0.0483 0.0061 0.0084
0.392 0.217 0.0428 0.0070





Collision Strengths for C®+ and 0^+
X nis-*-2s nis-*-2p X nis-*2s nls*2p
1.33 1.719(-2) 0.843(-1) 1.33 0.975(-2) 0.490(-1)
1.50 1.693 0.917 1.56 0.966 0.551
2.00 1.653 1.181 2.00 0.979 0.676
2.47 1.785 1.382 2.45 1.000 0.732
3.33 1.805 1.703 3.13 1.091 0.919
4.00 1.955 1.921 4.00 1.110 1.086
4.90 2.112 2.170 4.69 1.247 1.189
6.06 2.283 2.408 5.33 1.276 1.279
8.17 2.322 2.776 9.80 1.319 1.708
10.0 2.344 3.027 17.15 1.353 2.105
14.84 2.373 3.637 24.50 1.362 2.350
20.00 2.394 3.890
Table XU. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the power of 10 by which all
numbers in the column are multiplied. Values of (2 for x2 5 are 







Coefficients in the Fit to the 





















Table XHL. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the power 
of 10 by which the number is multiplied.
TABLE XIV
Energies and Widths of Scattering Resonances Between the n*2 and n«3 Thresholds for Z»6 and Z-8
xs h *0
Z = 6
*12 r X12 r x12 r X12 r X12 r
a 1.05832 .0095 1.06373 .0286 1.06129 .0129 1.07421 .024 1.07348 .047b 1.05832 .0095 1.06369 .0280
a 1.06949 .0385 1.08160 .0081 1.06894 .0226 1.12372 .0027 1.12439 .0199
b 1.06945 .0386 1.08117 .0078
a 1.12116 .0171 1.07889 .0080 1.12689 .0110 1.12891 .0042
b 1.08952 .00057
a 1.11775 .0060 1.13056 .0037 1.11938 .0068
b 1.11773 .0060
a 1.12492 .0203 1.12414 .0125
b 1.12472 .0196
Z -  8
a 1.05311 .0100 1.05730 .0308 1.05536 .0132 1.06564 .0279 1.06501 .054
b 1.05311 .0100 1.05727 .0306
a 1.06185 .0426 1.07144 .0089 1.06129 .0250 1.11848 .0029 1.11903 .0221
b 1.06180 .0418 1.07114 .0087
a 1.11654 .0200 1.06926 .0090 1.12120 .0136 1.12301 .0061
b 1.07754 .00051
a 1.11388 .0070 1.12424 .0041 1.11518 .0082
b 1.11388 .0066























































Table XtV. Energies are Measured In tens of the scaled variable x> widths are in Rydbergs. Rows labelled a are the present results, rows labelled b contain the results of Ho (421.
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TABLE XV
Spin Weighted Partial Cross Sections for Excitation 
of C^+ (Units 10  ̂ Between the n=2 and n=3
Thresholds Using the 6s-5p-2d-lf Set
oII
a
S=0 CO ii «-•
X_ °ls-2s als-2p als-2s als-2p
1.010 0.800 0.790 0.0085 0.0758
1.030 0.745 0.692 0.0064 0.0730
1.050 0.661 0.727 0.0090 0.0790
1.0580 1.004 1.450 0.0130 0.0835
1.0582 6.520 8.261 0.0130 0.0835
1.05825 9.509 12.134 0.0131 0.0837
1.0585 9.778 11.78 0.0131 0.0837
1.0590 3.036 3.462 0.0130 0.0830
1.06253 1.008 1.003 0.0117 0.0825
1.06254 1.008 1.003 0.0117 0.0825
1.06255 1.004 0.997 0.0117 0.825
1.0680 0.835 0.789 0.105 0.800
1.0690 0.995 0.546 0.0101 0.0780
1.0695 1.144 0.358 0.0092 0.0751
1.06955 1.182 0.339 0.0090 0.0750
1.070 1.136 0.476 0.0090 0.07501.072 0.868 0.776 0.0115 0.0800
1.080 0.742 0.729 0.0134 0.0836
1.090 0.681 0.775 0.0115 0.0839
1.10 0.686 0.661 0.0112 0.0850
1.11249 0.546 0.529 0.0126 0.0863
1.1155 0.403 0.363 0.0112 0.0817
1.11575 0.373 0.333 0.142 0.111
1.11580 0.371 0.336 0.0236 0.118
1.1160 0.330 0.278 0.0146 0.0900
1.1175 0.674 1.062 0.0138 0.0886
1.1177 9.676 13.040 0.0135 0.0884
1.1180 4.904 6.075 0.0133 0.0860
1.1185 1.809 2.118 0.0130 0.0845


























































































































































































































































































1.01 0.203 6.860 0.489 0.498
1.03 0.120 6.333 0.427 0.309
1.05 0.0590 5.363 0.382 0.219
1.0612 12.61 36.49 0.332 0.181
1.0614 11.96 53.93 0.330 0.180
1.0616 5.898 37.12 0.328 0.179
1.06604 0.253 6.693 6.773 13.80
1.06607 0.253 6.712 15.85 26.20
1.06610 0.252 6.732 12.37 17.15
1.0688 2.132 4.830 0.433 0.233
1.0692 1.538 8.652 0.424 0.225
1.0696 0.619 8.847 0.424 0.2211.07875 4.930 12.24 0.388 0.194
1.07880 6.652 15.97 0.388 0.194
1.07888 8.868 22.92 0.376 0.191
103
L=2 S=0 S=1
X als-2s als-2p qls-2s als-2p
1.07890 8.857 23.84 0.388 0.1931.07895 7.598 23.45 0.388 0.1931.090 0.0344 5.528 0.369 0.1921.11935 15.22 48.61 0.336 0.2151.11945 13.23 59.87 0.334 0.214
1.11960 4.918 33.91 0.330 0.2131.1241 1.780 5.000 0.427 0.2601.1243 1.090 7.976 0.422 0.2571.1245 0.453 7.903 0.417 0.255
1.140 0.0292 4.244 0.403 0.301
1.160 0.0310 3.523 0.444 0.441
d
L=3 S=0 S=1
X als-2s als-2p als-2s als-2p
1.01 0.0378 1.938 0.0023 1.471
1.03 0.0383 1.861 0,0010 1.484
1.05 0.0408 1.749 0.00090 1.501
1.0645 0.0530 1.474 0.587 3.755
1.06464 0.0529 1.471 0.227 0,787
1.06465 0.0530 1.471 0.187 0,841
1.06466 0.0530 1.471 0.158 0.890
1.0647 0.0530 1.471 0.0890 1.026
1.0737 0.570 1.210 0.0029 1.497
1.0741 0.904 6.453 0,0028 1.496
1.0745 0.461 9.702 0.0027 1.494
1.090 0.0250 1.952 0.0042 1.518
1.123184 0.0280 0.795 0.0113 1.186
1.123187 0.0279 0.792 0.0134 1.181
1.123190 0.0278 0.788 0.0159 1.175
1.12369 0.205 4.375 0.0094 1.517
1.12370 0.321 6.633 0.0110 1.560
1.12374 0.601 12.69 0.0086 1.513
1.12378 0.480 10.03 0.0082 1.509
1.12678 1.124 4.726 0.0163 1.571
104
L=3 s=0 S=1









































































































1.160 0.0043 0.458 0.0012 0.847
TABLE XV. Values of X were conveniently chosen in 
order to trace resonances and provide 
the background as well.
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TABLE XVI
Spin Weighted Partial Cross Sections for Excitation
of 0 (Units 10-4 2ira ) Between the n=2 and n=3




X als-2s °ls-2p als-2s
1 01 0.296 0.216 0.0036 0.05041 0.3 0.260 0.189 0.0036 0.05091 05 0.204 0.134 0.0036 0.05081 05235 0.0182 0.0013 0.0036 0.05071 0524 0.0122 0.0025 0.0039 0.0515
1 05245 0.0070 0.0063 0.0039 0.05211 0529 0.639 1.146 0.0035 0.05201 0530 2.256 3.487 0.0037 0.05091 05308 6.188 8.686 0.0037 0.05081 0535 1.368 1.616 0.0032 0.0510
1 054 0.656 0.705 0.0032 0.05121 061 0.299 0.227 0.0032 0.05201 0618 0.385 0.117 0.0036 0.05241 06188 0.386 0.115 0.0037 0.05491 062 0.389 0.129 0.0032 0.0525
1 063 0.299 0.237 0.0033 0.05281 07755 0.236 0.234 0.0034 0.0530
1 09 0.242 0.186 0.0040 0.05311 112 0.146 0.0936 0.0041 0.0519
1 1125 0.119 0.0687 0.0052 0.0568
1 113 0.0711 0.0287 0.0047 0.0544
1 1138 1.804 2.940 0.0043 0.0544
1 11386 5.992 8.695 0.0047 0.0545
1 11388 7.320 10.34 0.0046 0.0544
1 1139 7.472 10.76 0.0043 0.0545
1 11395 5.250 7.268 0.0043 0.05461 1140 3.194 4.250 0.0042 0.05481 1155 0.361 0.319 0.0052 0.0563















































































































































































L=1 • CO II o S=1
X als-2s °ls-2p °ls-2s als-2p
1.1168 1.867 5.153 0.109 0.0783
1.11942 0.525 0.128 0.0976 0.0644
1.11944 0.524 0.535 0.0981 0.0640
1.11946 0.523 0.534 0.101 0.0605
1.11948 0.522 0.533 0.122 0.0341
1.1239 0.329 0.687 0.0921 0.0589
1.1240 0.286 0.869 0.0930 0.0582
1.1241 0.203 1.426 0.0921 0.0586
1.1242 0.241 4.895 0.0924 0.0582
1.1243 1.149 1.946 0.0910 0.0588
1.14 0.456 0.282 0.115 0.0877




X °ls-2s °ls-2p °ls-2s als-2p
1.01 0.0158 2.390 0.108 0.0480
1.03 0.0117 2.131 0.109 0.0523
1.0553 6.340 18.51 0.101 0.0563
1.05545 5.841 27.78 0.101 0.0561
1.05557 2.613 16.87 0.100 0.0560
1.05906 0.566 2.211 5.570 9.245
1.05908 0.0568 2.205 10.01 14.12
1.05911 0.0570 2.196 3.565 4.129
1.0612 0.985 1.999 0.135 0.0692
1.06146 0.709 3.747 0.133 0.0681
1.06171 0.271 3.476 0.131 0.0675
1.06606 0.0168 2.163 0.114 0.0629
1.06910 1.544 3.762 0.118 0.0624
1.06917 1.814 6.632 0.117 0.0627
1.06924 5.570 12.42 0.117 0.0627
1.09 0.0054 1.734 0.115 0.0681
1.11507 3.841 10.49 0.104 0.0695
1.11512 8.270 25.48 0.0981 0.0687
1.11514 9.160 31.77 0.103 0.0693
1.11521 5.602 27.71 0.103 0.0690
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L - 2 CO ii o S=1
X als-2s als-2p °ls-2s als-2p









1.010 0.0201 0.601 0.00031 0.4771.030 0.0149 0.594 0.00033 0.483
1.0579 0.0121 0.513 0.705 2.6311.0580 0.0122 0.513 0.0911 0.1971.0581' • 0.0122 0.513 0.0230 0.340
1.06545 0.483 2.338 0.0023 0.4891.06563 0.602 5.071 0.0023 0.4891.06576 0.460 5.636 0.0023 0.4891.090 0.0211 0.662 0.0040 0.4981.11843 0.0389 0.551 0.0077 0.505
1.11846 0.172 3.080 0.0074 0.5031.11848 0.342 6.738 0.0072 0.503
1.11849 0.354 7.317 0.0066 0.4971.12112 0.636 2.670 0.0086 0.5141.12118 0.757 4.519 0.0076 0.510
1.12125 0.636 5.656 0.0078 0.509









1.010 0.00010 0.0447 0.0027 0.130
1.03 0.000096 0.0554 0.0018 0,145
1.05 0.000035 0.0622 0.0011 0.167
1.0645 0.0533 0.0563 0.00027 0.180
1.0650 0.108 0.330 0.00027 0.180
109
-ea*IIHi s=o CO II M
X als-2s als-2p als-2s als-2p
1.06545 0.0734 0.404 0.00027 0.1811.06560 0.0580 0.372 0.00027 0.1811.090 0.00062 0.110 0.00034 0.2071.11880 0.0607 0.0295 0.0057 0.1071.1190 0.133 0.243 0.0151 0.619
1.1192 0.0966 0.383 0.00096 0.3101.12288 0.00094 0.0664 0.00021 0.2381.12294 0.0059 0.400 0.00022 0.2381.1230 0.0235 1.569 0.00022 0.2381.14 0.0010 0.164 0.00033 0.263
1.16 0.00098 0.179 0.00061 0.285
TABLE XVI. Values of X were conveniently chosen in order 





Thermally Averaged Excitation Cross-Sectionsfor C 3* (units 10"* irâ )o
T (KeV) Ar/An Ar/B ais-»2s Ar/An Ar/B
*■»
als-*-2p
0.05 1.08 3.04 0.0161 1.04 2.60 0.0680
0.10 1.08 1.04 0.311 1.04 0.81 1.432
0.15 1.08 0.62 0.695 1.04 0.45 3.478
0.20 1.08 0.44 0.954 1.05 0.30 5.142
0.25 1.08 0.34 1.101 1.05 0.22 6.312
0.50 1.11 0.15 1.174 1.05 0.08 8.264
0.75 1.09 0.10 1.033 1.04 0.05 8.207
1.00 1.09 0.07 0.901 1.05 0.03 7.780
1.25 1.09 0.05 0.796 1.05 0.025 7.328
1.50 1.09 0.04 0.712 1.04 0.02 6.877
1.75 1.1>0 0.035 0.644 1.04 0.015 6.482
2.00 1.11 0.03 0.588 1.04 0.01 6.137
Table XVH. The ratio Ar/An measures the resonance enhance­
ment over the background in the resonance 
region; the ratio Ar/B measures that region's 
contribution to the total cross section.
Ill
TABLE XVIII
Thermally Averaged Excitation Cross-Sections 
for 07+ (.units 10”4
T(KeV) Ar/An Ar/B als-»-2s Ar/An Ar/B °ls-*-2p
0.10 1.08 2.66 0.0107 1.05 2.12 0.0463
0.15 1.08 1.41 0.0618 1.05 1.08 0.280
0.20 1.08 0.95 0.136 1.05 0.70 0.644
0.25 1.08 0.71 0.207 1.05 0.50 1.023
0.50 1.08 0.31 0.378 1.05 0.19 2.207
0.75 1.09 0.19 0.394 1.05 0.11 2.577
1.00 1.09 0.14 0.374 1.05 0.07 2.660
1.25 1.08 0.11 0.347 1.06 0.05 2.637
1.50 1.08 0.09 0.320 1.05 0.04 2.572
1.75 1.08 0.07 0.297 1.05 0.03 2.493
2.00 1.08 0.06 0.276 1.05 0.025 2.409
Table XVnr. The ratio Ar/An measures the resonance enhance­
ment over the background in the resonance 
region; the ratio Ar/B measures that region's 
contribution to the total cross section.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure I Real part of the ls-*-2s transition amplitude
5+for electron impact excitation of C is
shown as a function of the scaled energy x
(defined as the ratio of the incident energy
to the n=2 state excitation threshold), in
the vicinity of the pseudopole at x = 1.4306.
The dark dots (connected by a light solid line
as an eye guide) are the calculated points.
The dashed curve is obtained by making a
linear least fit to the transition amplitudes
2with a quadratic form in k ; the solid line 
is the amplitude calculated from the K matrix 
fit discussed in the text (Section II.E).
Figure II Same as Fig. I except that the imaginary part 
of the ls-»-2s transition amplitude is shown. 
Figure III The ^S ls-*-2s excitation cross section for C5+ 
is shown as computed from the transition 
amplitudes shown in Figs. I and II. The three
curves have the same significance as in Fig. I.
1 5+Figure IV The S ls-2p excitation cross-section for C
as a function of the scaled energy x, is
shown as computed following a similar
procedure as for the ls-*2s cross section
(Fig. Ill). The different curves shown have
the same significance as in Fig. I.
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Figure V Collision strength for the 2s excitation of
5+C . Curves are: PS, present pseudostate 
calculation (from Eg. (4.2) with coefficients 
listed in Table XIII); 3cc, three state 
close coupling by Robb; CBX, Coulomb Born 
with exchange by Mann; IZH, infinite Z 
hydrogenic by Sampson; DW, distorted wave 
by Mann; CB, Coulomb Born by Mann. The dark 
triangles (A) show a few values by a second 
order potential calculation by Bransden and 
Noble.
Figure VI Collision strength for the 2s excitation of
7+O . Curves are: PS, present pseudostate 
calculation (from Eq. (4.2) with coefficients 
listed in Table XIII); CBX, Coulomb Born 
with exchange by Callaway; IZH, infinite Z 
hydrogenic by Sampson; DW, distorted wave by 
Mann; CB, Coulomb Born by Tully.
5+Figure VII Collision strength for 2p excitation of C 
Curves are: PS, present pseudostate cal­
culations; IZH, infinite Z hydrogenic by 
Sampson; CB, Coulomb Born by Mann.
7+Figure VIII Collision strength for 2p excitation of 0 
Curves are: PS, present pseudostate cal­
culation; CB, Coulomb Born by Mann.
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Figure IX The P contribution to the ls-*-2s excitation
Cl M 0\
cross section for C (units 10" na^) is 
shown in the resonance region from x «* 1.0 to 
x = 1.1851.
Figure X The F contribution to the ls-*2s excitation
“5 2 5+cross section (units 10 ira ) for C in theo
resonance region.
Figure XI The contribution to the ls*>-2p excitation
—3 2 7+cross section (units 10 for O in the
resonance region.
Figure XII The *F contribution to the ls*»-2p excitation
-4 2 7+cross section (units 10 ira ) for O ino
the resonance region.
5+Figure XIII Cross section for 2s excitation of C (units
-4 210 irao) in the resonance region from x =
Figure XIV
1.0 to x = 1.1851.
5+Cross section for 2p excitation of C (units
-3 210 in fhe resonance region.
7+Figure XV Cross section for 2s excitation of 0 (units
-5 210 in the resonance region.
7+Figure XVI Cross section for 2p excitation of 0 (units 
10 * irâ ) in the resonance region.
Figure XVII Thermally averaged ls-*-2s and ls-»-2p excitation
-4 2 5+cross sections (units 10 ira ) for C areo
plotted as a function of the electron tempera­
ture in KeV units. The solid curves represent
115
the present calculation. The dashed curves
Figure XIX
are based on the distorted wave calculation 
17by Mann.
Figure XVIII Thermally averaged ls*»-2s and ls-*2p excitation
-4 2 74-cross sections (units 10 ira ) for 0o
Curves have the same significance as in Fig. 
XVII.
S wave phase shifts in radians for scattering
by the static potential defined in Eq. (A.l)
with Z=2, are plotted as a function of the
2parameter y at kj_ * 1.0 and 2.0 Rydbergs.
phase shift in radians for electron 
54-scattering by C is plotted as a function
2of the parameter y at k^ = 16.0 Ry.
3Figure XXI Same as Fig. XX except that the S phase 
shift is shown.
Figure XXII Partial s wave singlet and triplet eigenphase 
sums (in radians) for excitation of C^+ at 
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE VARIATIONAL PARAMETER y
This parameter appears in the regularizing factor of 
the irregular Coulomb function. The dependence of 
scattering phase shifts on this parameter was considered 
in two model problems, the scattering of an electron by 
the static potential
UQ0 (r) = -2(Z-l)/r - 2 (Z+l/r)e~2Zr . (A.l)
-fwith Z=2 (He ), and single channel scattering in the
static exchange approximation.
Applying the variational method to the first model,
we calculated phase shifts at two different energies 
2(k^ = 1.0 Rys. and 2.0 Rys). The parameter y was varied 
over the interval (0.2, 5.0) with steps of 0.1. The short 
range basis for the expansion of the scattering function 
consisted of 12 Slater orbitals of the type r e where 
K was fixed at 2.5 and the integer n was varied from 0 
to 11. Two expressions, Kohn and Inverse Kohn, of the 
phase shift (in radians) were compared in Fig. XIX. An 
optimum of 0.8 was obtained for that case which is in­
dependent of energy. The phase shifts show a considerable 
stability over the interval y = 0.7 to y = 4.8, the varia­
tion being in the fifth and sixth decimal digits. Such
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a stability was also observed when we applied the same
method to model two.
The L=0 singlet and triplet phase shifts for scatter-
5+ing of an electron by C at an energy of 16.0 Ry, are
plotted as a function of the parameter y in Figs. XX and
XXI. Both Kohn and Inverse Kohn values of the phase
shifts (singlet and triplet) maintain a stable value as
y varies from 2.4 to 5.6. A suitable value of y in this
case would be 3.6. The short range basis considered in
this model consists of 13 Slater orbitals whose exponents
[see Eg. (2.14)] form a decreasing geometric progression
whose ratio is 1.3 and whose maximum element is 15.6.
+ 7+The same procedure has been repeated for He and 0 for
which optimum values of y seemed to scale with the nuclear
charge, Z (1.2 for He+ ; 4.8 for 07+).
Pushing this discussion further, a more elaborate
calculation was done using the 3s-3p set. The stability
of the partial L=0 eigenphase sums (singlet and triplet)
5+for scattering by C at x = 1.07, is shown very clearly 
in Fig. XXII. The short range basis used is the one which 
appears in the first column in Table III.
APPENDIX B
EVALUATION OF THE INTERACTION POTENTIAL 
RADIAL MATRIX ELEMENTS
These elements are defined by
.. 0 n. -Z.x x. n . -z.x
V *3 (r) = j dx x (x e 1 ) (x 3 e 3 ) ?
>
where N^ is the number of elements in the pseudobasis 
thof the K target state.
In order to evaluate this integral, it is necessary 
to divide the integration interval as follows
ii ^  2 ni “Zix x* ni ~ZixV*3 (r) = j dx x (x e 1 ) (x 3 e 3 )
0 r
-Z..x r & n_. -Z^x
I+I+ j  dx x2 (x 1 e 1 ) -ttt (x 3 e 3 ) .
r x
This can be rewritten as
00 n.+n.+£+2 -(Z.+Z.)x
dx x 1 3 e 1 3
0
/■«> n.+n. + A+2 -(Z.+Z.)x
- dx x 3 e 1 3  }
p f co n.+n.+l- l  -(Z.+Z.)x
+ r dx x 3 e 1 3
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Now using analytic expressions of the integrals 
involved
f a x  xn e - “ x = n t a (n+1>
and
r dx xn e aX = JkL_ e"0* nn+1a p=0 (ar)!Pi
• •
V 3̂3 (r) reduces to
V « ( r )  =
(n^+n. + A+2) !
ni+n.+£+3 ±
(Z^Zj) 1 3  r
- (Z.+Z . )x 
1 - e 1 3
ni+nj+A+2 (z.+Z.)k rk£  i__3
k=0 kl
(nH-n.+l-Ji) Ir
n.+n . + 2-1  (Z.+Z..) 1 3
- (Z.+Z .)r
1 J
n.+n.+l-£ . .1 3 (Z.+Z.) r ill.. 3____Ik=0 k!
which, taking a common factor, is rewritten as
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(n +n +£+2)1 ( -(Z.+Z.)r
V 3 (r) *s -----__4    ) l - p> 1 J* (n.+n.+Z+3) ... I1 e




r2£+1 (n.+n.+l-£)!(Z.+Z.)2£+1 _______ i__J i V
(n̂ +iij+£+2) I
n.+n.+l-£ vk ki j (Z.+Z.) r
£ — - — 3-----------
k!
The property of the sums which appear above is that the 
highest two terms cancel out, thus reducing to
11 (n•+n.+£+2)I ( - (Z.+Z .)r
V ■* (r) = — i -— 3—   < 1 - e 3
1 n.+n.+Jl+3 „+1
t'J. . +7. \ 1 3 '(Zi+Zj)
n.+n.+£+l . ,
1 3 ( z . + z . j V
Z - i - J -----
k=0 k l
/  ■ i n  o \  i n • »  xfj » k * f 2 2 ^ 1
i i  ! i  3 (Zi +V  _k+2*+l
TnTTnTTTFTTT z  T ~ ------------- r1 3  k=0 k!
A change of summation index in the second sum
k v-2£-l , 
yields
.. (n.+n.+£+2)1 / -(Z.+Z.)r
v o <r> = -----  j ._ ,«   1 - e 1 3£ n.+n.+£+3 p+1(Z.+Z.) 1 3 r*+l '
 ̂ h ( n ^ f j Z ^ r Z j ) r  | $
where h is defined by
h = 1_v!
(n.j+n..+l-£) I 
(n.j+n..+£+2) I (v-2£-l)T (Z.+Z.) i 3
For sufficiently large r, V^3 reduces to:
a




( Z ^ Z j )  1 3
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It is this kind of asymptotic behavior which causes serious 
oscillations in integrals involving the product of two 
Coulomb functions and V, these oscillations should be 
cured in the appropriate manner (Appendix E).
APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF THE BASIC BOUND-FREE INTEGRAL 
Tk = |°° dr rXe‘^r (l-e"Yr)3k Uk U,pr) (k = 1,2) ,
(C.l)
Two cases may be distinguished
1) k = 1
In this case, U^ is the regular Coulomb function 
(F^(pr)), hence T^ may be expressed in terms of the 
analytic integrals
-00
J£ U,y) = 1 dr rX e"pr F^ (pr) (C.2)
0
—y r  ̂kIn order to accomplish that, the factor (1-e 1 ) 
is expanded
(1-.-Y*,3* = j | jj; <-Pme-mYr
k m=0 m! U ) C m) 1
T1 then reduces to
j
?i - V  J 0 a r j^ grr (c-3»
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The problem then reduces to the evaluation of integrals 
Again two cases arise
i) £ = 0
Integrals Jq are expressed in terms of the integrals
I0 (A/y) = f dr r*(F (pr)/pr)e~^r , which were evaluated 
°in a closed form by Shimamura. 3 We have
(X»y) = P IQ (X+l,y) , X > -1 ? (C.4)
where
V 0'*1’ -  f e  <e“ * - 1) '
. IQ (1,P) = Co ea<̂  (y2+p2) ”1 ,
and
IQ (X,y) = (y2+p-2)"1 [2{c*P+y (X-l)} IQ (X-1 ,y)
- (X-l) (X-2)Io (X-2y)] , X > 2  ;
C is the normalization of the Coulomb function for £=0, o
a is the Coulomb parameter (a = -z/p) , and <f> is defined by
<f> = 2 tan 1 (p/y) (C.5)
(ii) I  > 1
In this case, we are looking for recurrence relations
which express in terms of lower order integrals
To start with, we consider the recurrence
46relation satisfied by the Coulomb function 
{(4+1)2+a2}1/2 F l + 1 (P )  = j i £ ± i > l  + a j  F(,(P) - (4+1) ,
(C.6)
where p = pr, and then operate with j dr rX e~yr.
Equation (C.6) reduces to 0
2
{u+l)2+ct2}1/2 J^u.u) = U p-- Jt(l-l,u) + a
(MIL j” rX ,-T.r (c.7)
The integral which appears in Eq. (C.7) is evaluated by 
parts
The last equation can be further reduced by considering 
the following
lim [r* e pr F.(pr)] = 0 , 
r-H®
and
lim [rX F.(pr)] = lim rX e0(pr) ;
r+0 * r-»-0 *
where is the near-zero behavior of the regular Coulomb 
function
£+1(pr) = (pr) •
Eq. (C.8) becomes
lim Irx e"^r F (pr)] = p*+1 C (a) lim rx+A+1 , 
r-*0 * 1 r+0
which diverges for "X £  -Jl-2"? otherwise
. 0 / \  > -  I
lim rX e (pr) =
r'*‘0 ^  ̂ C jL( a ) p Z + 1 , X = -£-1 (C.9)
Now combining Eqs. (C.9) and (C.8), the recurrence 
relation (C.7) splits into
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J£(X,P) »
V c (ap-y a ) j  A-1 (A, M ) X = -£
I £(X+A)J^tX-l^J + tap-pJDJ^tX,^),
X > l-£
(C.10)
One case remains to investigate: X = -£-1. In order
to establish a recurrence relation for this particular 
integral, we consider the Coulomb differential equation
[ — j + - 2ap/rdr
£(£+1)2r ] F^(pr) = 0
and operate with This yields
Jj(A+2,y) + p2J£(A+2,y) - 2apJA (A+l,p) - £ ( £ + 1 ) (X,y) = 0
(C.ll)
Integrating J ” by parts gives
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= jJ ”(X+2,y) dr rA eA+2 -pr d2F^ (Pridr2
r, we have
= yJJ(X+2,y) - (X+2)J£(X+l,y)
+ [rX+2 e"yr Fi(pr)]Q
The last term vanishes for large r(r-«»). For small 
47
Fi (p) = C£(p)pA IU+1) + — -j^2) p] + 0(rA+2)
Then
lim rX+2 e"yr F'(pr) = p£ U+1)C„ (a) lim x X+Si+2  
r-*0 * * r-»-0
which vanishes for our case (X=-£-l) . Equation (C.ll) 
reduces to:
J"(X+2,y) = yJ^(X+2,y) - (X+2)(X+l,y) (C.12)
Repeating the same procedure for Jĵ , we get the relation
J£(X+2,y) = yJ£ (X+2,y) - (X+2)J£ (X+l,y) ,
which, when combined with Eq. (C.12), yields
JjJ(X+2,y) = p J^(X+2,y) - 2y (X+2)JJl(X+l,y)
+ (X+l)(X+2)J£ (X,y) .
Substituting in Eg. (C.ll) gives
2 . 2(y +P )Jjl(X+2,y) - 2 [ap+y(X+2) ] J£(X+l,y)
+ [(X+l) (X+2) - *U+1)] J£ (X,y) = 0 (C.13)
which is an extension of the recurrence relation given by 
Shimamura^ for '‘£,=0".
Rearranging terms in Eq. (C.13) and substituting 
"X = -£,-1", we get
(”£,"!/y) = §£- j (y2+p2)J^(l^il»y)
“ 2 [ap-y (£--!) ] J^(-£,y) (C.14)
which can be expressed in terms of lower order integrals 
by using the recurrence relations (C.10) already established. 
Equation (C.ll) thus becomes
0 )“ 2£p C£-1 (a)(ap-pA+p)j .
In order to simplify notations, we define 
= [pU^ct2)1/2]”1 r 
B z = (ap-p£) ,
and
2 2E = (P +pZ)
The recurrence relations then reduce to:
+ B^E J ^ d - A ^ )  - 2ApACA-1BA_1
j M X + K J ^ U - l . p )  +
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Still, in the case "A <. -£-2" the T integral is evaluated 
numerically. Actually, the integral J (A»y) diverges for
Xr
A < (-A-1).
2) k = 2
The case ni = 0 "  has also been treated in the same 
45reference. The author evaluated the integral
0
Defining the angular variable <j> as in (C.5), he 
expressed these integrals in terms of the function f (<}>) . 
(a is the Coulomb parameter)
1^ 0,10 = -fa (<M/cop
^ ( 1,P) = [V-2apfa ((J>)]/Cop(p2+p2)
< 1^2,]!) = [2(y+ap)Cop I ^ l ^ J - l l / C ^ p ^ + p 2)
I^(A»y) = (y^+p2) ^ |2[ap+y (X-l) ] I^(A-l,y)
, X > 3 .
2 . 2* -1
The function f (<(•) satisfies the differential equation
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df (<f>) , .
— —  = a “ J cot 2 ' «I>e[0»27r] ?
whose solution is written as
7T-<j>
^ /.x -a(ir-d>) . 1 r at t ,a ^ = e  ̂a 7 J dt e tan ^ J
0
where
Ba " *«<*> = * •n=l n +
This constant BQ was expressed as a finite sum and a 
correction term which was approximated by an integral
B ~ v a2-2m(2m-l)_______  , 1 5n n  4M+1 ,
m=l [a +(2m) ] [a +2m-l) ] 4 a^+(2M+l)^
However, we found that this approach was impractical 
to use. The difficulty is that the integral which appears 
in the solution of diverges for most cases of
interest in which <f> approaches the limits of the segment 
[0,2tt]. Such a case is
p << 1 with y finite ,
which is typical of the 2s and 2p channels at low incident 
energies. Shimamura pointed out that such divergences
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occur but are eliminated by the fact that only differences 
of such functions are calculated
1^ (X,u) - I ^ X , ^ )  ;
despite this, numerical difficulties are still very 
probable except possibly at energies (not approaching 
zero) below the n=2 threshold, where we have used these 
integrals successfully. Otherwise, integrals of the type 
T2 are evaluated numerically.
APPENDIX D
EXPANSION OF COULOMB FUNCTIONS IN THE ASYMPTOTIC REGION
We use the notations of C. E. Froberg,*^ to express 
the regular and irregular Coulomb functions as an expansion 
for large p
F = f sin 0_ + g cos 0_
Jj  Jj  Jj
GL = f cos 0L - g sin 0L , (D.l)
where
0L (p) = p - n in 2p - L tt/2 + aL (p = pr) , (D.2)
f ~ 2 f t
and
9 ~ £ gk  •
The quantities f^ and g^ satisfy the recurrence relations
where
a _ (2k+l)nak s(k+1)p '
and
^ _ L(L+l)+n2-k(k+1)
k ZTIc+ITp  (D,4)
For convenience, we define 
Ak = r 3k ,
and
Bk = r bk (D.5)
-3and keep only terms with r dependence; that is
f = £0 + fk + f2 + f3 .
and
9 * 9o + gl + g2 + 53 1 
which combining Egs. (D.3), (D.4) and (D.5) can be written
These expressions may now be written in a compact 
form by redefining the constants, that is
■p ~ 1 a. A  a  C . Ef * l + - + - 2  + —j r r
B . D , Fg = - + - j  + -y (D.6)r r
The Coulomb phase which appears in Eg. (D.2), is 
determined as follows
i) For L = 0, is given by^ ' ^ 3
00
%  = “r> C + Z (n/s - tan”1 n/s) , 
u s=l
Cg being the Eulers constant (0.5772156649...).
In practice, the sum is carried out up to some 
large number N, and the remainder is replaced by integral 
over s; that is
00 -1 ^ —1 Z (n/s - tan n/s) - Z (n/s - tan n/s)
s=l s=l
+ z In/s - (n/s - i  n3/s3)] 
n+i
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00 -3 f -3Replacing Z s by I ds s , we get
N+1 N+l
N , 3
on = -n c + z (n/s - tan n/s) + — 2 7 
u e s=l 6 (N+l)
ii) For L > 0, we use the recurrence relation
aT = + Z tan (n/s)
L 0 s=l
APPENDIX E 
EVALUATION OP THE INTEGRALS
00
Jij(X) = } "fir Di(V pr,°J<V 9r) » * -
R r
(u£ is an asymptotic Coulomb function).
In order to evaluate these integrals; that i 
consider
V pr> = fP sin e* p + gP cos e*p
C^plpr) = fP cos 0tp - gp sin ew
and
Fjtq (gr) = f9  s in  eiq  + 99 cos ejiq
Gi q (gr) = f9  005 6M  '  g9 s in  eW  '
and form the different products





Pipp£q “ fPf9 Sin 6iP Sln ®iq + fPg9 Sin %  COS 6 £q
+ fpgq sin 6£g cos 6^  + gPgq cos 0^  cos 0lq
PipGiq = fPf9 sin V  008 \ q  ~ fPg9 Sin 6ip Sin % q
+ fqgp cos 6 cos 0 - gpgq cos 0  ̂ sin 0nwy jip Jiq jip aq
p g„ ^ fpfq cos 0_  sin 0 + fpgq cos 0 cos 0Jig Jlp JlP Jiq JIP Jiq
- gpfq sin 6W  sin 6^  - gpgq sin !(p cos 8^
GipGiq = fPf9 008 6ip 008 6ig “ fPgP 008 \ p  8i" 0iq
- fqgp sin 0 cos 0„„ + gpgq sin 0 sin 0* Jip Jiq jip &q
The products of f's and g's are evaluated using
-3Eqs. (D.6), and retaining terms up to the order of r only
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,P,.q , . AP+Aq . CP+Cq+APAq . EP+Eq+APCq+AqCP
f f  -  1  +  — - —  + ------------5------------  + ----------------- o------------------
r r r
fPgq « B9 D9+APBq L Fq+APDq+CPBq
   +  ~5  +  13--
p Bp , DP+AqBP , PP+AqDP+CqBP
f 9 “ -r  + ---15  +  3--r r
p q BPBq , BPDq+BqDP
g gM 85-------------- 2----- + -------- 3—r r
By appropriately redefining the coefficients, these 
expressions may be written as
fpfq « E Av/rk fqgp * E C./rk
k=l k=l
3 3
fpgq « E B./rk gpgq a z D./rk (E.3)
k=l K k=l
knowing that
AQ - 1 , and BQ - CQ - DQ - D1 - 0 .
Combining Egs. (E.3), (E.2) and (E.l), the integrals 
J^j(X) are expressed as
Joo<» " ^  {Ak Koo(A+k> + Bk K01U+k) + ck K10
+ Dk Kĵ ĵ tX+k) >
ff0l<X) - S Ak K01(X+k) - Bk K00(X+k) + Ck Ku
- Dk K10(X+k)}
J10(X) • k^  Ak K10a + k > + Bk Kll<*+k> - ck Koo
- Dk K01(X+k)}
J11(X) * ^  Ak Kll(X+k) - Bk K10U+k) - °k K01
+ D k K00(X+k)} ;
where
fOO
Kij(X) 5 J Ci(Jtp rPr) Cj (£p»pr) ;
with











Cj'tftfkr) = cos 0^(kr) .
From Eq. (D.2), the angles are given by
0 (pr) = pr - nn An 2pr - Z_ ir/2 + a0 
*p p P
0 (qr) = qr - n i n  2qr - l  tt/ 2  + a p . (E.6)
q 4 q
In order to evaluate these integrals, we introduce the 
following trigonometric relations
sin 0£ sin 0£ = -| [cos(0A -0£ ) - cos(0. +0£ )]
p q p q p q
sin 0A cos 0£ = -| [sin(0£ +0  ̂) + sin(0  ̂ -0& )]
p q p q P q
cos 0£ sin Bz = -| [sin(0  ̂ +0  ̂) - sin(0£ -0£ )]
p q p q p q
cos 0  ̂ cos 6 Z = [cos (0£ -6& ) + cos (0 - +0P )] ;
p q p q p q
which, using the relation
is
e  -  cos 0 + i sin 0 ,
may be rewritten as
where
6 “ 0£ ~ 6Jl 'p q
and
0 = V  + 6 i  • p q
Using Eq. (E.6), we express 6 and a as
"■(nD-na )6 = (p-q)r + Jin r - n &n2p + n £n2q - (£_-£_) u/2
~ (V Vo = (p+q)r + Jin r *  H - ri &n2p - niln2q - (Jl +JI ) tt/2
r  4  r  4
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Hence
eio  = Eq r ' l ( V nq ) ei(P+q)r
-i(n^-ru) 4
Ioei5 = A r *'"P "q' ei(P-q)r ( (E-8,
where
lo  = exp iIo^ +ail ”Tlp£n2p~nqiln2q-(ap+ilq) tt/2]
A = exp i [a. -a. -n£n2p+n£n2q-(£_-£_) tt/21 .
p q
(E.9)
Now combining Eqs. (E.7), (E.8), (E.9), and (E.5), 
the integrals can be expressed in the form
Kq o (X) = - Re(A) K10(X) = Im(A)
K01(X) = Im( E) Kn < x> = Re<z> ' (E.10)
in which
2 = \  [Zo*E (X,p+q,np+nq) + Ao ‘e(X,p"q,T1p"riq) ]
A =  \  [E0 -elx» P + q . V V  " AQ *e (X,p-q,np-nq) ] . (E.ll)
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The function "e" just introduced, is an exponential type 
integral defined by
e (Xra,b) = | -ffxr-ib eiar , (E.12)
R r
which is integrated by parts until it converges. It may 
explicitly be written as
n
•_i(aR-b£nR) N 1 * (X+m+ib)]
e (X,a,b) = iS m   { 1 + Z -S=±-------   }
aR n=l (iaR)
+ correction term (E.13)
The summation is carried to an integer "N" , large enough 
for the correction term to become negligible. A special 
case arises when
a = b = 0 and X j> 1 ; then
e (X,0,0) = — . (E.14)
XRA
Other special cases of interest are
i) p = q = K and Si = JL = Ip q
which is typical of an (n£-n£) transition; for example, 
a 2p-2p transition. In this case, the expressions for
£q and hQ , simplify to
2 = (-1) A exp 21(0  ̂- r'icfi,n 2k)
and the expressions for £ and A reduce to
2 = 1 U 0 *e(A,2k,2nk ) + ^ V 1]
A = | [I0 e(Xr2k/2nk) - (AR1)”1] .
ii) p = q = k and £ = I  + 1p q
which is typical of an (n£-n&+l) transition, for example 
a 2s-2p transition. Again Equation (E.9) reduces to
l Q = i(-l)5,+1 exp i[2a£ + tan”1 j - 2nk £n 2k ]
Aq = -i exp i [tan-1 ] ,
where we use I  = Z andq
169
iii) p f6 q and A = Z + 1
hr 4
which is typical of an (n£-n‘Jl+l) transition, like a ls-2p
transition. In this case, the expressions for £ and Ao o
are reduced by using
i - *
and
o. =  o n + tan"'’*’ —
APPENDIX F 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION SCHEME
The formula used is an 11-point Newton-Cote formula46 
of the closed type, which approximates the function 
(integrand) by a tenth order polynomial. In each interval
x10J f(x)dx = -2^ 3 7 6  t!6067(f0+f10) + 106300 (f^fg)
x0
- 48525(f2+fQ) + 272400(f3+f?)
- 260550(f4+f6) + 427368 fg}
1346350 *(12) #r.. 13
9326918592
where h is the mesh size and
fn = f(xQ + nh)
This method is powerful in the sense that the mesh
size could be large, thus the number of points is con-
















































P t l N C T I O H  A I T C I I ( H , N , L P , N U , t , 2 )
• R I T T E N  B I  D R  J .  C A L L A N A Y
C O I P U T E S  C O E F F I C I E N T S  O C C U R R I N G  I N  I N T E G R A L  O P  T W O  S L A T E R  O R B I T A L S  
T I N E S  ( R L E S S * *  L P / R G 8 E A T * * L P * 1 )
I R P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z »  
A N O * N U » 1 
G R O b D G A B H A ( A M O )
S P 0 * 0 . 0
N U L “ N O - 2 * L P
I P  ( N I I L . L E . O ) U O  T O  1
A N N « N » N » 2 - L P
G N N S D G A N H A ( A N N )
A B C » H « N * 3 * L P
G R C * D G A * ! N A ( A D C )
A  N O  L *  N H L
G N L * D G A H R A ( A N 0 1 )
S P Q * G H N / ( G H L * G B C )
1 t « 1 . / G N U - S P Q  
A Z »  1.
I P  ( N U . E Q . O )  G O  T O  2  
A Z »  ( A « Z ) * * N U
2  A I T C H e A Z * X '
R E T U R N
E N D
D 0 U 9 L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  A N G L ( L E 9 ,  T . A , L B , L r , L n , L L 1 )
C  N R I T T E N  R Y  D P  .1. C A L L A V A I
C  C O H P U T B S  T H E  A N G U L A R  F A C T O R
C  t E H B D A - L E R  . L A , L B , L C  C  L D  A R B  T H E  I N D I V I D U A L  A N G U L A R  R O N E N T A  ,
C  L L 1  I S  T H E  T O T A L  A N G U L A R  H O H B N T U N
C  C 3 J  I S  T H E  3.1 S T H R O L
C
I N P L I C I T  R B A L * B ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C 3 J ( L , H , N ) « D r . 0 R T (
1 F A C T R  ( L » . N - N )  * F A C T R  ( l - H » N )  * P A C T R  ( ~ L * H * N )  / F A C T R  ( L * H * N *  1) •  ( F A C T R
2  ( ( L *  H * N )  / 2 > / ( F A C T R  ( ( L * H - N )  / 2 J  * P A C T R  ( ( L - . N * N |  / 2 )  * P A C T R  ( ( ~ L * N * N )  / 2 )
3  ) )  * * 2 )  • ( - 1 . )  • •  ( ( L * H * R ) / 2 )
A N G L - O . D O
L 1 2 » ( L A * L C » L E f l ) / 2
R 1 3 « ( L A * L C * L E N ) / 2 . D 0
R 1 2 - L 1 2
I F  ( R 1 2 .  N E . R 1 3 )  G O  T O  5  
L 1 2 * ( L B » L D * L E f 1 )  / 2  
R 1 3 « ( L B + L D » L B N ) / 2 . D 0  
R 1 2 « L 1 2
I F ( R 1 2 . N E . R 1 3 )  G O  T O  5  
C T - P 6 J ( 2 * L A , 2 * L B , 2 * L L 1 , 2 * L D , 2 * L C , 2 * L E I ! )
I F ( C T . E Q .  0 . D 0 )  G O  T O  5
D T * ( 2 . * L A » 1 .) *  ( 2 . * L B *  1 . )  • ( 2 . * L C * 1 . )  * ( 2 . * L D * 1 . )  *
A N G L *  ( - 1 . )  • *  ( L  A » L C - L L 1 ) * C 3  J  ( L A , L C ,  L E H )  * C 3 J  ( L D , L D ,  L E H >  « D S Q R T  ( D T )  * C T  




F U N C T I O N  D B D T R  ( N B , n , H , Z , L , J , C , N , A )
W R I T T E N  B T  Bit J .  C A L L A W A Y
C O M P U T E S  H A T M  X  C L E M E N T  O P  B L E S S * * L / R G R B A T * * L * 1 B R T B E B N  S L A T B P  
O R B I T A L S  8 2 » » K B * E X P ( - B R 2 )  B 2 * * . 1 * E X P  ( - C R 2 )  B 1 * * H  E X P ( - Z R I )  
R 1 * » N * B X P ( “ A H l )  ( R 1 * R 2 ) * » 2
I M P L I C I T  R B A L * 8  ( A - H . O - Z )
N N 3 « N » N » L O
A H N * M N 3
B M N « D G A H B A ( A n N )
A Z - k » Z
B C - B * C
A Z B C * A 7 . * B C
B J 2 « X B * J » 2 - L
A K J - K J 2
B K J ' D G A M N A  ( A K J )
D S « B K J / ( B C * * K J 2 )
B X « B » 3 - 1
D O  3  I A * t , B X
» U « I A - 1
K J N - K J 2 « M U
I F  ( I A . G T *  1) G O  T O  1
C K - B K J
G O  T O  2
1 Q * K J N - 1  
C N « C K * Q
2  D S « D S - A I T C H ( M ,  « , L , N U ,  A , 2 )  * C K / I A 2 B C * * K J N )
3  C O N T I  N U B  
B B D I R » n S * B ( 1 H / ( A Z * * M N 3 j  




S U B R O U T I N E  B I N T  ( J .  F .  D R .  I)
C * * * « * • * • * * * * * • • • • • * * • • • • • • • * • * • * • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
E S T I M A T E S  T H E  I N T E G R A L  O f  P ( X )  ( I * 1 , J )  O S I N G  T H E  1 1 - P O T N T  N F W T O N -  
C O T E  C L O S E D  T T P E  F O R M U L A  ( W I T H  C O N S T A N T  H E S H  S I Z E  O R )  A N D  T H E  
T R A P E Z O I D A L  H U L E  F O B  T A I L  P O I N T S .
T H E  O U T P O T ( T )  H A S  A N  E R R O R  O F  T H E  O R D E R  O F  B R * * 1 3  
C**>****•*•******••********•*****•*•*••**••**•*•••••*•••••*••••••••••••*
I M P L I C I T  R E A L ' S  ( A - H . O - Z )
D X f l E N S I O N  F  (J)
T * 0 . 011*1
I P ( J . E O . I )  R E T U R N  
I F  ( 3 .  E Q . 2 )  G O  T O  1 0  
I N *  ( J - 1 )  / 1 0 »  1
Z F ( I N . E Q . 1 .  A N D . J . L T . 1 1 )  G O  T O  1 0
D O  S  E « 1 , I N
I J « I I * 1 0
I F  ( K .  E Q .  I N .  A N D .  ( J - I I * 1 ) . L T .  1 1 )  G O  T O  1 0  
T H U L T * 5 . D 0 * D R / 2 9 9 1 7 6 . D O
Z * I H U L T * ( 1 6 0 b 7 . D 0 * ( P ( I I ) ♦ F ( I J ) ) * 1 0 6 3 0 0 . D 0 * ( F ( 2 I * 1 ) ♦ F ( I J - 1 ) ) - * S 5 2 5 .  
1 D 0 * ( F  ( 1 1 * 2 )  * F  ( I J - 2 )  ) * 2 7 2 * 0 0 . 0 0 *  ( F  ( 1 1 * 3 )  * F  ( I J - 3 )  ) - 2 6 0 5 5 0 .  D O *  ( P  ( X I * *  
2 ) * F ( I J - « ) ) * 4 2 7 3 6 3 . 0 0 * F ( I I « 5 ) )
T * Z * I  
5  I I * I J  
R E T U R N
1 0  I P ( ( J - I I * 1 )  . E Q .  1) R E T U R N  
r * I * O . 5 D 0 * D R »  ( F  ( I I )  * P ( J ) )
I F  ( ( J - I I *  1) . B Q . 2 . 0 R . J . E Q . 2 )  B E T U P N  11*11*1 
J 1 - J - 1
D O  1 5  L - 1 1 . J 1  
1 5  T = I * D P * F ( L )




F U N C T I O N  c o r s e (II,J 2 , L 2 , S 2 , P , N A T , A , L A , L P , N B , B , H Z T , Z T , L Q , L Z , E , Z )
C 0 N P U 1 E S  K A D I A L  S 1 N G L E - E L 5 C T R O N - H A . N I L T O N I A N  C O N T R I B U T I O N  T O  
E X C H A N G E  B O U N D - F H E E  N A T B I X  E L E M E N T S
THE I N T E G R A L  IS E V A L U A T E D  NUNEriCALLT F O H  II- t (TIIF I N T E G R A N D  
I N  T H A T  C A S E  INVOLVES THE IRPEGULAP COULOHD F U N C T I O N )
I N P L I C I T  R E A L ' S  ( A - H , 0 ~ Z )
D T N E N S I O N  R ( 1 2 0 0 )  , F ( 1 2 0 0 |
C O N H O N / D P R / P P ( 1 2 0 0 ) , G P ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O N  N O  N / R O  D E / D  R  , R  , N  <1 
D A 8 - D F L O A T ( N A T ' N B * 1 )
A B * A » B
F 1 - D P A C T B ( N A T » H D ) / A B " ( N A T ' N B ' 3 )
B I - T I ' D A B '  ( D A B *  1. D O )
A l — ( B " 2 * E )
A 2 - 2 .  D O ' ( B ' D P L O A T  ( H B *  1) **Z)
A 3 - D F L O A T  ( L Q *  ( L Q ' 1 )  - N B ' ( N B » 1 )  )
C l — Z T ' ' 2
C 2 « 2 . D 0 ' ( Z T ' D r L O A T ( N Z T * 1 ) - Z )
C 3 - D F L O A T  ( L P *  ( L P * 1 )  “ N Z T *  ( N Z T *  1 ) )
F 1 « F 1 *  ( A 1 ' ( D A B *  1. D O )  ' D A B *  A 2 * A B ' D A B * A 3 ' A B " 2 )
I P  ( I I . E O *  1) 1 0  T O  I
C B F K B * ( B 1 ' C 1 * P 1 ) ' C T I B ( I I , N Z T * 2 - L 2 , J 2 , Z T , B 2 , P , L P , P P , G P ,  Z ) * C 2 ' 8 1 *  
1 C T I B ( I I , N 2 T » 1 - L 2 , J 2 , Z T , B 2 , P , L P , F P . f i P , Z )
X P ( L P . E Q . N Z T . O R . H Z T . E U . ( - L P - 1 ) )  R E T U R N  •
C B F R E « C B F K E * B  1 * C 3 * C T I B  ( I I , H Z T - L 2 ,  J 2 , Z T ,  B 2 ,  P , L P ,  P P ,  G P , Z )
R E T U R N
1 D O  2  1 - 1 , H H  
I - B ( I )
V - X "  ( N Z T - L 2 )  ' D E X P ( - Z T ' X )  ' ( ( B 1 ' C 1 * F 1 )  ' X ' ' 2 * B 1 ' C 2 ' X  
1 » B 1 ' C 3 )
I F  ( J 2 >  H E .  0) V = V '  ( 1 .  D O - D E X P  ( - B 2 * X ) ) * * J 2
2  F ( I ) « V ' G P ( I )
C A L L  D Q 0 1 1 ( N . N , D B , r , i r )
C B F K E - i r







F U N C T I O N  C B F r i N ( I I , K B , J 2 , L 2 , L P , B , f l r . T A , P , Z )  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C O N F U T E S  R A D I A L  K I N E T I C  E N E R G Y  C O N T R I B U T I O N  T O  D I R E C T  B O U N D - F R E E  
N A T R I X  E L E M E N T S . T H E  I N T E G R A L  I S  E V A L U A T E D  N U N E R I C A L L T  R H E N  I I - 1 ,  
T H E  I N T E G R A N D  C O N T A I N S  T H E N  T H E  I R R E G U L A R  C O U L O n B  F U N C T I O N
I B P L I C I T  R B A L * 8 ( A - I I , 0 - Z )
D I N E N S I O N  R  ( 1 2 0 0 ) ,  F (  1 2 0 0 )
C O N N O N / B O B E / D R , R , N H  
C O N H O N / B F R / F i ’ ( 1 2 0 0 )  , C P ( 1 2 0 0 )  
i r  ( J 2 . E Q . 0 .  A N D . L 2 . E Q .  1) G O  T O  1 0  
a i — ( B * * 2 * P * * 2 )
A 2 - 2 .  D O *  ( B * D F L O A T  ( K  B *  1) - Z )
A 3 - D F L O A T  ( L P *  ( L P *  1) - K B *  ( K B *  1 ) )
I F  ( I t  . E Q .  1) G O  T O  1
C B F K I N « A  1 * C T I B  ( I I , K B * 2 - L 2 , J 2 , B , B E T A ,  P , L P , F P , G P ,  Z )  * A 2 * C T I B ( I I , K D  
1 * 1 - L 2 , J 2 , B ,  B E T A , P , L P , F P , G P , Z )
I F ( K B . E Q . L P . O B . K B . E Q . ( - L P - 1 ) )  R E T U R N
C B  F K I  N * C B F K I N *  A 3 * C T I B  ( I X  , K B - L 2 ,  J 2 , B ,  B E T A ,  P ,  L P ,  F P ,  G P ,  Z)
R E T U R N
1 D O  2  1 - 1 , N N
I - R ( I )
? « * • •  ( K B - L 2 ) *  ( A 1 * X * * 2 * A 2 * X * A 3 )  * D E X P ( - B * X )
I F  ( J 2 . N E .  0) T « T *  (1 . D O - D E X P ( - B E T A * X ) ) * * J 2
2  F ( I )  » Y * G P  (I)
C A L L  D Q D 1 1 ( N N ,  D B , F ,  Y Y )
C B F K I N - Y I
R E T U R N
1 0  C B F K I N * - 2 . D 0 * C T I B ( I I , K B - L 2 « 1 , J 2 , B , B E T A , P , L P , F P , G P , Z )








S U B R O U T I N E  C B P N X ( B P D , B F X , S D , S X )
C O H P U T R S  D I R E C T  ( R P D )  A N D  E X C H A N G E  ( B F X )  O O H N D - F R E E  I N T E G R A L S  : 
N A T R I X  E L E N  E N T S  O P  ( H - E )  B E T W E E N  S L A T E R  O R B I T A L S  A N D  O N E  R E G U L A R I Z E D  
C O U L O N D  F U N C T I O N . 11 I S  T H E  T O T A L  I I A H I L T O N I A M  . E  I S  T H E  T O T A L  E N E h G T .  
R E Q U I R E S  : C B F X C I I , C O F K I N , C T I B , C B F K E
I N P L I C I T  8 E A L * 0  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I N E N S I O N  B F D ( 1 0 , 2 >  , B P X ( 1 0 , 2 )
D I N E N S I O N  S D ( 1 0 , 1 0 )  , S X ( 1 0 , 1 0 )
D I N E N S I O N  C E I G  ( 5 , 1 0 , 1 0 ) ,  N P W R  ( 5 f 1 0 ) # Z ( 5 « 1 0 )  , E N E G ( 5 , 1 0 )
D I N E N S I O N  R ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O N N O N / B P R / F P C  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G P C { 1 2 0 0 )
C O N N O H / B O D E / D E L R . R , N P T S
C O H H O N / A D C / G A N ,  E >  C E I G *  Z *  P , Q , B , C , E N E G , L , L Z # L Q , L A , L P , N B S A , N B S Z
1 , N P B B , L 2 , L 1  , r . B , J C # N A , N Z # N N A X , N Z C H  
Z C H * D F L O A T ( N Z C H )
K L * K B * 1 - L 2  
J Z * L Z + 1  
J A » L A * 1  
D O  N O  I I A - 1 , 2  XX *11A-1
X F ( I I . E Q . O )  1 2 * 1 2 - 1  
I F  ( I I . E Q .  1) J 2 * 2 * L P + L 2  
D O  1 5 ' I * 1 , H B S Z  
N Z T * N P B R ( J Z , I )
T Z * Z  ( J Z , I )
D O  I S  J * 1 » N B S A  
D K X * 0 . 0  
D P D - 0 . 0  
D P X * 0 . 0
D C A - D A B S ( C E I G ( J A # N A , J  ) )
I F  ( D C A . L T .  1 . 0 D - 1 0 )  G O  T O  1<l 
« A T - H P B R { J A # J)
T A * Z ( J A , J )
I F  ( L P . E Q . L Z . A N D . L 1 . E Q . L Q )  D K X - C B F K E ( I I , J 2 , L 2 , G A N , P , N A T , T A , L A , L P , K B  
1 , B , N Z T , T 2 , L Q , L Z , E , Z C H )
L L X * L A * L Z
L L Q * L A » L Q
L L P « L P * L Z
L L T - L Q + L P
L N Z * N A X 0  ( L L Q ,  L L X , L L T ,  L L P )  ♦ 1
D O  1 0  L L * 1 , L H X
L N » 1 L - 1
Q Q * A N G L ( L N , L Z , L Q , L 1 , L P , L )
Q H - D A B S ( Q Q )
I F  ( Q N . L T .  1. 0 0 - 0 8 )  G O  T O  S
D P D » D P D » Q Q * C B P X C H ( 1 I , P , L 2 , G A H , J 2 , K B , B , L N , T Z # N Z T . N A T , T A , Z C H , L P )
5  Q R * A N G L ( L N , L Q , L Z , L A , L P , L )
Q X * D A B S  ( O R )
I F  ( Q X . L T .  1 . 0 P - 0 B )  G O  T O  10
D P X * D P X * Q B * C B P X C l l ( l I , P , L 2 , G A N . J 2 , N Z T , T Z , L N , B , | t B , N A T , T A , Z C H , L P )
1 0  C O N T I N U E
1 4  S D  ( I , J )  * 2 . D 0 » D P D
1 5  S I  ( I .  J) S D R X * 2 .  D 0 * D P X  
D O  3 5  I * 1 , N B S Z  
D S * 0 . 0
D X * 0 .  0
I F  ( L P  . E Q .  L Q . A N D . L A .  E Q .  L Z .  A N D .  I .  P Q .  N A )  D S = C B F K I  N  ( I I ,  K B ,  J 2 ,  L 2 ,  L P , B ,  
1 G A N ,  P . Z C I I )
0 0  3 1  3 A * 1 , H E S A  
D C A * D A B S ( C E I G ( J A , N A , N A ) )
T * ( D C A . L T . 1 . 0 0 “ 1 0 ) C O  T O  3 1  
d o  3 0  o z * i , n b s z
D S « D S * C E I G { . 1 Z ,  I , 1 Z )  * S D ( n Z , H A )  • C R I C  ( J A . N A . f l A )  
D X * D X « C E I G ( J 7 , I , ! 1 Z )  * S X ( f 1 Z , n A )  * C E 1 G ( . 1 A , N A , 1 A )
3 0  C O N T I N U E
3 1  C O N T I N U E
B E D  (I » I I A )  « D S  
3 5  B E X  ( I « I 1 A ) S 0 Xno corrimis





F U N C T I O N  C D F X C H (1I,P,L2,B2,J2,N,2T,L,n,KD,H,A,2,LP) <;•••••*•••***••••»•**•*••*••**•»•*••**••••»*•••***»***«**••**•*»***•**•*
C O N P U T B S  R A D I A L  2 - E L E C T R O N  P O T E N T I A L  ( P < * * L / R > # * ( L * 1 ) ) C O N T B I B U T  
- I O N  T O  D I R E C T  A M D  E X C H A N G E  B O I J N D - F R E E  I V T E G R A L S . T H E  I N T E G R A L  I S  
E V A L U A T E D  N U N B R I C A L i r  B O B  1 1 * 1  ( T H E  I N T E G R A N D  W O R L D  T H E N  C O N T A I N  
T H E  I R R E G U L A R  C O U L O H B  F U N C T I O N )
I H P L I C I T  R E A L ' S  ( A - H . O - 2 )
D I H E N S I O N  B  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , * ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O N H O N / B F R / F P C ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G P C ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O H H O N / B O D E / D R  » R , N 1
I F ( I I . 5 Q .  1) G O  T O  2
LIH*!l*Kn*L»2
A B = A f B
S U H * 0 . D 0
D O  1 N U « 1 # L I «
I N * N O - 1
1 S D f l « S U H * A I T C H ( I C B , N , L , I N , J l , B ) ' C T I B ( I I , H » I N * 1 - L - L 2 , J 2 , Z T * A B , B 2 , P , L P ,  
•  F P C . G P C . Z )
T * C T I D  ( I I , 1 *  1 - L - L 2 ,  J 2 , Z T , B 2 ,  P , L P , F P C , G P C , Z )  - S O H  
C B F X C H * T * D r A C T R  ( L I H )  / A B "  ( L I N *  1)
R E T O B N
2  D O  3  1 * 1 , Nil 
X « R ( t >
V « X * *  ( H » 2 - L 2 )  * D E X P ( - Z T * X )  * X K 1 2 ( N ,  A , K B , B , L , X )
IF ( J 2 . N E . 0 )  V * V *  ( 1 . D 0 - D E X P  ( - B 2 * X ) ) • • J 2
3  F ( I )  * V ' G P C ( I )
C A L L  D Q B 1 1 ( H I ,  D R ,  T, T T )
C B F X C H * T T







S U B R O U T I N E  C n N N X ( B N D , O N X , S D , S X )  (?•*•••«•*•••••••**«•»••••••**•*****•*•*»••••••••**••••••*•••••••*»•»»•*
C O N P U T E S  D I P F C T  ( B N D )  A N D  E X C H A N G E  ( B N X )  T W I N D - B O t l N D  I N T E G R A L S  ! 
N A T R I X  E L E N E N T S  O P  ( H - E )  B E T H E E N  S L A T E R  O R B I T A L S .
H  I S  T H E  T O T A L  B A S 1 L T O N I A N .  E  I S  T H E  T O T A L  E N E R G Y .
R E Q U I R E S  : C B X E E ,  B B D I R , F A C T R
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D T  H E N S I O N  E H S G ( 5 ,  10 )
D I N E N S I O N  C E I G ( 5 , 1 0 , 1 0 )  , R P N R  ( 5 , 1 0 )  , 2 ( 5 , 1 0 )
D I N E N S I O N  S D ( t O . I O ) , S X ( 1 0 , 1 0 )
D I N E N S I O N  B N D ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , B N X  ( 1 0 , 1 0 )
C O N N O N / A B C / G A N , E , C E I G , Z ,  P , Q , B , C , E N E G , L , L Z , L Q ( L A , L P , N B S A , N B S Z
1 , N ? N R , L 2 , L 1 , N B , J C , N A , N Z , N N A X , N Z C H  
Z C B * D P L O A T ( H Z C H )
J Z * L Z * 1
J A « L A * 1
D O  1 5  I > 1 , H B S Z  
N Z T - N P B R ( J Z . I )
T Z « Z ( J Z , I )
D O  1 5  J - 1 , N B S A  
N A T * N P B R  ( J A ,  J )
T A « Z  (JA,<!)
D K X - 0 . 0
D P D - 0 . 0
D P X « 0 . 0
I P  ( L P . E Q . L Z .  A N D . L A .  E Q . L Q )  D K X - C R X R E  ( T Z , B , N Z T , K B , L Z , L Q , T A , C , N A T ,  J C ,  
1 L A  , L P , E , Z C H )
L L X « L A * L 2
L L Q * L A * L Q
L L P * L P * L Z
L L Y * L Q * L P
L N X « N A X O ( L L Q , L L X , L L T , L L P ) * 1
D O  1 0  L L * 1 , L N X
L N - L L - 1
O Q - A N G L  ( L H ,  L Z  , L Q ,  L A  , L P ,  L)
0 N « D A B S ( Q Q )
I P  ( Q N . L T .  1 . 0 D - 0 8 )  G O  T O  5
D P D * D P T ) » Q Q * B B D I R  ( K B , B , N Z T , T Z ,  L N ,  J C , C ,  N A T . T A )
5  Q R = A N G L ( L N , L Q , L Z , L A , L P , L)
O X * O A B S ( Q R )
I E  ( Q X . L T .  1. 0 0 - 0 8 )  G O  T O  1 0
D P X « D P X * Q R * P B D I R ( N Z T , T Z , K D , B , L N , J C , C , N A T , T A )
1 0  C O N T I N U E
S O  ( I , J )  * 2 . D 0 * D P D  
1 5  s x ( i . J ) « n m ? . D 0 * D P x  
D O  3 5  I > ' 1 , N B S Z  
D O  3 5  J = 1 , N B S A  
D S « 0 . 0  
D X « 0 . 0
I F  ( L P . E Q . L Q . A N D . L A .  E Q . L Z .  A N D .  I . E Q .  J )  G O  TO 2 0  
G O  TO 2 5  
2 0  N J * K S * i 1 C *  1
P 2 P ® E - S N B G ( J A , J )Brnn*c
A K J O r L O A T ( K J )
B E J » F A C T R  ( K J - 1)
(.1C*1)
U..**I0AT (LP» (LP* 1) -«1J)
D S « B K J * ( A L * 2 .  D O * A K J *  ( C * A . 1 - 2 C H  ) / B C - A K J *  ( A K J t l . D O )  •  ( C * C * P 2 P J  / ( B C * * 2  
1 > ) / ( B C * * R J )
2 5  B O  3 1  H Z * 1 , N n s Z
D C Z « D A B S ( C E i r ,  ( J Z , I , H Z )  )
I P  (DCZ.LT. 1.00-10) 60 T O  31 
D O  30 nA*1,NBSA 
DCA-DABS ( C E T 6  ( J A .  J ,  NA))
IP (DCA.LT. 1.00-10) G O  T O  30
D S « D S * C E I G  ( J Z ,  I  , B Z )  * S D  ( N Z , H A )  * C B I G  (J A ,  J ,  B A )
D I * D X » C B I 6 ( J Z ,  I , « Z )  * S X  ( B Z . f l A )  * C E I G  ( J A ,  J , N A )
3 0  C O N T I R O E
3 1  C O N T t N O B  
B N D ( I , J ) « D S
3 5  « N X ( I , J ) - D X  





F R B C T I O B  C B X E E ( Z T ,  B , B Z T ,  M B ,  L Z ,  L Q , A , C ,  B A T ,  B C ,  t  A ,  L P ,  P , 21 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • • »• • • • «*•
C O N P D T E S  T H E  R A D I A L  S I B G L P .  P A R T I C L E  H A M I L T O N I A N  C O N T R I B U T I O N  
T O  E I C H A B G E  9 O D B D - B O 0 N D  I B T E G R A L S
I B P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - R , 0 - Z J  
A 1 « - ( E * A * * 2 )
A 2 * 2 .  D O *  ( A * D ? L O A T  (N A T *  1) -  Z)
A 3 - D F L O A T  ( L A *  ( L A *  t) - B A T *  ( B A T *  1) )
C 1 « - C * * 2
C 2 « 2 .  D O * ( C * P F L O A T  ( B C *  1) - Z )
C 3 « D F L O A T  ( L P *  ( L P * 1 )  - B C *  ( B C * 1 )  )
A B » A * B
Z C * Z T * C
N 3 « - ( N Z T * N C * 3 )
B 3 « -  ( B A T * B B * 3 )
D 1 « D F L O A T ( B A T * B B * 1 )
D 2 “ D t  * 1 .  D O  
E 1 * D F L O A T  ( B Z T * B C * 1 )
E 2 * E 1 * 1 . D 0
C B X K E * D F A C T R ( N Z T * N C ) * D F A C T P ( B A T « B B ) * Z C * * N 3 * A B * * R 3 * ( D 2 * D 1 * E 2 * E 1 * ( A  1 
1 * C 1 ) * D 1 * E 1 *  (F.2* A 2 *  A B * D 2 * C 2 * Z C )  * E 2 * E 1 * A 3 * A B * * 2 * D 2 * D 1 * C 3 * Z C * * 2 )  
R E T O R N  
E B D
F U N C T I O N  C D I R ( I I , P , L 2 , B 2 , J 2 , R . Z T , l , l J , Q , L 1 , f i 1 , J 1 , N , A , L P , L Q , Z )C*********************••*••***••*••*•**•«•••*••«***•**»**•**•**•*******
r  C O R P O T E S  2 - S L C T R O N  R A D I A L  P O T E N T I A L  C O N T R i m T T I O N  T O  D I R E C T  T R E E
C  - F R E E  R A T R I X  E L E H E N T S .  F O P .  V A L U E . 1; OF T H E  V A 3 I A 9 L E  L  C T .  0
C  T H E  I N T B G A R L  I S  R V A L D A T E D  N U R E P I C A L L T  O P  T O  S O R B  R - R A X  T H E N
C  C O R R E C T E D  B T  A R  A N A L T T I C  T E R R  ( T H E  R E A S O N  I S  T H E .  O S C I L L A T O R T
C  N A T O R E  O F  T H *  I N T E G R A N D )(:•**•*•••*••••*•••*•••**•••••*•*•••*•*••*•••»•*•*•*»••*»••*••••••*•*•••
IHPLICIT RFAt.*H (A-n,0-Z)
D I N E N S I O N  R  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , F ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O H H O N / B O D E / D E L R ,  R # N R
C O R R O N / F F R / F ?  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , D F P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , D G P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , F Q ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G Q ( 1 2 0 0 )  
L H « L * L 1 * L 2 - 2
L A R * N * H * L * 3
A P C * D F A C T B  ( L A N - 1 )  / ( ( A * 7 . T )  * * L A R )
N P * N . R
R H X H * R ( N P )
D O  t O  1 * 1 , N P  
R R O * R  (I)
8 1 R “ - B 1 * R H O  
B 2 R » - B 2 * R H O
X R « X K 1 2 ( H , Z T , N , A , L , R H O )
I F  ( L .  F Q . O ) X K * X X - A P C / R H O
V « R H 0 * * ( 2 - L 1 - L 2 | * X K
I F ( J I . N E . O )  V * V *  ( 1 .  D O - D E X P ( B 1  R) ) • • J l
I P ( J 2  . N E .  0) V * V *  ( 1, D O - D E X P  ( B 2 F ) ) * * J 2
I F ( I I . E 9 .  1) S O  T O  7
I F ( I J . E P . I )  S O  T O  *
N  ( I )  * V * F P  (I ) * F Q  (I)
G O  T O  1 0  
0  F ( I ) * V * F P  ( I ) * G Q  (I)
G O  T O  1 0
7  I F ( I J . F Q . I )  G O  T O  8  
F ( I ) * V * G P  (I) * F 0  (I)
G O  T O  1 0
8  V  (I) * G P ( I )  * G 0  (I ) * V  
1 0  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  D Q B 1 1 ( N P , D E L R , F , X )
C D I R * T
T F  ( L . E Q . O )  R E T O R N




F U H C T X O M  C E K l B ( I J , I I , J 1 , J 2 , L 1 , L 2 , t P , D , 0 , P )C » * » * •*«**••*•***•*••#***»•••••»**••
C O H P U T F S  N A D 1 A L  K I N E T I C  E N E R G T  C O N T R I B U T I O N  T O  D I R E C T  F R E E - F R E E  
R A T B I X  E L E N S N T R
T H E  I N T E G R A L  I S  E V A L U A T E D  M U N E R I C A L L T  F O R  A L L  C O M B I N A T I O N S  O F  
I I  C  I J - 0 , 1
I M P L I C I T  B E A L * R  ( A - H # 0 - 2 J  
D I N E N S I O N  ft ( 1 2 0 0 )  , P  ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O H N O N / B O D E / n £ L B , R , N N
C O N N O H / F P R / F P ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G P  ( 1 2 0 0 ) ,  D F P ( 1 2 0 0 ) , D G P ( 1 2 0 0 ) , P Q  ( 1 2 0 0 ) , G O  ( 1 2 0 0 )
I P ( L 2 . E Q .  1. A N D . J 2 . E Q . 0 ) G O  T O  9
D L 2 - D P L O A T ( L 2 )
D J 2 - D F L O A T ( J 2 )
D O  1 0  1 * 1 , N N  
B B — B * R  (I )
O B R * D E I P ( B R |  .
B R R - 1 . D O - D B R
A B  * 2 . D 0 * R  (I ) • B B R * ( ( D L 2 - 1 . D 0 ) * B B R » B R * D J 2 * D B R )
A R  - A R  ( I )  • • ( - L 1 - L 2 )  • B 3 H » * ( J U J 2 - 2 )
D R  - D L 2 *  ( 1 . D 0 - D L 2 )  * B B R * * 2 - 2 » D 0 * D J 2 * ( D L 2 - I , D 0 )  • B B * D B R  
1 • B B R » D J 2 * B R * * 2 * D B R * ( 1 .  D 0 - D J 2 * D B R )
D R  - D R  • B ( I ) » * ( - L 1 - L 2 ) * B f i B * * ( J 1 « J 2 - 2 )
1 C O N T I N U E  
I P ( I J . E Q . I )  G O  T O  5  
I F  ( I I . E Q *  1) G O  T O  3  
F  (I ) - F Q  (I) •  ( A B * D F P  (I ) * 0 8 * 2 ?  (I ) )
G O  T O  1 0
3  F  (I ) - F 0  (I) •  ( A R * D G P ( I )  ♦  D B - G P ( I ) )
G O  T O  1 0  
5  I F  ( I I  . E Q ,  1) G O  T O  7
F ( I ) - G Q ( I ) - ( A R * D F P ( I )  ♦  D H - F P ( I ) )
G O  T O  1 0
7  F  (I ) - G O  (I) *  ( A R - D G P  (I ) ♦ D R * G P  (I ) )
1 0  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  D Q B 1 1 ( N N ,  D E L B ,  F , T )
C E K I B - T  
R E T U R N  
9  C E K I B - O . D O  
R E T U R N  
E N D
FUNCTION CEi::H(II,P,L2,B2,J2,N,ZT,L,IJ,Q,L1,B1,J1,H,A,Z,LP.LQ)
C  C O M P O T E S  R A D I A L  T W O - E L 2 C T R O N  P O T E N T I A L  ( B < * * L / B > * * t * 1)
C  C O N T R I B U T I O N  T O  E X C H A N G E  F R E E - F R E E  M A T R I X  E L E M E N T S
C  T H E  F U N C T I O N  A C T U A L L X  I N V O L V E S  A  D O O D L E  I N T E G R A L  H H 1 C I I  I S
C  E V A L U A T E D  N U M E R I C A L L T  F O R  A L L  C O M B I N A T I O N S  O F  I I  C  I J = 0 , 1£*••*•••*•••••••••••**•••*»*••*••*•**••**••••••••••••••***•••••••••••*•*
I M P L I C I T  B E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I N E N S I O N  R  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , F ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O H M O N / P P P / P P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G P ( I 2 0 0 )  , D F P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , D G P ( 1 2 0 0 ) , F Q  ( 1 2 0 0 ) ,  G 9  ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O H N O N / D O D E / D E L R , B , H M
C O R N O N / F I F / Q F ( 1 2 0 0 ) , Q G ( 1 2 0 0 )
D O  2  1 * 1 , N N  
0 F ( I ) « F Q ( I )
Q G ( I ) - G Q ( I )
2  C O N T I N U E
D O  1 1 * 1 , N N  
Z T B « - Z T * f l ( I )
B 2 R — B 2 * B ( I )
* - B ( I )
V * X * * ( H » 2 - L 2 )  • D E X P ( Z T H ) * ( X * * ( - L - 1 ) * X I P ( I J , N « 2 * L - L 1 , J 1 , A , B 1 , I ) - X * * L  
1 * X I P ( I J ,  N + 1 - L - L 1 ,  J 1 ,  A , B 1 , I ) )
I F  ( J 2 . N E . 0 )  V * V *  ( 1 .  D 0 - D E X P ( B 2 B ) ) * * J 2
I F ( I I « E Q .  1) G O  T O  3
F ( I ) * V * F P ( I )
G O  T O  1
3  F  ( I )  * G P  (I) * V  
1 C O N T I  N O E
C A L L  D Q B 1 1 ( H H , D E L R , F , T )
C E X C U * !
5  C E X C H * C E X C H + C T I B ( I I , H * 2 * L - L 2 , J 2 , Z T , B 2 , P , L P , F F , G P , Z ) *
•  C T I B  ( 1 3 , 1 U 1 - L - L 1 , J 1 , A , B 1 , Q , L Q , F Q , C Q , Z )
R E T O B H
E N D
188
F U N C T I O N  C E X K E ( I I f Z T f L 2 , J 2 , D 2 , N Z T , P , I J , A , L 1 , J 1 , B 1 # N A T , Q , L A , L t > ,• B.Z)
C * * * * * * • • • * * * * • * * • * • • • * * • • • * • * • • * • • * • • • • • • • • • * • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * * • * *
C  C O M P O T E S  R A D I A L  S I N G L E - P A R T I C L E * H A M I L T O N I A N  C O N T R I B U T I O N  T O  
C  E X C H A N G E  E R E P . - E B E E  M A T R I X  E L E M E N T S
C  T H E  I N T E G R A L  I S  E X P R E S S E D  I N  T E R M S  O F  T H E  F U N C T I O N  C T I B  R H I C I I  I S
C  B Y A L U A T E D  N U M E R I C A L L Y  F O R  I I  ( O R  1 J ) » 1  A S  T H E  I N T E G R A N D  C O N T A I N S
C  T H E  I R R E G U L A R  C O U L O M B  F U N C T I O N
c*******************• • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • * •
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H f O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  R (  1 2 0 0 )
C O H H O N / B O D E / D E L R , R , N M
C O H H O N / F F R / F P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , D F P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , D G P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , F Q ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G Q {  1 2 0 0 )  
A 1 — A * * 2
A 2 * 2 . D O * ( A * D F L O A T ( N A T *  1 ) - Z )
A 3 - D F L O A T  ( L A *  ( L A *  1) - N A T *  ( N A T *  1 ) )
Z 1 — ( Z T * * 2 * E )
Z 2 « 2 . D O *  ( Z T * D F L O A T  ( N Z T *  1) - Z )
Z 3 - D F L O A T  ( L P *  ( L P *  1) - N Z T *  ( N Z T * 1 ) ) 
F 1 « C T I B ( I J , N A T * 2 - L 1 . J 1 , A , B 1 , Q , L A , F Q , G 0 , Z )  
F 2 * C T I B ( I I , N Z T * 2 - L 2 , J 2 , Z T , B 2 , P , L P , F P , G P , Z )  
F 3 * C T I B ( I I , N Z T - L 2 * 1 , J 2 , Z T , B 2 , P , L P , P P , G P , Z )
F 5 « C T I B ( I J .  N A T * 1 - L 1 , . T 1 , A , B 1 , 0 , L A , F Q , G 0 , Z )
C E X K E * ( A 1 ♦ Z 1 ) * F 1 * F 2 * F 1 * Z 2 * P 3 * P 2 * A 2 * P 5
I P  ( N A T . E Q . L A . O R . H A T .  E Q . ( - L A - 1 ) )  G O  T O  1
C E X K E = C E X K E * F 2 * A 3 * C T I B ( I J , N A T - L 1 , J 1 , A , B 1 , Q , L A , F Q , G Q , Z )
1 I F J N Z T . E Q . L P . O R . N Z T . E O . ( - L P - 1 ) )  B E T O R N  
C E X K B * C B X K E * P 1 * Z 3 * C T I B ( I I , N Z T - L 2 , J 2 , Z T , B 2 , P f L P . P P , G P , Z )








S U B R O U T I N E  C F P M X ( F P D , P P X , S D , S X )I;**********************************************************************
C O M P U T E R  D I R E C T  ( F P D )  A M D  E X C H A N G E  ( * P X )  T R E E  P R E E  I N T E G R A L S  : 
M A T R I X  E L E M E N T S  O P  ( H - E )  B E T H  B E N  S L A T E R  O R B I T A L S  A N D  2  R E G U L A R I Z E D  
P R E E  P O N C T I O N S . l t  I S  T H E  T O T A L  H A M I L T O N I A N .  E  I S  T H e  T O T A L  E N E R G Y .  
R E Q U I R E S  • C E X K E , C D I R , C E X C H , C E K I D
I M P L I C I T  B E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - 2 )
D I M E N S I O N  Pfll ( 2 , 2 )  , P P X { 2 , 2 )
D I M E N S I O N  S D ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , S X ( 1 0 , 1 0 )
D I M E N S I O N  C E I G  ( 5 ,  1 0 ,  1 0 )  , N P H R  ( 5 ,  1 0 )  , Z  ( 5 , 1 0 )
D I M E N S I O N  E N R G ( 5 , 1 0 )  , 8 ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O N H O N / A B C / G A t l , E , C E I G , Z ,  P , Q , B , C , E 8 E G , L , L Z , L Q , L A , L P , M B S A , N B S Z
1 , N P U R , L 2 , L 1 , K B , J C , M A , N Z , N B A X , N 2 C H  
C O N H O N / f t O D E / O E L R , R , N P T S
C 0 N N 0 N / P P 8 / P P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , 0 P P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , D G P  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , P Q  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , G Q (  1 2 0 0 )  
2 C H * D P L O A T ( N Z C R )
J Z * L Z H  
J A > L A » 1  
D O  N 5  I I A * 1 , 2
I I - I I A - 1
I P  ( I I . E Q . 0) J 2 - L 2 - 1  
I P  ( I I . E Q .  1) J 2 * 2 « L P + L 2  
D O  N 5  I J A * 1 , 2  
I J * I J A - 1
I P ( I J . E Q . O )  J 1 - L 1 - 1  
I P  ( I J . E Q .  1) J 1 > 2 * L Q « L 1
I P  ( I J A .  E Q .  1 . A N D . I I A . E Q .  2 .  A N D .  J A .  E Q .  J Z . A N D . N A . E Q . N Z .  A N D . L 1 . E Q . L 2 .  
1 A N D . L P .  E Q . L Q )  G O  T O  3 0  
D O  1 5  I - 1 , N B S Z  
D C Z - D A B S  ( C E I G  (J Z , N Z , I )  )
■ Z T « N P H R ( J Z , I )
T Z « Z ( J Z , 1 )
D O  1 5  J * 1 , N B S A  
D R X - 0 . 0  
D P D - 0 . 0  
D P X - 0 . 0
D C A « D A B S ( C E I G ( J A , H A , J  ))
I P  ( D C Z . L T . 1 . 0 0 - 1 0 ) G O  T O  I N  
I P  ( D C A . L T .  1 . 0 D — 10 ) G O  T O  I N  
N A T * H P H R  ( J A ,  J)
T A a Z (J A , J )
I P ( L P . E Q . L Z . A N D . L A . E Q . L Q )  D K X a C E X K E ( I I , T Z , L 2 , J 2 , G A M , N Z T , P , I J , T A , L 1 ,  
1 . 1 1 , G A M , N A T , Q ,  L A ,  L P ,  E , Z C I 1 )
L L X a L A » L Z
L L Q a L A « L Q
L L P * L P » L 2
L L Y a L Q * L P
L M X « H A X O ( L L O , L L X , L L T , L L P )  ♦ !
0 0  1 0  L  L *  1, L M  X 
L M * L L - 1
Q O a A N G L  ( L H ,  L Z ,  L Q ,  L A , L P , L )
0 N * D A B S ( Q Q )
I P  ( Q N . L T .  1 . 0 0 - 0 8 )  G O  T O  5
D P D a D P D * Q Q * C P I R ( I I , P , L 2 , G A R , J 2 , N Z T , T Z , L H , I J , Q , L 1 , G A H , J 1 , N A T , T A ,
1 L P , L Q , Z C d )
5  Q R * A N G L (  L M , L Q , L Z , L A , L P , L )
Q X » D A B S  ( Q R )
I *  ( O X . I T .  1. 0 0 - 0 8 )  G O  T O  10
E X R a C E X C H  ( I I , P , L 2 , ' i A M , J 2 , N Z T , T Z , L H , I J , Q , L 1 , G A M , J 1 , N A T , T A , Z C H , L P , L Q
1)
D P X * 1 > P X * Q R * S X . .
1 0  C O N T I N U E  
111 S O  ( I , J )  * 2 . D 0 * D P D  
1 5  S X  ( I , J ) * D K X » 2 . D 0 * D P X  
D S * 0 . 0  
O X  * 0 . 0
X P  ( L P . E Q . L Q . A N D . L A .  E Q .  L Z . A R D .  H Z .  E Q .  N X )  D S * C B N I D ( I J , I I , J 1 , J 2 , L 1 , L 2 , L  
I P . G A H ,  0 #  P)
DO 21 HZ*1, HnSZ 
DCZ*DABS(CEI3 (JZ,NZ,HZ))
X P  ( O C Z . L T .  1 . 0 0 - 1 0 )  G O  T O  2 1  
D O  2 0  H A *  1, H U S  A 
D C A * D A B S ( C E X G  ( J A , H A , f ! A ) )
I P ( D C A . L T . I . 0 0 - 1 0 ) 0 0  T O  2 0
D S * D S * C E X G ( J Z ,  H Z , H Z )  • S D ( N Z , N A )  • C B I C  ( J A ,  H A . E A )
D X * O X » C E X G  ( J Z ,  H Z ,  H Z )  * S X  ( H Z ,  H A )  * C E I G  ( J A ,  H A  , H A )
2 0  C O H T I N O E
2 1  C O R T X H O B
P P D  ( I J A , X I A )  * D S  
P P X  (I J A , I I A )  * D X  
G O  T O  4 5  
3 0  P P X ( I J A . X X A ) * P P X ( X I A , X J A )
I F ( L A . E Q . L Z . A N D . L P . B Q .  L Q . A H D .  H Z . E Q .  H A .  A H D .  L I .  E Q .  1. A H 0 . L 2 .  B O .  1) G O  
1 T 0  3 5
P P D  ( I J A . I I A )  « F P D  ( X I A , X J A )
G O  T O  4 0  
3 5  P P D  ( I J A . X X A )  «  P P O ( X I A ,  X J A )  « P  
4 0  C O H T X H U E  
4 5  C O N T I H U E  







F U N C T I O N  C O R ] N T ( I I , I J , L P , L Q , P , Q , L « , Z , R )  £#******•**•*•»••••••*•**«***»•*•*»•*•«***•***•*•**•***•**•**••****••**•
C  C O M P U T E S  1 N T P G R A L S  O P  T H B  T f P E  S I N T  ( S - I N P t N I T Y )  O P
C  U A S Y N P ( 1 I , L P ,  B P , P * X J  •  U A S Y N P (1.1, L Q ,  P Q *  Q = X )  /  * • *  (Lfl* 1) J L I *  1 , 2 , .  .
C  U A S Y H P  I S  A R E G U L A R  ( 1 I . 1 J - 0 )  O P  A M  I P R E G U L A P ( I I , I J = 1 )  C O U L O M B  F N .
C  E X P A N D E D  I N  T U P .  A S Y M P T O T I C  R E G I O N  K E E ° I  N G  P O N P . R S  O F  X * *  ( - 3 )
C  E P » - ( 2 - 1 ) / P  F  E 0 » - ( Z - 1 ) / 0  • Z  I S  T H E  N U C L E A P  C H A R G E
C
1 N P L I C I T  R B A L * B ( A - H # 0 - Z »  
c o n n o N / c R R / p p , q q ,z z . r  r , l l p , l l o
D X f l E N S I O N  A P ( 5 )  , B P  ( S )  , A Q  (5) , B Q ( 5 )
P P * P  00=0
E P « “  ( Z - 1 . D 0 )  / P  
B Q = E P * P / Q  
Z Z = Z  
R R = R  
L L P * L P  
L L Q - L Q
G E N E R A T I N G  T H E  E X P A N S I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  :
D O  S S  1 = 1 , 3  
K « I - 1  
D R = R
' D R P - 2 . D 0 *  ( D K » 1 . D 0 )  * P  
O K Q = 2 . O 0 * { D K « 1 . D 0 ) * a  
A P  (I) = E P * ( 2 . D 0 * D K * 1 .  Di)| / D K P  
B P  (I ) =  ( E P * E P » D F L O A T  { L P *  ( L P *  1) - K *  ( K *  1 ) )  J / D K P  
A Q ( I ) « E Q * ( 2 . D 0 * D K * 1 . D 0 ) / D K Q  
« 0 ( I ) * ( E q * b q « d f l o a t (l q *  (l q * 1 ) - k *  (k » 1 ) ) ) / d k o  
5 5  C O N T I N U E  
A = A P  (1)
B * B P ( 1 )
C = A P  ( 2 )  * A - B * B P  (2)
D = A P ( 2 )  * B * B P  ( 2 )  * A  
E *  A P  (3) * C - B P ( 3 )  * D  
F = A P  (3 ) * D * B P  ( 3 )  « C  
A A = A 0 ( 1 )
B B = B Q  (1)
C C = A Q ( 2 ) * A A - B Q ( 2 )  * P B  
D D = A 0 ( 2 )  * B B « d Q  (2) * A A  
E E = A Q ( 3 ) « C C - R 0 ( 3 )  * D D  
F P * A Q  ( 3 ) * D D * B Q  (3) * C C  
A 1 = A » A A  
B 1 - B B  
C 1 = B
A 2 = A * A A « C + C C  
B 2 = A » B B * D D  
C 2 = A A * B * D  
D 2 = B * B B
A 3 = A * C C * C » A A » E * E E  
B 3 = A * D D * C = n B * P P  
C 3 = D = A A * B » C C * P  
D 3 = B * D D * D » B B
E P A L U A T I N G  T H E  I N T E G R A L S  F O R  A L L  C O M B I N A T I O N S  O F  I I  t  I J  :
I P  (I J ,  E Q .  1) G O  T O  2  
I P  ( I I . E Q .  1 ) G O  T O  1
C O R I N T * X C O R  ( 9 , 0 , Iff)
I P  ( D A D S  ( C O R I H T )  . I E .  1 . 0 - 0 8 )  R E T O R N
F I R S T - A 1 * X C O R ( 0 , 0 , L N * 1 |  * B l * X C O F .  ( 0 ,  1, L H *  1) * C 1 * X C O H  ( 1 , 0 ,  L H *  1)
C O R I N T - C O H I NT*F I R S T
I P  ( D A B S  ( F I R S T )  . I E .  1 . 0 - 0 8 )  R E T U R N
S E C O N D * A 2 * X C O R  ( 0 , 0 , L 1 * 2 )  * B 2 * X C O P  ( 0 ,  1 , L H * 2 )  * C 2 * X C O P  ( 1 , 0 , L 1 * 2 )  
1 * D 2 * X C O R ( 1 ,  1 , L H * 2 )
C O R I N T * C O R I N T * S E C O N D
I F  ( D A B S  ( S E C O N D )  . L E .  l . D - 0 8 )  B E T O R N
T U I R D - A 3 * X C O K ( 0 , 0 , L N * 3 )  * B 3 * X C O R  ( 0 ,  1 , L H * 3 )  * C 3 * X C O P  ( 1 , 0 ,  L H * 3 )
1 * D 3 » X C O R ( 1 ,  1 , L 1 * 3 )
C O R I N T - C O B I N T * T H I R D  
R E T D R N
1 C O R I N T - X C O R  (1 , 0 , L N )
I F  ( D A B S ( C O R I N T )  . L E .  l . D - 0 8 )  R E T O R N
F I R S T « A 1 * X C O H ( 1 , 0 , L H * 1 ) * B 1 * I C O R  ( 1 , 1 , L H * 1 ) - C 1 * X C O P ( 0 , 0 , 1 1 * 1 )
C O R I N T - C O R I N T * F I R S T
I F  ( D A B S  ( F I R S T )  . L E .  l . D - 0 8 )  R E T U R N
S E C O N D - A 2 * X C O R  ( 1 , 0 , L H * 2 )  * B 2 * X C O R  ( 1 ,  1 , L N * 2 ) - C 2 * X C O R  ( 0 , 0 , L N * 2 )  
1 - D 2 * X C O R ( 0 ,  1 , L N * 2 )
C O R I N T - C O R I N T *  S E C O N D
I F  ( D A B S  ( S E C O N D )  . L E .  1 . D - 0 8 ) R E T 0 R N
T H I R D - A 3 * X C O R  ( 1 , 0 , L J 1 * 3 )  * B 3 * X C O R  ( 1 ,  1 , L H * 3 )  - C 3 * X C O R  ( 0 , 0 , L N * 3 )
1 - D 3 *  X C O R  ( 0 , 1  , L t l * 3 )
C O R I N T - C O R I N T * T H I R D  
R E T O R N
2  I F ( I I . S Q .  1 ) G O  T O  3  
C O R I N T - X C O R  ( 0 ,  1 , L 1 )
I F  ( D A B S  ( C O R I N T )  . L E .  l . D - 0 8 ) R E T U R N
F I R S T - A  1 * X C O R  ( 0 ,  1 , L H *  1) - B  1 » X C O R  ( 0 ,  0 , L H *  1) * C 1 * X C 0 R  ( 1 , 1 ,  L I *  1)
C O R I N T - C O R I N T * F I R S T
I F ( D A B S  ( F I R S T )  . L E . 1 . D - 0 8 ) R E T t l B N
S E C O N D - A 2 - X C O R  ( 0 , 1 , L N * 2 ) - B 2 * X C O R ( 0 , 0 , L H * 2 )  * C 2 * X C O R  ( 1 , 1 , L N * 2 )  
1 - D 2 - X C O R  ( 1 , 0 , L H * 2 )
C O R I N T - C O R I N T * S E C O N D
I F  ( D A B S  ( S E C O N D )  . L E .  l . D - 0 8 )  R E T U R N
T H I R D - A 3 * X C 0 R  ( 0 , 1 , L H * 3 ) - D 3 * X C O R  ( 0 , 0 , L H *  3) * C 3 * X C O R  ( 1 ,  1 , L H * 3 )
1 - D 3 - X C O R  ( 1 , 0 , L H * 3 )
C O R I N T - C O R I N T * T H I R D  
R E T U R N
3  C O R I N T - X C O B  ( 1 ,  1 , L H )
I F  ( D A B S  ( C O R I N T )  . L E .  1. D - 0 8 )  R E T U R N
F I R S T - A  1 * X C O P  ( 1 , 1 ,  L H *  1 ) - B l * X C O P  ( 1 , 0 , L H *  1) - C 1 * X C O R  ( 0 ,  1 , L R *  1)
C O R I N T - C O R I N T * F I R S T
I F  ( D A B S  ( F I R S T )  . L E .  l . D - 0 8 )  R E T O R N
S E C O N D - A 2 * X C O R  ( 1 ,  I , L N * 2 )  - B 2 * X C O R  ( 1 , 0 ,  L H * 2 )  - C 2 - X C O P  ( 0 ,  1 , L 1 * 2 )  
1 * D 2 - X C O R ( 0 , 0 , L H * 2 )
C O R I N T - C O R I N T * S E C O N D
I F  ( D A B S  ( S E C O N D )  . L E .  l . D - 0 8 )  R E T O R N
T H I B D - A 3 - X C O P  ( 1 , 1 ,  L H *  3) - B 3 - X C O R  ( 1 , 0 ,  L R * 3 ) - C 3 * X C O R  ( 0 ,  1 , L P * 3 )
1 * D 3 * X C O R  ( 0 , 0 , L N * 3 )
C O R I N T = C O R I N T * T I I I R D








S U B R O U T I N E  C 3 E X 2 ( R , Q , N , I N T R , N N H X , B , X X S , I T S , C C Q . D P Q )  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
N R I T T E N  R T  D R  .t. C A L L A V A T  • R E V I S E D  F E B .  1 9 7 6  
C O H P H T F S  C R O S S  S E C T I O N S  F R O N  T H E  R E A C T A N C E  ( R )  N A T R I J C  
R E T U R N S  R E A L  ( X X S )  A N D  I N A G I N A R T  ( I T S )  P A R T S  O F  T H E  T R A N S I T I O N  
A N P L I T U O E  N A T R I X  T O  T H E  C A L L I N G  P R O G R A N  
R E O U I R E S  S U B R O U T I N E  G H I C 2  
N  I S  T H E  N U N B E R  O F  C H A N N E L S
I N V B - 0 , 1 F O R  S I N G L E T  A N D  T R I P L E T  E I . E H E N T S  R E S P E C T I F E L T  
N N N X  I S  T H E  N A X I H U N  D I H E N S 1 0 N  O F  T H E  E - H A T M X  
R E H A R R  : F U N C T I O N S  D I H A G  C  D A I H A G  A R E  E Q U I V A L E N T  ( T H F T  B O T H  
F I N D  T H E  I H A G I N A R I  P A R T  O F  A  C O N P L E X  N U H B R R ) .
I H P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I N E N S I O N  R ( N N N X . N N N X )  ,Q! < N N H X ,  N N H X )  , X X S  ( N N H X , N N H X )  , T V S ( N N H X , N N H X )  
C O N P L E X *  1 6  D { N N H X f N N H X )  , Z , Z A , C C Q C N N S X , N N H X )  , D D Q ( N N N X )
I F  ( I N V R . G E .  1) G O  T O  A  
D O  1 1 * 1 ,  N  
D O  1 J * 1 , N  
1* 0.0
I F ( I . E Q . J ) X * 1 . 0  
T « - R ( I , J )
1 B  ( I ,  J )  - D C H P L X  ( X , T )
C A L L  G N I C 2 ( N , B , N N H X , C C Q , D D Q )
D O  3  1 * 1 ,  N  
D O  3  J * 1 , H  2-0.0
D O  2  X * 1 , H  
Z A « R { X , K )
2  Z * Z * Z A * B { K , J )
X - D R E A L  (Z)
T «  D A I  H A G  (Z)
X X S ( I , J ) - X  
I T S  ( I , J )  * T
3  0 ( 1 , J ) « X * X * T * T  
B R T O B N
A  D O  5  1 * 1 ,  N  
D O  5  J « 1 , M  1*0.0
I F  (I . E Q .  J )  I * - 1 . 0  
X - R  ( I , J )
5  R ( I ,  J )  “ D C H P L X  ( X , T )
C A L L  G N I C 2  ( N ,  B ,  N N N X . C C Q ,  D D Q )
00 6 1*1,H 
D O  6  J * 1 , N  
Z * B  ( I , J)
X * D R F A L ( Z )
I * D A I N A G ( Z )
X X S ( I , J ) * X
T T S ( I , . 1 ) « Y
6  0 ( I , . 1 ) * X * X * I * I  
R E T U R N
E N D
194
F U N C T I O N  C T I B  ( I I , L P , J , X , B , P , L , P , G , Z )
C  E V A L U A T E S  I N T E G R A L S  O P  T H P .  T I P E  J I N T ( O - I N P I N I T T )  O F
C  ( R « * L P )  * K X P  ( - X * R )  •  ( ( 1 - E X P  ( - B * R )  ) * * J )  * U  ( L ,  P * R )
C  0  I S  E I T H E R  T H E  R E G U L A R  (F ) O R  I R R E G U L A R  (G) C O U L O M B  F U N C T I O N
C  Z  I S  T H E  N U C L E A R  C H A R G E  t  A X * - ( Z - 1 ) / P  I S  T H E  C O O L O H B  P A R A M E T E R
C  T H E  I N T E G R A L  I S  E V A L U A T E D  N U M E R I C A L L Y  F O R  1 1 = 1  ( U * G )
C «
I M P L I C I T  B E A L * 8  ( A - H , D - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  R  ( 1 2 0 0 )  , P ( 1 2 0 0 )  , C ( 1 2 0 0 >  , H ( 1 2 0 0 )
C O M M O N / B O D E / D B , f i , N M  
C O H B O N / A N L / T K , A X  
T K * P
A X * “  ( Z - 1 . D 0 )  / P
I P  ( I I . B O . O .  A H D . L P . L T .  | - L - 1 ) ) G 0  T O  6  
I P ( I I . B O >  1 ) C O  T O  6  
I P  ( J . G T . O ) G O  T O  1 
C T I B * X L J ( L , L P , X )
R E T U R N  1 J1*J*1 
C T I B - O . D O  
D P J * D P A C T H  (I)
D O  2  N - 1 . J 1  
M « N - 1
) C T I B * C T I B *  ( - 1 .  D O )  * * H * X L J  ( L ,  L P , X * B * D P L O A T  ( H ) ) / ( D P A C T R  ( H )  •  
1 D P A C T R  ( J - M ) )
C T I B « C T I B * D P J  
R E T U R N  
i D O  7  1 * 1 , N H  
f * R  ( I )  * * L P * D E X P ( - X * R { I ) )
I P  ( J .  N B . O )  V - V *  ( 1. D O - D E X P  { - B * R  (I ) ) ) * * J  
I P  ( I I . E Q . O )  H ( I )  * T * F  (I)
I P f l l . E O .  1 ) B ( I ) » V * G  (I) 
t C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  D Q B t  1 ( N H  , D B , H , T T )
C T I B * ! !




F U N C T I O N  D P A C T R  (N)
G E N E R A T E S  N! NIT1I AN A S T N P T O T I C  P O R N U L A  F O R  N GE  41 
N O T E  : F U N C T I O N  FACTR ( N )  IS A N O T H E R  D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  V E R S I O N  
T H A T  H A S  B E E N  N U I T T E N  BY DR J. C A L L A B A T
I H P L I C X T  R E A L * a ( A - H , 0 - 2 )
D I H E N S I O N  FCT(«0)
I P ( N . L T . O )  R E T U R N  
X P ( N . E Q . O )  G O  T O  30 
F C T | 1 ) « 1 . D 0  
IF (N.EQ.1) G O  TO  30 
T P { N . G P . 4 1 )  G O  T O  20 
DO  10 1 Ne 2f N 
D R * D F L O A T ( X N )
10 FCT(IN) * P C T ( I N - 1 )  *DH  
D F A C T R “ FCT(N|
G O  TO 40  
2 0  X N - D F L O A T ( N )
P I * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3DOO
P - 2 . 7 1 8 2 6 1 0 2 8 4 5 9 O 4 5 D O O
P I N = 2 . D 0 * X N * P I
X N 1 > 1 2 . D 0 * X N
X N 2 - 2 8 8 . D 0 * ( X M * « 2 )
D F T - D S Q R T  (PINJ • ( (XN/E)»»N) • (1.D0* (1 .DO/XN 1) ♦ J1 .D0/XN2) ) 
D P A C T R e D P T  
G O  TO  40 
30 D P A C T B » 1 . D 0  
40  R E T U R N  
END
S U B R O U T I N E  0 0 9 1 1  ( N . H , F , F N S )
C * * * * • • * • • • • • * * * • • * * * * * * * • * * • * * * * * • • • * • * * • • • * • * * * • • * * * • • • • • • • • • • • * » • • * » *
C  C O H P O T E S  I N T E G R A L S  O S I B G  T H E  I 1 P T .  H E H T O N - C O T E  C L O S E D  T T P F
C  P O R H U L A  V I T I I  F I X E D  B E S I I  S I Z E
C  1  I S  T H E  B O B B E R  O P  B E S H E S  J N * 1 0 * B * 1 , W H E R E  B *  1, 2 ,  3 ,  . . . .)
C  B  I S  T H E  B E S H  S I Z E
C  F  I S  T H E  I N P U T  V E C T O R  F U N C T I O N
C  P B S  I S  T H E  E S T I M A T E D  I N T E G R A L  W I T H  A N  E R R O R  O F  T H E  O R D E R  O F  R * * 1 3
C  R E B A R R :  T H E  B E S H  S I Z E  D O E S  M O T  H A V E  T O  B F  T E R T  S B A L I .
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  ?((.» , F ( 1 2 0 0 )
•  ( 1 )  * 1 6 0 8 7 . D O  
V  ( 2 )  * 1 0 6 . 1 0 0 . 0 0  
i {  3) * - 6 8 5 2 5 . D O  
■ ( 6 ) - 2 7 2 4 0 0 . D O  
* ( 5 )  * - 2 6 0 5 5 0 . 0 0  
* ( 6 ) * 6 2 7 3 6 3 . 0 0  
V * 5 . D 0 * H / 2 9 9 3 7 6 . D 0  
S 0 H 1 - 0 . D 0  
S O B 2 * 0 . D O  
S 0 H 3 - 0 . D O  
B «  ( N - 1 J / 1 0  N1*N-1 
D O  1 1 * 1 , H I
1 S O J J ! « S O H 1 * 2 . D O * F (  1 M 0 * I )
D O  4  1 * 2 , 6
S U B 4 - O . D O  
D O  3  E * 1 , H  
3  S 0 B 4 * S t 1 B 4 * F (  1 * 1 0 *  ( K - 1 ) )
S I J H 2 * S 0 H 2 * W  (I ) * S 0 B 4  
•  C O N T I N U E  
D O  5  1 - 2 , 5  
S 0 B 5 - 0 . D 0  
D O  2  E - 1 , H
2  5 U B 5 * 5 0 N 5 » P ( 2 *  1 0 * K - I )
5  S 0 B 3 - S 0 N 3 » B ( I ) * S U N 5
F H S - H  (1) *  ( F J 1 )  ♦ F ( H |  + S U N  1) • S 0 B 2 + S D B 3
F H S - F H S * T
R E T O R N
E N D
197
O O O B L F  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  F 6 . 7 ( . 1 D 1 , . 1 D 2 , J D 3 , L D 1 , L D 2 , L D 3 )  <;••••••*••*•••******•*••*••*••••**•••••••••*•••*•*••••*•••••••••••••*••
C  B B I T T E N  B 1  D P .  J .  C A L L * P A Y
C  F 6  J  F U N C T I O N  C A L L S  S 6 J  ( F E B S I O N  I I  F O B T R A M  I f )
C  A N G O L A N  B O B  E M  T O  II C O U P L I N G  T E S T S  F O R  fij C O E F F I C I E N T
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * » • • » • • • • • • • • • • • » » • • • • * * » • • •
I B P L I C I T  H E A L * 8  (A-n,0-Z»
D I B E N S I O B  B E D ( 1 2 )J1*JD1
. 7 2 * 0 0 2
. 7 3 * 3 0 3
t 1 * L D 1
L 2 « L D 2
L 3 * L D 3
I * - J 1 » J 2 * J 3
11* 1/2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 1 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 ( 10 0 F 6 . 1 * 0 . 0  
G O  T O  1 0 0  
1 0 1 0  N E D ( 1 ) * I 1  
I « * J 1 - J 2 * J 3  
11* 1/2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 2 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 0 2 0  B S D  ( 2 )  * 1 1  
I * » J 1 * J 2 - J 3  
11* 1 /2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 3 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 0 3 0  B E D  ( J )  * 1 1  
I « - J 1 * L 2 * L 3  11*1/2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 4 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 0 4 0  B E D ( 4 ) * 1 1  
I » * 3 1 - L 2 * L 3  11*1/2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 5 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 0 5 0  B E D ( 5 ) * 1 1  
I * * . 7 1 * L 2 - L 3  11*1/2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 6 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 0 6 0  N B D ( 6 )  * 1 1  
I * - L 1 * J 2 * L 3  11*1/2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 7 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 0 7 0  B E D ( 7 ) * I 1  
I * * L 1 - J 2 * L 3  
1 1 * 1 / 2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 6 0 ,  1 0 0 0  
1 0 8 0  B E D ( 8 ) * 1 1  
I *  * 1 1  * J 2 - L 3  
1 1 * 1 / 2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 9 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 0 9 0  B E D  ( 9 ) * I 1  
I * - L W L 2 * J 3  
1 1 = 1 / 2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 1 0 0  B E D  ( 1 0 )  * 1 1  
I * * L 1 - L 2 * 3 3  
1 1 * 1 / 2
I F  ( 1 - 2 * 1 1 )  1 0 0 0 , 1 1 1 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 1 1 0  B E D  ( 1 1 )  = 1 1
t * « L t « L 2 - J 311*1/2IF (1-2*11) 1000,1120,1000 1120 BED (12) *11 
D O  1 0  H * 1 , 1 2  
i r  ( B E D ( I * ) )  1 0 0 0 ,  1 0 , 1 0  
1 0  C O N T I N U E
F 6 J * S 6 J  ( J  1 , 0 2 ,  J 3 , L 1 « L 2 , L 3 )  




P O R C T I O R  G K ( L , R , P , Q )
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * * * * * • • * • * • « * • • * • » • * • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • •
C O R P O T R S  I N T E G R A L S  O P  T f l R  T T P E  S I R T ( R - I R P I R I T T )  O P  
E X P ( 1 * Q * X )  /  X « * ( L » W I * P )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L » 8  ( A - l l , 0 - Z )
C O N P L E X * 1 6  q , G R , P Q R , Q R L , S O H , P R O D t S O n n , R Q , Q R
I P  ( D A B S  (P) . L E .  1 . D - 0 6 .  A M D .  D A B S  (Q ) . L E .  1 . D - 0 6 .  A R D .  L .  G R .  1) (50 T O  1 0  
0 - D C B P L X ( O . D O ,  1 . D 0 )
P O R * D C R P L X ( O . D O , Q * R - P * D L O G ( R ) )
Q R L * D C R P L X ( Q * R * *  ( 1 * 1 )  « 0 . D 0 )
« R * 0 * C D E X P ( P Q R )  / Q R L
I P  ( C D A B S ( G K )  . L E .  1 . D - O 0 )  R E T D R R
R T « 3 0
O R - D C R P L X  ( O . D O , Q * R )
S B B H * D C B P L X ( 1 . D O . O . D O )
D O  2  R * 1 , H T  
P R O D - D C R P L X  ( 1 .  D 0 , 0 .  D O )
D O  1 J - 1 , R
P R O D * P R O D * D C N P L X  ( D P L O A T  ( L * J )  , P )
1 C O N T I N U E
S D  H “ P R O D /  ( Q R * *  R)
I P  ( C D A B S ( S O n )  . L E .  l . D - 0 8 )  C O  T O  3
2  S 0 H n « = S D R ( 1 » S U 1  
G O  T O  A
3 soBR*sonn*soi
«  G K » G K * S O H B  
R E T O R R
1 0  G K « D C H P L I  (1 . D O /  ( D P L O A T  ( L )  •  ( R * * L ) ) , O . D O )









■ F I T T E R  B Y  D U  J .  C A L L A W A Y .  R E V I S E D  F E P .  1 9 7 f  
I  *  D I M E N S I O N  O F  A C T U A L  B A T R I X  T O  B E  I N V E R T E D  
B  *  B A T R I X  T O  B E  I N V E R T E D .  B  I S  R E P L A C E D  B Y  I T S  I N V E R S E .  
L S A X  I S  T H E  N A X I B U B  D I M E N S I O N  O F  T H E  A R R A Y S  B , C , A D  
T O E  E N T R I E S  O P  B  B A Y  B E  C O H T L E X
C 0 B P L E X M 6  B ( L B A X . L B A X )  , C ( L B A X , L B A I )  , D ( L N A Y )  , 0  
D O  t N * 1 , L  
D O  1 8 * 1 ,  L1 C(R»N)*0.0 
D O  5  N * 1 , L  
D O  5  R « 1 , L  
0 * B  ( N . B )
D O  2  0 * 1 , L
2  Q * Q “ C ( N ,  J )  * C { J . B )
I F  ( N - B ) « , 3 , 3
3  C ( N , B J « Q  
6 0  T O  S
■  C ( N . B ) * Q / C ( B . N )
5  C O N T I N U E  
D O  6  » « 1 , L  
D O  6  H * 1 , L
6  B ( N , B )  * 0 . 0  
D O  1 1  N * 1 , L  
D O  7  B * 1 , L
7  D ( B ) - 0 . 0  
D ( N )  - 1 .
D O  9  B « 1 , L  
O - D ( B )
D O  8  J * 1 , L  
I F ( J - B )  8 , 9 , 9
8  0 - 0 - C  ( N , J ) * D ( J )
9  D C H ) » 0 / C ( B , B )
D O  1 1  B E *  1, L
H « L * 1 - B S
0 * D ( B )
D O  1 0  J J * 1 , L  J«t*1-JJ
1 0  0 * 0 - C ( B , J ) * B ( J , H )
1 1  B  ( H ,  N )  * 0  
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S G R R O U T I R E  R R 0 2 ( D B Q , C C Q , D D Q , X S K P ,
1 T K S ,  P F A S  , Hl.ro , B P T O ,  Rfl, R I P ,  Q C R ,  Q C I ,  P. 1H , C ,  B ,  X T S ,
2 T Y S , X X T , T V T , R K K , R I R * L A T , R C H B X * K R X , K H f l A X , J B f i T , H P . , l ? . I P I 1 , R P S T , R B U H )  (;****•*••••»••*••
C  • R I T T E R  B T  D P  J . C A L L A W A Y .  R E V I S E D  P E B .  1 9 B 1
C  C O H P O T E S  R E A C T A R C E  ( P R  K - )  H A T R X X  E L S H E R T S  O R  T B B  B A S I S  O P  T H E
C  ‘ A L G E B R A I C  V A R X A T X O R A L  H E T H O D '  D S I H G  T H E  R O H R  C  I H V E F S B - R O H H
C  P O R H D L A S .
C * * * *
I H P L X C X T  R E A L * B ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I R E R  S I  O R  T K S  ( R C H H X )  , L A T ( R C H H X )
D I H E R S I O H  F P A S  ( R R X , 2 , K R X «  2 )
D I H E R S I O R  A l p 0 ( K R X , K R X ) , B E T O ( R R X , R R X ) , R H ( K R X , K H X ) , R I H ( R H X , R R X )  , Q C R  
1 ( K R X , K R X )  » Q C I  ( K R X , K R X )  , R j n ( K H X , K R X )  , C ( K R X , K R X )  , D ( R R X )  , X X S  ( K R X , K R X )  
2 , X X T ( R H X , R R X )  , T T S  ( K R X ,  K R X )  , T I T  ( R H X , R R T )
D I H E R S I O R  8 K R  ( K H H A X )  , R I R  ( K R H A X )
C O B P L E X M 6  B P Q  ( R R X ,  K R X )  , C C Q  ( K H X , K H X )  . D D Q ( R H X )
P I - 3 .  1 9 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 D 0
C
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C O R T R O L  V A R I A B L E S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C  I P  I V R T . E Q . 1  T K S  A H D  L A T  A R E  P R I K T E D
C  T K S  S  L A T  A R E  T H E  C H A R R E L  E H R G X E S  A R D  T A R G E T  R E G U L A R  R O B E R T A .
C  IP I V R T . G E . 2  K  H A T R I C E S  A R D  C R O S S  S E C T 1 0 H S  A R E  P R I H T E D  
C  IP I E I P H  E Q  0 ,  E I G E R P H A S E S  A R E  R O T  C A L C U L A T E D
C  IP K P U R  G E .  1 0  K O H H  t  I H . - K O H H  R - B A T R I X  E L E H E R T S  A R E  S T O R E D  O R
C  G R I T S  K P U R  G  K P U R ‘ 1 R E S P E C T I V E L Y .
C  I P  K P U H - 7  B O T H  T T P E S  O P  E L E I f S H T S  A R E  P U R C H E D  O H  C A R D S .
C  I P  I S K P  G T  0  K - H A T R I C E S  A R B  R E I T H E R  S T O R E D  H O R  P U R C H E D
C  H E  I S  T H E  R U B B E R  O P  E H E R G I E S  ( U S U A L L Y  H E = 1 )
C  I P S T b R U H B E R  O P  P S E U D O S T A T E S  I R  S E T :  3  F O R  3 S - 3 P . B  P O P  6 S - 5 P - 2 D - I P
C  K R X  B U S T  A G R E E  R I T H  D I H E R S I O H S  O P  A L P O  E T C
C
K 2 « K R X » K R X
1 0 0  P O R H A T  ( 1 5 )
D O  9 1  I R b I . R E
R E A D S  I R  C H A R R E L  P A R A n E T E R S  :
R E A D ( 8 ) X A , I B , X C , R C H , K C H T , L H X , L , R D 1 H  
R E A D (8 ) ( T K S  (I) , I - 1 , K C H T )
R E A D  ( 8 )  ( L A T  (I) , X b 1 , K C H T )
E«TKS(1)*TRS(1)
1 0 1  P O R H A T ( 1 5 X , 2 I 5 , 5 X , I 5 )
• R I T E  ( 6 , 2 2 2 )
2 2 2  P O R H A T ( 1 X , ‘ T O T A L  A R G U L A R  R O H E R T O H ' , 2 X , ‘ I W C I D E R T  E R E R G T * , 2 X , • •  O P  
1 0 P E R  C H A R R E L S * , 2 X , ‘ T O T A L  I O P  C H A R R E L S * , I X / )
WRITS (6, 106)
•  R I T E  ( 6 ,  1 0 0 )  L ,  E , R C H , K C H T  
1 0 9  P O R H A T ( 7 X , I 5 , 1 1 X , P  1 5 . 7 , 9 X ,  1 5 , 1 6 X , I S )
•R1TE(6,105)
WPITE(b,233)
2 3 3  P O R H A T ( I X * A H - U L A R  H O H E R T A  O P  P S E U D O S T A T E S  : ‘ , 1 X / )
I P ( I W R T . G E .  1) W P  I T S  ( 6 ,  1 0 2 )  ( L A T  (I ) , I b 1 , K C H T )
1 0 2  P O R H A T  ( 1 9 1 9 )
■ R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 5 )
■RITE (6,133)
333 PORHAT (1X,‘CHARREL EHERGIES : ‘ , 1 X / >
I F  (IWRT.GE. 1) H R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 2 )  (I , T K S  ( I )  , I b 1 , K C H T )
2 0 2  P O R H A T ( I 5 , P 1 9 .  1 9 )






W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 5 )
I P ( I A S . E Q . I )  W H I T E  ( 6 , 4 4 4 )
I P ( I A S . B t f . 2 )  W R I T E ( 6 , 5 5 5 )
4 4 4  E O R B A T ( *  S I N G L E T ' » IX)
5 5 5  E O R B A T C  T R I P L E T ' ,  I X )
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 5 )  •
1 0 5  E O R R A T ( 1 U  )
R E A D S  I W  H - H A T R X X  E l E B E R T S  :
D O  1 I C H * 1 , N C H  
D O  1 I I A * 1 , 2  
D O  1 J C H “ 1 , W C H  
D O  1 O J A * 1 , 2  
1 R E  A D  ( 4 )  I  A ,  I B ,  I C ,  I D ,  E E  A S  ( I A ,  I B ,  I C ,  I P )
I P ( N C H . E Q . 1 ) G O  T O  6 2  
D O  6 1  1 * 1 , R C H  
D O  6 1  J = 1 , N C H  
R B  ( X , < ! ) * E P A S ( I , 2 , J , 2 )
6 1  R I B  ( I , J )  * P P A S  ( 1 , 1 ,  J , 1 )
S T A R T S  E T A L O A T I R G  R E A C T A R C E  R A T R I C E S  :
C A L L  G f 1 I S ( R C H , R H  , C , D , D D D B . K N X )
CALL' GniS(HCH,RIB,C,D, D D D A , KRX)
W R I T S ( 6 , 6 6 6 )
6 6 6  E O R B A T ( 1 X , • D E T H  : • , 9 X , • R O H R * , 1 2 X , » I N » E R S E  K O H H ' , 1 X / )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 1 0 )  D D D A ,  D D D B  
2 1 0  E O R B A T ( 5 X , 2 D 2 1 . 9 )
G O  T O  6 3
6 2  R B  ( 1 , 1 )  - l . D 0 / P P A S ( 1 , 2 ,  1 , 2 )
R I B  ( 1 , 1 )  * 1 . D O / F P A S  ( 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )
6 3  D O  6 5  1 - 1 , R C H  
D O  6 5  J * 1 , R C H  
ALEO ( I , J ) * 0 . 0  
B E T O  ( I ,  J )  * 0 . 0  
D O  6 0  K “ 1 , N C H
A L P O  ( 1 , 3 )  - A L F 0  ( I ,  J )  - R H  ( J , K )  * F F A S  ( K , 2 , I ,  1)
6 4  8 E T 0 ( I , J ) « B E T 0 ( I , J ) - R I B  ( J , K )  R F F A S ( K ,  1 , 1 , 2 )
6 5  C O N T I N U E
D O  6 9  1 * 1 , W C H  
D O  6 7  J * 1 , R C H  
R H  ( I , J ) - E P A S  ( J ,  1 , 1 , 1 )
R I B  ( 1 ,  J )  - F r  A S  ( J ,  2 , 1 ,  2) 
n o  6 6  R « 1 , R C B
R B  ( I ,  J )  * R B  ( I ,  J )  ♦ E P A S  (K , 2 ,  J ,  1) * A L F 0  ( I ,  F)
6 6  R I B  ( 1 ,  J )  * R I B  ( I , J ) * F P A S ( K ,  1 , J , 2 )  • B E T 0 ( I , K )
6 7  C O M T I N O E  
R*0
D O  6 8  J * 1 , R C H T
I F  ( T K S ( J )  . L T . 0 . 0 )  G O  T O  6 3 1
K * K » 1
R B  ( I , 1 ? ) * - R B ( I , R ) / T K S ( J )
R I B ( I , F ) * R I B ( I , F )  / T K S  (J )
6 8 1  C O N T I N U E
6 8  C O N T I N U E
6 9  C O N T I N U E  
W R I T S  ( 6 , 1 0 5 )
K * 0
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V R I T E  ( 6 , 9 9 9 )
9 9 9  P O R H A T ( I X , • T  M A T R I X  B L E H E R T S * , 1 2 X , • K O H R ' , 9 0 X , ' I V V E P S P  R O H R * , I X /  
1 1 9 X , ' R R A L  P A R T *  , 9 X ,  ' I N A G I R A R T  P A R T ' ,  1 B T , ' R E A L  P A R T '  , 1 0 X ,  • I M A G I N A R Y  
2  P A R T ' , I X / / )
0 0  7 2 3  0 * 1 ,  R C H  
7 2 3  V R I T E  ( 6 , 7 2 9 )  I , J . X X S  ( I ,  J) , I T S  ( I ,  J )  , X X T  (I,.l) , T T T  ( I , J )
7 2 9  F O R H A T ( 2 I 5 , 2 D 2 1 . 9 , 1 0 X , 2 D 2 1 . 9 )
V R I T E  ( 6 ,  1 0 5 )
I F ( I E I P H . E Q . O ) G O  T O  7 2 7
D O  7 2 5  1 * 1 , H C H
1)0 7 2 5  J * I ,  N C H
K I  J * I  ♦ (J* ( J - 1 ) )  / 2
R K K  ( R I O )  *  ( R  R  ( I  , J )  * R  H  ( J , I )  ) / 2 .  D O
7 2 5  R X R  ( K I J ) *  ( R O M  ( 1 , 0 )  ' R O N  ( J ,  I ) ) / 2 . 0 0  
C A L L  S 1 G E H ( R P . K , X X T , R C H , 0 , K 2 , K N H A X )
C A L L  S I G E N ( R I R , T T T , N C H , 0 , K 2 , K H N A X )
S O N R * 0 . 0 0 0
S 0 R R * 0 . 0 0 0  
V R I T E  ( 6 , 2 2 2 2 )
2 2 2 2  P O R H A T ( 1 X , ' 2 G E H P H A S E S  : ' , 5 1 , • K O H H ' , 1 0 X , ' I R V E R S E  R O H R ' , I X / / )
D O  7 2 6  I *  1, R C H  
K I I » I M 1 * ( I - 1 )  ) / 2  
S T R * D A T A R  ( R K K ( K I I ) )
S T R * D A T A H ( R X R ( R I I ) )
S t l H R * 5 U N R * S T R
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1 0 4  P O R B A T ( 2 V X , P 1 9 . 1 V )
2  C O R T I R O E
R E A D ( S ,  1 0 0 )  I L L I
I L L I  G E .  0  0 E C 1 D E S  T H E  S H A P E  O P  T H E  S H O R T  R A R G E  B A S I S  U S E D  I H  
T H E  E X P A R S I O R  O P  T H E  S C A T T E R  I M G  P O H C T I O R
I P  ( I L L I . G T . O )  G O  T O  3  
R E A D  ( 5 ,  1 0 0 )  R S T O  
R E A D  ( 5 ,  1 0 3 )  ( Z E T A  (I) , 1 * 1 ,  R S T O )
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S H O R T  R A R G E  B A S I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
R S T O  I S  T H E  • O P  S L A T E R - T I P E  O R B I T A L S  D S E O  I H  T H E  S H O P T  R A R G E  
B A S I S . Z E T A ( I )  I S  T H E  E X P O H E M T  O P  T H E  I - T H  S L A T E R  O R B I T A L . . . . . . .
G O  T O  5
3  R E A D  ( 5 ,  1 0 0 )  H S C L  
D O  4  1 * 1 , H S C L  
R E A D  ( 5 ,  1 0 0 )  R S T L ( I )
H S C L 11 R O B B E R  O P  S C A T T E R I R G  A H G U L A R  R O B E R T A ,  R S C L  «  R L 1
R S T L ( I )  - R O B B E R  O P  S H O R T  B A R G E  M E S R E T  P O H C T I O H S  P O R  A H G .  B O B .  I
K - R S T L  (I)
4 B E A D  ( 5 ,  1 0 5 )  ( R S C  ( I ,  J )  , Z S C  ( I ,  J )  , J - 1 , R )
1 0 5  F O R M A T ( I 5 , P 1 0 . 5 )
. . . . B E D E F I R I N G  T H E  C O E P P I C I E H T S  O P  T H E  1 S , 2 S  A R D  2 P  S T A T E S . . . . . . . .
5  C E I G  ( 1 , 1 ,  1) » 2 . D 0 * D Z 1
C E I G  ( 1 , 2 , 2 )  - 0 . 5 0 0 * D S Q R T  ( 2 .  D O )  * T ) Z 3  
C E I G  ( 1 , 2 ,  3) — 0 . 5 D 0 * Z C I ! * C E 1 G  ( 1 , 2 , 2 )
C E I G  ( 2 ,  1 , 2 )  - Z C I I * D Z 3 / ( 2 .  D 0 * D S Q R T  ( 6  . D O )  )
R E A D  ( 5 , 1 0 3 )  E H
. . . . E R  I S  T H E  T O T A L  E R E P G I  O P  T H E  P L E C T R O H - I O R  S I S T E R . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
R E A D  ( 5 ,  1 0 3 )  G A B







n I R R E G U L A R  C O U L O H B  P O R C T I O R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I C H « 0
H C B * 0
N D I P « 0
R D I B * 0
C H A N N P . L  A N A L Y S I S  :
D O  7 0 0  I * 1 , H A T L  
H B S Z « R B S A Z ( I )
L T ” I - L - 1 
L X » I A B S ( L X )
L Y « I * L - 1
R R A R * 1 »  ( 1 * L Y - L X ) / 2  
D O  7  K * 1 , N B S Z  
T K « E R - E H B G ( I , K >
L L * L X
D O  6  J * 1 , N R A N
I C H * I C H * 1
L C H ( I C H ) * L L
I P  ( T K . G E . 0 . 0 )  R C H » R C H * 1  
I P  ( T K . G E .  0 .  0) T K S ( I C H )  - D S Q B T  ( T R )
I P ( T K . L T . 0 .  0 D 0 )  T K S  ( I C H )  » - D S Q R T  ( D A B S  ( T R )  )
L A T ( I C R ) * I - 1
L L X » L L « 1
R A T  ( I C H )  « K
I P  ( I L L I . E Q . O )  R S T O * R S T O  
I P  ( I L L I . G T . O )  R S T Q - H S T L  ( L L X )
R D I B * R D I B * N S T Q
I P ( T R . G T . 0 . 0 .  A R D . I C U . G T .  1) R D I P *
L L « L L » 2
I P ( L L . G T . L I )  G O  T O  7
6  C O H T I R O E
7  C O H T I R U E  
7 0 0  C O R T I R O E
R C H T - I C R
G E R E H A T I H G  T H E  C O U L O H B  F U N C T I O N S  :
D O  2 2 2 2  K C H ” 1 , R C H T  
T P  ( T R S ( K C H ) . L T . 0 . 0 )  G O  T O  2 2 2 2  
P K ” T K S  ( K C H )
L K « L C H ( K C I I )
E T  A P “ -  ( Z C H - 1 . D O )  / P R  
0 0  2 2 2 2  I K ”  1* N P T S  
R H O « P R * H ( I K )
C A L L  R C M F N ( R ! I O ,  E T A P , L K , L K , F C , P C P , G C , G C P , A C C U R . S T E P )  
P P K  ( I K , K C H ) » P C  ( L K *  1)
G P K  ( I K , K C H )  “ G C  ( L K *  1)
D P P K  ( I K , K C H )  =  F C P  ( L K O )  * P K  
D G P K  ( I K , K C H )  “ G C P  ( L K O )  * P K  
2 2 2 2  C O N T I N U E
R D i n = N D I B * R D l P  
B R I T S ( 6 , 3 8 3 )  Z C H
8 8 3  P O B N A T  ( I X , ' N U C L E A R  C H A R G E ” ' ,  P 1 0 .  5 ,  I X / )
R R H = 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0
B R I T E  ( 6 , 8 8 4 )  R R X
8 8 4  P O R H A T ( I X , ' R  N  A X  • ”  ' , P 1 0  . S  , 1 X / )
R R I T E  ( 6 ,  8 8 6 )  D E L R
8 8 5  P 0 R H A T ( 1 X , * H 3 S H  S I Z E - *  , f  1 0 .  5 ,  I X / )
■ R I T E  ( 6 , 8 8 8 )  N P T S
8 8 6  f 0 R H A T ( 1 X , * H f m D S P  O f  H B S H E S - * , 1 5 , I X / )
W R I T E  ( b , 8 8 7 )  K C H T
8 0 7  f  O R  H A T  ( I X *  • A C T U A L  R A X *  i  O f  C H A N N E L S - ' , I 5 , 1 X / )
W R I T E  ( 6 , 8 8 8 )  N C H
8 8 8  P 0 R H A T ( 1 X > ' A C T U A L  I O P  O P E N  C H A N N E L S - * , 1 5 , I X / )
W R I T E  ( 6 , 8 8 9 )  N D I B
8 8 9  f O R H A T ( 1 X , * A C T O A L  D I H E N S I O N  or T H E  R B .  M A T R I X - ' , 1 8 , I X / )
W R I T E ( 6 , 9 9 1 )  H D I H
9 9 1  f O R H A T ( I X , * C O R R E C T E D  DIRERSIOR O f  B B .  M A T R I X - * , 1 5 , I X / )
L H X - N D I H *  ( H D I H *  1) / 2  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 5 )  L H X  
1 1 5  P O R H A T ( 1 X , * L H X - N D I H * ( N D I H * 1 ) / 2 « * , 1 8 , I X / )
W R I T E  ( 6 , 9 9 3 )
9 9 3  P O R H A T ( 5 X , * P S E U D O S T A T E  A H G .  H O H . * , 2 X » » «  O f  P S E D D O S T A T E 5  P O P  A  S P E C  
U R I C  L * , 5 X , • C H A R N E L  A R C  H O H * , 1 2 X , * C H A W R E L  E W E R G t ( I N  P T ) * , 1 X / )
D O  5 1 1  1 - 1 , K C H T  
T K - T K S ( I )  * T K S ( I )
I f  ( T K S ( I )  . L T . O . O )  T K - 0 . 0  
5 1 1  W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 3 )  1 , L A T ( I ) , K A T ( I ) , L C H ( I ) , T R  
1 1 3  P O R H A T ( 1 9 , 1 0 X ,  1 5 , 2 8 X , I 5 , 2 0 X , I 5 , 2 2 X , f  1 0 . 5 )
WRITE (6, 105)
D O  1 0 0 8  I  A X - 1 ,  H D I H  
D O  1 0 0 8  J A J - 1 , H C H  
0 0  1 0 0 8  I A - 1 , 2  
B F A S  ( I A X , J A J , I A ) - 0 . 0
1 0 0 8  B P A T ( I A X , J A J , I A ) - 0 . 0  
D O  1 0 0 9  I A X - 1 , H C H
do 1009 jaj-1,wen
D O  1 0 0 9  I A - 1 , 2  
D O  1 0 0 9  J B - 1 , 2  
f  P A S  ( I A X , I A , J  A J ,  J B )  > 0 .  0
1 0 0 9  f f » T ( I A X , I A , J A J , J B ) - 0 . 0  
W G G T - 0
T Q Q - T K S ( 1 ) * T K S  (1)
I f  ( I L L I . E Q . O )  V R I T E ( 6 , 9 9 9 )
I f  ( I L L I . G T . O )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 9 9 5 )
I f  ( I L L I . G T . O )  G O  T O  9  
9 9 9  P O R H A T ( I X , * S H O R T  R A N G E  B A S I S  E X P O N E N T S ( Z E T A ) • , 1 X / / )
W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 0 6 )  ( I , Z E T A  (I ) , 1 = 1 ,  R S T O )
206 PORHAT(15,D29. 19)
G O  T O  1 1
9 9 5  P O R H A T ( 1 X , * S H O R T  R A N G E  B A S I S  E X P O N E N T S  T O R  A P A R T I C U L A R  T A P G E T  
1 A N G D L A R  H O H E H T U f l ' , 1 X / )
9  D O  1 9  1 - 1 , H S C L  
N S T Q - N S T L  (I)
0 0  1 0  J - I . H S T Q
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 1 )  I ,  J , N S C ( I ,  J )  , Z S C ( I , . l )
1 1 1  f O R H A T  ( 3 1 5 , 0 2 6 .  19)
2 0 2  P O R H A T  (111 )
10 CONTINUE
1 1  W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 0 2 )
I C N T R - 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 9 9 6 )
9 9 6  P 9 R H A T ( 1 X , ' T O T A L  E N E R G Y * , 2 X , * G A H H A « , 2 X , * 7 N C I O E N T  E N E R G Y * , 1 X / )
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 5 ) p N , G A H , T Q Q
205 POBHAT(3f11.6)





0 0  1 2  I * 1 ( W L 1  
I F  ( I L L I . E Q . O )  N S T Q - H S T O  
I P  ( I L L I . G T . O )  H S T Q - N S T L ( I )
1 2  C O N T I N U E  
N I D X * 0
G E N E R A T I N G  A N D  S T O R I N G  T H E  B O O H D - B O O H D  H A T R 1 X  E L E H E N T S  :
D O  1 1 1 J Z * 1 t H A T L  
N B S 2 * N B S A Z ( J Z )
L Z * J Z - 1  
L X * L Z - L  
L X * I A B S  ( L X )
L T » L Z » L
N R A N * U ( 1 » t T - L X ) / 2
L Q * L X
D O  3 1 0 I L S * 1 , N R A N
I G G T « N G G T « 1
J Q * L Q * 1
I P  ( I L L I . E Q . O )  N N N * N S T 0  
I P  ( I L L I . G T . O )  N N N - N S T L  ( J Q )
D O  3 1  1 0 *  1, N N N
I P  ( I L L I . G T . O )  G O  T O  1 3
B A B « Z E T A ( I U >
R B - L Q  
G O  T O  I D
1 3  K B * N S C ( J Q , I O )
B A B * Z S C ( J Q , I U )
1 4  N 1 * N I D X » I U  
N J D X * 0  
N 5 - H D I B
D O  2 2 1  J A * 1 » N A T L  
N B S A « N B S A Z . ( J A )
L A * J A - 1
L X A - L A - L
L X A - I A B S ( L X A )
L T A * L A « L
H R A N * 1 « ( 1 » L T A - L X A ) / 2
L P - L X A
D O  2 2  J L S * 1 , H R A N  
J P “ L P » 1
I P ( I L L I . E Q . O ) n n n * N S T O  
I P  ( I L L I . G T . O )  B H H * N S T L ( J P )
d o  21 Jv-i,nnn
I P  ( I L L I . G T . O )  G O  T O  1 6  
C * Z E T A  ( J P )
J C * L P  
G O  T O  1 7
1 6  J C * N S C ( J P , J V |
C * Z S C ( J P , J V )
1 7  C O N T I N U E
1 8  N 2 = N J D X * J ?
I F  ( N 2 . L T .  N 1 )  G O  T O  2 1
I P  ( . N O T . I D I S K )  C A L L  C B N H X  ( B N D , B N X , S D , S X )
N 3 * N 1
D O  2 0  N A *  1, N R S Z  
N 4 * N 2
0 0  1 9  N O *  1 ( N O S  A
I P  ( N 1 . L E . N U )  K 3 4 = N J *  ( N 4 *  ( N 4 -  1)) / 2  







R « BRD(RA,NB) *BRX (HA ,RB)
C H A T  *  B N D ( N A , R B ) “ B N X { H A * N B )
W R I T E  (1) C 3 9 , B ,  C H A T
I * ( I T A P E )  W R I T E  ( 3 , 1 1 5 )  K 3 * , B , E N A T
I C R T R * I C N T R » 1
1 9  H M R I U H H N
2 0  N 3 * H 3 « N N N
2 1  C O H T I H O C  
t P * L P » 2
R J D X « N J D X * H H R * N B S A  
I F  ( t P . C T .  I t  A) 6 0  T O  2 2 2
2 2  C O K T I  H U E  
2 2 2  C O N T I R O E  
2 2 1  C O R T I R I J E
J O C H - 0
G E N E B A T I H C  A R D  S T O R I N G  T H E  B O O R D - F R E E  H A T R I X  E L E H E N T S  S
D O  3 0  J C H * 1 , R C R T  
I F ( T K S ( J C H )  . L T . O . O J G O  T O  3 0  
P * T R S  ( J C H )
L A * L A T  ( J C H )
L P * L C H  ( J C H )
H A * K A T  ( J C H )
D O  1 0 1 2  I P H * 1 , N P T S  
F P C  ( I P H )  * F P K  ( I P H ,  J C H )
1 0 1 2  G P C ( I P H )  * G P X  ( I P H ,  J C H )
J A - L A + 1
N B S A * H B S A Z ( J A )
J O C H * J O C H * 1 
I L L *  1
D O  2 9  L 2 * 1 , L L L
I F  ( . R O T . I D I S K )  C A L L  C B F H X  ( R F D , B F X , S D , S X )
D O  2 #  I I A - 1 , 2  
H 3 * H 1
D O  2 3  N Q * 1 , N B S Z
B O X *  B F D ( N Q , 1 I A ) - B F X ( N Q , I I A )
B Q O *  B F D ( N < ) , I I A ) * D F X ( N Q , I I A )
R F A S  ( N 3 ,  J O C H ,  I I  A) * B F A S  ( H I ,  J O C H , I I A )  * B Q D
B F A T  ( N 3 ,  J O C H ,  I I A )  * B F A T  ( N 3 , J O C H ,  X I A )  * B Q X
R R I T E  (2) N 3 ,  J O C H , I I A , B F A S  ( N 3 , J O C H , I I  A) , B F A T  ( N 3 ,  J O C H , I I A )
T B F * I P F * 1
2 3  N 3 * N 3 * N N N  
2 9  C O N T I  H O E
2 9  C O N T I N U E
3 0  C O N T I N U E
3 1  C O N T I N U E  
I . Q « L Q * 2
NIDX»HIDX*RBSZ*NNR 
I F  ( L Q . G T . L Y )  S O  T O  3 1 2
3 1 0  C O N T I N U E  
3 1 2  C O N T I  H O E
3 1 1  C O N T I N U E  
H 5 = N D I Biocn*o
G E N E R A T I N G  A N D  S T O R I N G  T H E  F R E K - F K F E  1 A T R I X  E L E H E N T S  :
R R I T E  ( 6 , 9 9 9 )
I F  ( J N R T )  V R I T E ( 6 , 9 9 7 )
9 9 7  P 0 B H A T ( 1 I , ' C A L C U L A T E D  A D D  S t O B E D  P P .  M A T R I X  E L E M E N T S  : ' , « / / )
D O  4 4  I C H « 1 , K C H T  
O ' T K S ( I C H )
I F  ( Q . L T . O . O J G O  T O  4 4  
I Z * L A T  ( I C H J  
L Q * L C H  ( I C H )
H Z « K A T ( I C H )
D O  4 4 4 4  I Q * 1 , N P T S  
F Q ( I Q ) » F P K ( i a . I C H )
4444 G Q ( I 3 ) * G P K ( I Q , I C H )
J Z « L Z » 1
W B S 2 * N D S A 2  ( J 2 )
I O C H * I O C H * 1 
L L K *  1 
D O  4 3  L I - 1 , L L K  
R 6 - R 5
J 0 C H = I 0 C H ~ 1
D O  4 2 2  J C H - I C H , K C H T
P - T K S  ( J C H )
I F ( P . L T . O . O )  G O  T O  4 2 2  
J O C H - J O C H ' 1
I P  ( J O C H . 6 T . H C H )  G O  T O  4 2 3  
L A - L A T ( J C H )
L P - L C H  ( J C H )
D O  5 5 5 5  I P = 1 , N P T S  
P P ( I P ) « F P K ( i P , J C H )
G P  ( I P ) - G P K  ( I P ,  J C H )
D F P ( I P ) - D F P K ( I P , J C H )
5 5 S S  D C P  ( I P )  - D G P K  ( I P ,  J C H )
H A - K A T  ( J C H )
J A - L A ' 1
M B S  A *  B B S  A Z  ( J A )
L L l -  1 
D O  4 2  L 2 - 1 . L L L
I F  ( . B O T . I R E D ) C A L L  C F F H X ( F P D , F P X , S D , S X )
I F  ( . H O T .  I  R E D )  G O  T O  3 9 5 9
B E A D ( 9 , 3 9 7 )  I T A , I T B , I T C , I T D , F P D , P P X
3 9 7  F O B H A T ( 4 A 4 , 4 A B , 4 A B )
I F  ( I T D . E f i . L 2 . A H D . I T C . E f i . L I . A N D . I T B . E Q . J C H . A H D . I T A . E Q . I C H ) G O  T O  3 9 6  
B B I T E ( 6 , 3 9 8 ) I T A , I T B , I T C , I T D . I C H , J C H , 1 1 , L 2
3 9 8  F O R H A T  ( 4 1 5 ,  5 X ,  4 1 5 )
3 9 5 9  I F  ( J P O N )  H R I T E  ( 7 ,  3 9 7 )  IC I1 , J C H ,  L I ,  L 2 ,  F F D , F F X  
■ R I T E  ( 9 , 3 9 7 )  I C I I , J C H , L I , L 2 , F F D , F F X  
3 9 5 8  F O R H A T  ( 5 1 5 , 4 0 2 5 .  1 4 )
3 9 6  I F  ( J H R T )  W R I T ?  ( 6 ,  3 9 5 8 )  I C H , L I , J C H , L 2 , I K U D , F P D  
I F ( J H R T )  B R I T E  ( 6 , 3 9 5 8 )  I C H , L I  , J C H . L 2 , 1 K H X ,  F F X  
D O  3 3  I I A - 1 , 2  
D O  3 2  I J b = 1 , 2
F P A S  ( I O C H  , I I A ,  J O C H ,  I J B )  - F P A S  ( I O C U , I I  A ,  J O C H ,  I J B )  » P P D  ( I I A ,  I J B )
1 ♦ F F X ( I I A , I J n )
F F A T  ( I O C H , I I A ,  J O C H ,  I J B )  =  P P A T  ( I O C H ,  I I A , J O C H ,  I J B )  ♦  F F D  ( I I A , I J P )  -  
1 F F X  ( I I A ,  I J B )
W R I T E  (U) I O C H , I I  A ,  J O C H , I J B , F F A S  ( I O C H , I I A ,  J O C H ,  I J B )  , F F A T  ( I O C H ,  I I A ,
1 J O C H ,  I J B )
I P P - I F P O
3 2  C O N T I N U E
3 3  C O N T I N U E  
4 1  C O N T I N U E
I F ( I C I I . L T . I C H X X )  G O  T O  4 2




I P  ( I C H . E 0 . I C H X X . A N D . L 1 . E Q . L 1 X X . A N D . J C n . L T . J C H X X ) G O  T O  4 2  
I F ( I C H . E 9 . I C H X X . A N D . L 1 . E Q .  L 1 X X .  A M D .  J C H .  E Q .  J C H X X .
1 A N D .  L 2 . L T .  L 2 X X )  G O  T O  4 2  
I R E D * . F A L S E .
4 2  C O N T I N H B
I F ( L I . N E . L L K )  C O  T O  4 2 2  
I F  ( I O C H . E Q .  J O C H )  G O  T O  4 2 2  
D O  4 2 1  I I A - 1 , 2  
D O  4 2 1  I J B * 1 , 2
r r A S ( J O C H , I J B , I O C H , I I A )  * F P A S ( I O C H , I l A , J O C H ,  I J B )
F F A T ( J O C H , I J B , I O C H , I I A ) * F F A T ( I O C H . I I A , J O C H , I J B )
■ R I T E ( 4 ) J O C H , I J B , I O C H , Z Z A , r F A S  ( J O C H , I J B , I O C H , I I A ) , F F A T ( J O C H , I J B ,  
I I O C R . I I A )
I F P * I P F * 1
4 2 1  C O N T I N n E
4 2 2  C O N T I N n E
4 2 3  C O N T I N U E
I F  ( L L K . G E . 2 . A N D . L 1 . E Q .  L L K .  A N D . Q . 6 T .  1 . 0 D - 0 8 .  A N D .  I C H . G T .  1) H 5 * N S » 2
4 3  C O N T I N U E
4 4  C O N T I N U E  
5 0  C O N T I N U E
■  R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 5 )
■ R I T E  ( 6 , 9 9 8 )
9 9 8  F O R H A T ( I X , ' C O U N T E R S  F O R  B B . , B P . , A N D  F F .  E L E H E N T S  S ' , I X / )
■  R I T E  ( 6 ,  3 9 5 7 )  I C N T R ,  I B F ,  I F F  
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C GENERATES THE COnLOND PHASE FOR ALL L AND ETAC***********************************************************************
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)C*0«57721566R9D0 
N-1000 SUN 1*0.DO SUH2*0.D0 
00 1 IS*1,N 
S*ETA/DPLOAT(IS)
1 SUNl*StIN1*S-DATAN(S)STGNA«-C*BTA*SUH1









RRITTFR nr DP .1. CALLAMAT
R > ACTUAL DIRERSIOR
1(1 AI ■ RAHHUR OROXRARf DIRERSIOR
R2 > RRAZ*RRAX
RRRAt*(RHAX* (»RAI*1))/2
SET Sf ■ 0 TOR RORNAL USE (ElGEHfECTOFS tiERERATED} 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a * * * * * * *
ISPLICIT REAl*B (A-H.O-I)












IE (I-J) 10,35.10 
30 IA-X»|J*J-J)/2AR0RH«AR0RR»A(IA) *A(IA)
25 CORTIRDE














6R I— A (LR)/DSQRT(A(Lfl) *A (Lfl) FE*Z)









IF (1*1) 80,115, 80 




90 t*i«n»to95 IF (I-l) 100, 105,105 
100 f L*l»Li}
eoTotto 
195 IL*L»IQ110 i-R(ii)*cosi-i(iit)*si*tR(IR| «R(IL) •SIRI'R (til) *COSI
• Jit) *i
115 IP (Rf-I) 120,125,120 
120 tl*>ILQ»I 
IHR«XH3»X
**R (ILR) PCOSI-R(IMR) *3101




1*R (LL) *C0SI2» R (OH) *31012-1
I-R(LL)*SI3U»R(00|*COSt2*(
R (LR) » (R (LL) -R (OH) ) *SIICS»R (LH) • (C0SI2-SIM2) R|LL)-T R(RR)«I 
110 IP (N-0) 135,1*0, US 135 MR* I 
OOT050
1*0 IP (L-(*-11)1*5,150,1*5 
1«S L*L*I
GOT 055
150 IP (1*0-1) 1*0,155,150 
155 1*0*0
C O T O 5 0
150 IP (THR-RIMI) 155,155,*3 
155 19— *001*51*1,Rio*io*aLL-I*(1*1-1)/2 J0*H*(I-2)
D0I*5J*I,B
. 1 Q * J 0 » NRR*J* <J*J-J|/2
IP(R(LL)-R(NR) ) 170,105,105 
170 l*R (Ll)R(LL) *R(HR)
• R(RR)*I
















OOURLt PRECISION PfINCTION S6.1<.1D1,JD2,JD1,IP1,LD2,LD3> 
C TENSION tl PORTRAN If
C BRITTEN M  Dfi. J.CALLANAT.REUSED PEB. 1976
C GENERATES 6J-SYRROL3
C» IHPLIC1T BEAL*R JA-II.O-2)













TL |l) *0.000 
PL(2)*0.000 
00 50 N- 3.122 
PN*DP10AT(N-D SO PL |N) *PL (N-l| *0106 (Pi|
IS NED |1)* (-Jt»J203(/2 
NED|2|*|«JI-J2*J3|/2 








NED (I I)* |»L1-L2»J3) /2 
NED|12)-|*L1»L2-J3)/2 
HA |1) *HED|D »HED|2| ♦NED(l) 
ni |2)*NED(U) »NED|5) »HRD(6)
NA 13) “RED (7)«flBP|8)»HED|9)
NA (N)-HEO(IO) «NE0|1D«NED|12)
NB |1) «HA |1| ♦NED|12)
NB|2|*HA|D*NED(«)
HB(1) *NA|1) ♦NED(B)
DETEBIUNE HAIIRUN OP (Jl»J2»J3| , (Jl»L2«L3|, |L1»J2*L3| , (L1*L2«J3)
NAX«NA|D 00 10 R*2,«
IP {HAI-HA(R) | 20.10,30 
20 NAI*nA (N) .
10 CONTINUE






b ir «h b |1)
DO S t M 2 ,3
t r  tU H -S B IR ))  5 1 ,5 1 ,4 0  
40 f i t  MSP (H)
51 CONT1ROS 
RRAHR1N-HAI 
R H P l 'M M t  
h in i  « h ir p i - h a (1) 
h ir 2«b i r p i - i i a (2)
H IN 3 « H I*P I-n A (3 )
H II4«H IN P1-H A(4)
b ib s - h i r p u i  
*itM fi«nn 1 1 > -fli«
H tH 7 *flB (2 )-H lN  
fn>8«R n(3) - b in
SOB S H IE S  IB  0O0BLE PRECISIOR
O M t.O -1 5  
3 *1 .0 0 -1 5
t r  (RBAI) * 5 ,4 5 ,5 5  
55 DO *0  K > 1 ,K IU t
BE*-UR4DP10AT (HXBI-K) •DPLORT (H IB 2 -R | *DPL0AT(HIB3-E) •DriOAT(HXH4-RI 
1 /  (DPLOAT (IUR5-R) 4DPL0AT(M B* 4R) •DPL0AT(fllR74R) 4DPL0AT (BIR84R) )
COT OrP SERIES IT  1 .0E -2S
IP  (DABS (OK)-1 .0 -2 5 )  *S ,» 5 ,6 0  
* 0  S>S»DK 
* 5  S »S *1 .0D *15
CRICOUTE BELT* PORCTXORS
DELOG-O.ODO 




R042<lf A (2) *2 
B0H3*HA(3|42 
B0B4>RA(4)*2DELoo«Dr.LOG-FL(Nuni)>rt.(BOfl2)-rL|Bun3)-ri.tRnn4)
DELOG*O.SDO*DELOGOLOG*rL(niA5) -fL(RIBI ) - PL (BIR2)-PL (RIB3J-PI (BIR4) -PL(HIH64 1) - PL 1 (NIM7»11-PL(niR6«1|
PLOG*DELOG*ULOG 
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function x i f(i i,ni,j i,zi,u i,ih)
EVALUATES NUMERICALLY INTEGRALS OF THE TYPE : XNT(0-R(IE)) OF 
(X**N1) • EYP(-Z1*X) *( 11-EXP(“B1*X))**.T1)*(FU O* «Q)
FQ 6 GQ ARE "ESPRCTIVBLY THE REGULAR 6 IHRBGULAP COULOJin FUNCTIONS
IMPLICIT REAL*6 (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION R(1200) #P( 1200)
COMNON/RODK/OELR(RtNM COHMON/FXF/PQ(1200),GQ(1200)
DO 2 I«1,IH 
B1R*-B1*R (I)
Z1R«-Z1*R(I)
?*R (I) ••N1*DEXP(Z1H)IF (21.RE.0) V=V*(1.DO-DEXP(B1R) ) **J1 
IP(II.EQ.O) F (I) *V*PQ (I)
TF (11. EQ. 1) F(I)*V*GQ(X)
2 CONTIRIIE






FtlNCTION XK12 (N, A,H,ll,L,R)
CILCOLATES INTEGRALS OF THE TTPE :INT(0-INF.) OP : (!••*) *EXP (tA»X) * (X**H)*EXP C-B*X) • (H<**L/B>** (LO| \
IHPLICIT REAL*B (A-H,0-Z)LIH=fUN*L*2AB=A*B







C COMPOTES INTEGRALS OP THE FORM:INT(0-INF.) OP (R**X)*EXP(-Y*n)*C L(P),RHERE L(P) IS THE L*0 REGULAR COtlLONB FUNCTION
C L(R) BEHAVES AS R**L AS R COES TO 0. (P(R)*TK*R*L(F))
C TK IS THE HAVE VECTOR IN RYDBERGS
C A IS THE COHLOHB PARAMETER
C IN IS THE NORMALIZATION OP THE FREE COULOMB FUNCTIONC**** IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION IP|S0)








XP(1)*CDAP-1.O0)/|2.D0*TK*A)IP (IX.ME.0) GO TO 1
XL*XP(1)*XNRETURN
1 XP(2)«DAP/YEIP (IX.NE. I) GO TO 2 
XLSXP(2)*XN RETURN2 DO 10 I*3#N 
DI«DPLOAT (I)






COMPUTES INTEGRALS OP THE TXPE S INT (0-1NFINITT) OP (F**N)*EXP(-A*R)*F(L,AX,TK*R),
P BEING THE REGULAR COULOMB FUNCTION AND AX THE COULOMB PARANETR.
IMPLICIT HEAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 









FUNCTION XLH(L,N,N,A) £♦**♦♦♦••♦♦♦*♦♦**♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦•♦♦♦♦•**••#**••#*•*•*•****♦*COMPUTES INTEGRALS OP THE TTPE : INT(O-INFINITI) OP
(R**N| ♦EXP(-A^R)♦F(L,AX,TR*R) , FOP L UE. 1 
P IS THE REGULAR COULOHR FUNCTION AND AX IS THE COULOMB PARAMETER ♦♦**♦*•♦*♦*♦♦*•♦♦♦•*♦♦*♦♦*♦♦••♦♦*♦*****♦*♦•**•********************** 
IMPLICIT REAL*6 (A-U,0-Z)
DIMENSION X(20, 100) ,AL(20) ,BL(20) ,CL(20)
CONNON/ANL/TR,AX 







2 CL (I) *XN
X(1, 1)-0.5D0*TK*AL(1)*((E»AK*BL(1)) *XLL+E*BL(1) •XL(1,A)«'AR*CL(1)) IP(L. EQ.1.AND.N.EQ.-2)GO TO 7 
X (1,2) *TR*AL( 1) * (BL (1) *XLL*CL ( 1) )IP (L.EQ.1.AND.N.EQ.-1) GO TO 7 
IP (L.LT.2.AND.N.GE.O)GO TO <1 DO 3 1*2,L 
DI«I
X (1,1) * (AL (I) / (2. 00*DI) ) ♦ ( (DI*E-2.D0*DL (I) ♦BL (1-1) ) ̂ X (1-1,1) ♦1 BL (I) ♦E<X(I- 1»2)-2.D0^DI*CL(I) ♦BL(I-1) ♦TR^I)IP (I* EQ.L.AND.N.EQ.(-L-1)) GO TO 7 
X(1,2) *AL (I) ♦ (BL(I) ♦! (I—I, 1) ♦DI*CL{I) •TK**X)IF (I.EQ.L. AND. N.EQ.-L) GO TO 7
3 CONTINUE<1 DO 5 R=3, M 
LAM*K-L-2
5 X (L,K)*(2.D0*(AX^TR♦A^DPLOAT(LAM))^X(L,R-1)♦DPLOAT(L^(L*1)1 -LAM^ (LAH-1) ) ♦X (L,R-2) ) /E
7 XLH*X(L,H)RETURN
END















H C 1 1 K X  3 C A T
I R 5 D  J P O R  J W R T  I T A P E  I D I S K
t
H Z C HP3H
R H A X
R P T S
R A T L
H B S A Z ( I )
R D S A Z  (2)
E R E G  | I ,  J )
-0.100000000000000*01 
- 0 . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0  
0 . 3 1 1 1 5 1 0 7 9 1 3 6 6 8 0 * 0 0  
- 0 . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0  
- 0 . 2 1 4 5 4 6 9 5 B 5 9 5 5 9 D - 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 5 5 6 2 6 5 4 0 2 7 2 0 * 0 1
R P R R  ( I ,  J )  Z ( I , J )
0 1 .0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0  0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1.00000000000000  
1 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0.80000000000000














0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.00000000000000
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.00000000000000
o.sooooooonooooo
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.00000000000000
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 . 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.00000000000000
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00.80000000000000 
1.00000000000000
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00.80000000000000
C S X G ( I , . 1 , n )
2.00000000000000 -0.00000000000000 -0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 
- 0 . 7 0 7 1 0 6 7 7 3 6 5 1 6 3  
0 . 3 5 3 5 5 3 3 9 1 2 5 1 3 8  
7 . 6 7 6 9 2 9 8 4 1 9 7 2 0 7  
- 4 . 8 5 8 0 5 7 1 6 5 6 2 2 9 3  
0 . 8 0 9 6 7 6 1 9 4 2 7 0 4 9  0.00000000000000 
0 . 2 0 4 1 2 4 1 4 5 2 3 1 9 3  0.00000000000000 
- 3 . 0 9 5 0 7 7 4 0 7 3 1 2 5 3  
- 0 . 5 6 8 7 0 0 9 4 2 4 9 6 1 6  
3 . 6 1 9 9 8 1 5 5 0 3 1 4 6 7  
- 8 . 0 3 3 3 4 8 7 9 4 2 0 9 8 0  
- 0 . 4 6 5 9 3 4  2 9 3 6 7 2 9 3  
5 . 6 5 7 8 5 1 2 7 5 5 7 2 6 3
ILLI
R S T O
Z P T A ( I )
1 5 . 6 0 0 0 0
1 2 . 0 0 9 0 0
9 . 2 3 9 7 7
244
7 . 10059 5.96199 
9 . 2 0 1 5 3  
3 . 2 3 1 9 5  
2 . 9 8 6 1 1  
1 . 9 1 2 9 0  
1 . 9 7 1 0 7  
1 . 1 3 1 6 0  
0 . 8 7 0 9 6  
0 . 6 6 9 5 8  
0 . 5 1 5 0 6  
0 . 3 9 6 2 0
■ 1 9 . 0 8 0 02.9 E . T O T A t  * r » : 9 C T  G A H J 1 A
t W P U T  D A T A  F O B
23 110 X B B TH P S T BEU P O N I F . I P HI S K P
B H B T  U P O N  H E  X C U S T  I O H 8  
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SINGLET EIGENVALUES COUNT 30
TRIPLET EIGENVALUES COUNT 29
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• ]. 5**6 7302 39 0 5 It 
•9.27907121900990
iiooiao nooeon or rsmostatis t
0 0 0 1 1 1






R n n u
1 1 0.773*0070-01 0.773*0070-01
1 2 -0.30972610-01 -0.30972*10-01
1 3 -0.36 6 0 2390-01 -0.7**02390-01
2 2 0.227*7100*00 0.22767100*00
2 3 0.237*0100*00 0.237*0100*00








*e*L rant joaoioaaT rarr
1 1 0.75*19*10-01 0.02*552*11-02
1 2 -0.32025190-01 -0.17022*70-01
251




1 3 ' 0.22769520-06
1088 RESOLTS
DBT(R) 1
- 0 . 1 1 7 3 9 8 8 0 - 0 6
K NITRIC
1 1 0.77301780*01 0.77101780-01
1 2 -0. 14902650-01 -0.3860265D-01
1 1 -0.16 67066 0-01 -0.16670660-01
2 2 0.22886570*00 0.22886570*00
2 1 0.21788990*00 0.23788990*00








8ERL PUT IHRCIRm PRRT
1 1 0.75571760-01 0.8 2555250- 021 . 2 -0.11917720-01 -0.17867900-011 1 -0.11960600-01 -0.10860290-01
CROSS SRCTIOHS
1 1 0.11577010-01






1 1 0 .  1 5 3 0 1 7 7 0 * 0 0 0 . 1 5 3 0 1 7 7 0 * 0 0
1 2 - 0 . 2 2 7 8 3 5 5 0 - 0 2 - 0 . 2 2 7 8 3 5 5 0 - 0 2
1 3 - 0 . 7 2 5 X  1 * 1 9 0 - 0 2 - 0 . 7 2 5 0 1 0 9 D - 0 2
2 2 0 . 3 U 0 6 5 5 1 D * 0 0 0 . 3 0 0 6 5 5 1 0 * 0 0
2 3 0 . 1 9 0 6 8 X 6 0 * 0 0 0 .  1 9 0 6 0 X 6 D * 0 0
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